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Preface: Rational Social 
Animals Go Wild

We live in polarized times. We are politically and ideologically divided, 
and our divisions seem to reflect, or be constituted by, divergent beliefs. 
As I write, the US is split into two camps that seem to have wildly diver-
gent beliefs over the efficacy of facemasks. For one side, they are sensible 
precautions against the spread of COVID- 19; for the other, they repre-
sent an outrageous infringement of civil liberties. The value of facemasks 
is just one topic that divides right and left over the virus and its risks. 
The two sides diverge on the origin of the virus, on the advisability of 
lockdowns and on the harmfulness of the disease, among other topics.

COVID- 19 is just the latest front in an ongoing conflict that pits 
beliefs against beliefs. While the science of COVID- 19 is young, and 
there’s room to doubt whether either side has a right to much confidence 
in its views, on many of the issues that divide us the evidence is over-
whelmingly on one side. Bad beliefs—beliefs that appear to be wildly at 
variance with the great preponderance of evidence—seem to animate 
opposition to vaccination and to the teaching of evolution. Much more 
consequentially—quite probably catastrophically—bad beliefs have 
played a central role in the world’s failure to tackle climate change. Until 
very recently, US policy on climate change was decided by a president 
who thinks that global warming is a hoax. Together with Australia, 
Brazil, and other countries governed by climate change deniers, the US 
was able to stymie international efforts at tackling the problem. The 
world is already paying a heavy price.

This is a book about beliefs, good and bad, about how they are gener-
ated and how they might best be improved. Epistemology, the subdisci-
pline of philosophy concerned with beliefs and their justification, is 
ancient. Up to quite recently, however, modern epistemology was 
focused on theoretical questions; in particular, on the analysis of knowl-
edge. It wasn’t much concerned with the practical questions that will be 
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my focus. My concern isn’t with the analysis of knowledge. Rather, it is 
with how knowledge is acquired and what factors lead to good and bad 
beliefs. Correlatively, my exemplars of belief will not be the uncontro-
versial cases that feature in a great deal of contemporary discussion; 
cases in which, say, one agent believes that another owns a car of a par-
ticular make, or that there’s a barn hereabouts. Instead, my exemplars 
will be cases that are controversial but shouldn’t be: beliefs about anthro-
pogenic climate change, evolution, and the safety and efficacy of vac-
cines. These examples are chosen because there’s an expert consensus on 
these issues, but many people reject the expert view. Are they rational in 
doing so? What explains their dissent? Should we attempt to change 
their minds, and if so, how should we do so? I’ll defend some controver-
sial answers to these questions about controversial beliefs.

Philosophers love definitions, so before I go on let me say a few words 
about what I mean by “bad beliefs.” There are lots of ways in which 
beliefs might be bad. A belief might be morally bad (racist beliefs are 
bad in that kind of way). I’m not concerned with moral badness, but 
with epistemic badness; that is badness in the belief ’s relationship to evi-
dence and to the world it aims to reflect. Epistemic badness itself comes 
in a variety of forms. One way in which a belief can be epistemically bad 
is by being false. My primary examples of bad belief are false: climate 
change denial, anti- vaxxer beliefs, creationism, and so on. But not all 
false beliefs are bad beliefs, in the sense I’m concerned with. I’m an athe-
ist: I don’t believe that any religion is true. But I don’t think theists are 
bad believers in my sense. They’re not bad believers because I think that 
religious belief can be rational: a thoughtful person who is familiar with 
the evidence for and against the existence of God can reasonably con-
clude that God exists.

A bad belief, in my sense, is therefore not (necessarily) a false belief, 
but an unjustified belief (a bad belief could even be a true belief, if the 
totality of evidence is misleading). That still isn’t enough to pin down 
the kind of belief I’m concerned with, though: there are different ways in 
which beliefs can be unjustified, and I’m concerned with only one. A 
belief might be unjustified because it’s not supported by the evidence 
available to the believer herself or because it’s not supported by the total-
ity of the evidence. Obviously, these things can come apart: a detective 
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might conclude her suspect is guilty of the crime based on nothing but 
prejudice and therefore believe badly (in one way) even if all the avail-
able evidence (including, say, the forensic report that she hasn’t yet read) 
actually supports the suspect’s guilt. Bad beliefs, in my sense, are not 
those that are subjectively unjustified in this kind of way, though.

A bad belief, in my sense, is a belief that (a) conflicts with the beliefs 
held by the relevant epistemic authorities and (b) held despite the wide-
spread public availability either of the evidence that supports more 
accurate beliefs or of the knowledge that the relevant authorities believe 
as they do. The “relevant epistemic authorities” are those people and 
institutions that are widely recognized as being in the best position to 
answer questions in the domain: scientists are the relevant epistemic 
authorities when it comes to evolution; historians the relevant epistemic 
authorities on the Holocaust; and so on. I don’t intend this characteriza-
tion as a definition of bad beliefs (philosophers, save your counterexam-
ples). It’s meant to pick out a set of beliefs without begging some 
questions I want to leave open, such as the question whether bad believ-
ers can be subjectively justified in holding their beliefs. My aim is to 
explain why people come to hold beliefs that are bad in that kind of way. 
Why do they reject climate change, in defiance of the scientific authori-
ties? Why do they reject vaccines, in defiance of the medical profession? 
And so on.

There are already many books and papers which aim to answer this 
question or questions that overlap very considerably with this one. 
Many of these books and papers argue that bad beliefs are explained (in 
important part) by the ways in which we humans are supposed to depart 
from some ideal of rational deliberation. On these kinds of views, bad 
beliefs are explained by a range of irrational (or arational) psychological 
dispositions characteristic of human beings (albeit perhaps more pro-
nounced on one side of politics than the other). According to views like 
this, people reject science (say) due to a need for stability, or out of an 
irrational respect for authority figures or (in more scientific language) 
due to the confirmation bias or a need for cognitive closure. These biases 
or dispositions are irrational or arational, though having them might 
itself be rational. The world is complex and time is short; often we must 
make decisions on the basis of limited information and before we can 
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properly think things through. It is often better to rely on processes that 
tend to get things right most of the time, even if they are not themselves 
rational. On a now standard story, we have evolved to think rationally 
only under certain conditions: when time permits and resources are 
plentiful and we’re motivated to draw on those resources. These influen-
tial views explain bad beliefs by our tendency to make decisions using 
heuristics and shortcuts, reliance on which is inevitable and adaptive.

This book defends a very different view. It argues that bad beliefs are 
(in central cases) the product of genuinely and wholly rational pro-
cesses. These processes are rational in the sense that they respond 
appropriately to evidence, as evidence. To say that they’re rational is not 
to say that they always get things right (though given the link between 
evidence and getting things right, rational mechanisms tend to get 
things right). If the evidence is misleading, rational processes go wrong. 
If I get lost in a foreign city because the map I got from the tourist office 
has been tampered with by pranksters, my confusion is not due to any 
rational failing on my part. I accessed and processed information in a 
way that’s beyond criticism (assuming there are no grounds for me to 
suspect tampering). The problem arises in the inputs into my naviga-
tional reasoning, not my reasoning itself. Analogously, I’ll suggest that 
bad beliefs tend to arise—very significantly, at any rate—through the 
rational reasoning processes of those who end up believing badly. Just as 
I might find myself lost because someone tampered with the inputs into 
my navigation, so people end up believing badly because their epistemic 
environment has been manipulated.

Another way in which this book departs from more familiar views is 
that it heavily emphasizes social processes in the generation of knowl-
edge. Knowledge, I’ll argue, arises from distributed epistemic labor: 
epistemic labor distributed across space, time and across agents. 
Moreover, the knowledge thereby generated often is itself not an indi-
vidual possession: it is parceled out across multiple agents, and even 
across the environment. It is normal and rationally appropriate for 
agents not to fully understand their own epistemic tools or the role they 
themselves play in the generation of knowledge, nor even the knowledge 
thereby generated. This is not just a limitation to which people like you 
and I are subject, because we’re not scientists. Rather, it is the expected 
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upshot of the way cognitive labor is distributed, and scientists are and 
must be limited in just the same kind of way.

I’ll argue that those who come to hold bad beliefs do so for roughly 
the same sorts of reasons as those who come to hold good beliefs. It isn’t 
because they’re irrational and we’re not. It is largely because we defer to 
reliable sources of evidence and they defer to unreliable. This deference, 
which may be explicit or implicit, is itself rational on both sides. Given 
that we’re epistemically social animals, it’s largely through deference that 
we come to know about the world and generate further knowledge. The 
processes are much the same in our case and in theirs, and for the most 
part beyond reproach. Accounting for why some of us go astray in belief 
formation requires us to understand mechanisms of deference, the fea-
tures of agents and the world that lead us to trust one source rather than 
another, and how testimony can be implicit as well as explicit. It also 
opens us onto the world: it requires us to scrutinize the features of the 
epistemic landscape and how that landscape can come to be ep i ste mi-
cally polluted.

The rationality of bad belief formation has escaped recognition by 
philosophers, social scientists, and the general public, I suggest, because 
bad beliefs are so at odds with so much of the evidence. Climate change 
skeptics have beliefs that are at odds with the record of climate change 
and with well- established theories about the relationship between CO2 
and temperature. Anti- vaxxers have beliefs about the safety of vaccines 
that are at odds with the medical literature. And so on. I’ll argue that 
nevertheless these beliefs are not at odds with the higher- order evidence. 
Higher- order evidence is evidence that concerns not the issues about 
which we’re trying to make up our minds, but the reliability of the first- 
order evidence and how other people are responding to that evidence. 
Higher- order evidence is genuine evidence, and we rely on it all the 
time. But philosophers and psychologists overlook its pervasiveness and 
its significance. Once we come to see the ubiquity of higher- order evi-
dence and the extent to which cognition is reliant on it, we’ll be forced to 
rethink the extent of irrationality in human reasoning.

In effect, the argument I offer from high- order evidence parallels 
Cecilia Heyes’ (2018) argument against nativist accounts of cognition. 
Nativists appeal to the “poverty of the stimulus” to motivate their 
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accounts: given that infants receive so little instruction and have so few 
examples to imitate, the acquisition of species- typical behaviors and 
capacities must be due to genes and not environment. Heyes argues that 
this is false: the stimulus is rich, not impoverished. She argues that the 
infant has ample opportunities for learning. I suggest that an analogous 
appeal to poverty underwrites arguments for pervasive human ir ra tion-
al ity: given how impoverished the evidence for bad beliefs is, something 
other than rational response to evidence must explain their formation. 
In the experiments designed to demonstrate irrationality, first- order 
evidence for the beliefs adopted may be thin, but there’s plenty of evi-
dence nevertheless, and our responses are typically sensitive to it, 
I’ll argue.

An account of knowledge production that emphasizes how the ep i ste-
mic environment is saturated with higher- order evidence yields a dis-
tinctive account of how we best improve knowledge production. Bad 
belief has bad political effects, but it also has causes that are themselves 
political, in a broad sense of “political.” We are (I’ll suggest) epistemic 
individualists: we prize individual cognition and take it to be responsible 
for the great bulk of our cognitive achievements.1 This individualism 
causes us to overlook or underestimate the need to attend to the ep i ste-
mic environment: to the social mechanisms underlying knowledge pro-
duction and the social cues that modulate deference. I’ll suggest that 
understanding knowledge and belief requires combating epistemic indi-
vidualism, and being more attentive to our environment and to the pol-
lutants that have been allowed to accumulate in it.

A focus on the epistemic environment leads to different kinds of rem-
edies for bad beliefs than those suggested by more familiar views. Deficit 
accounts of bad belief formation (a deficit of knowledge, of motivation, 
of rationality) suggest remedies that turn on correcting the deficit(s). If 
the deficit is in information, then we might improve beliefs by broad-
casting the truth more widely. If it is in rationality, we might address it 
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1 Who is the “we” here? The evidence is strongest with regard to WEIRD people; that is, 
those who live in the Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich and Developed world. It is 
WEIRD people who are the participants in most psychological studies (in most research in 
most fields), and therefore less is known about other groups. There is some, albeit contested, 
evidence that other cultures are less individualistic than WEIRD cultures, though as we will see 
there is evidence that East and South Asians are also epistemic individualists.
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through the education system (perhaps by teaching critical thinking). 
Alternatively, perhaps it would best be addressed by presenting infor-
mation in a way that minimizes its potential threat to identity or to 
people’s values. At least some of the approaches inspired by these expla-
nations are valuable. What’s not to like about improving the education 
system? I’m confident that some of these initiatives would actually 
improve people’s beliefs to some degree. But I’ll suggest that they should 
not be our sole, or even our main, focus. Rather, we should focus on 
improving the epistemic environment. That doesn’t just mean we need 
to address what messages are circulating (this isn’t the information defi-
cit hypothesis in a new guise). The epistemic environment consists in 
much more than explicit messages. It consists in agents and institutions 
as well as messages, and the former may often be more significant than 
the latter.

Consider, for instance, the cues that we use to decide how much 
weight to give to testimony. Some of these cues are obvious: for instance, 
we weigh testimony by those we perceive as expert more heavily than 
testimony from those we perceive as less expert, and we weigh testimony 
from multiple sources more heavily than testimony from a lone individ-
ual. Only a little less obviously, we weigh testimony by those we perceive 
as sharing our values more heavily than from those we perceive as 
malevolent or as ideological opponents. Given these facts, one impor-
tant way of improving people’s beliefs is by way of attending to these 
kinds of cues. We can improve belief formation through what I will call 
epistemic engineering: the management of the epistemic environment. 
For instance, we might take care to ensure that people who lack exper-
tise can’t easily give themselves an unearned appearance of expertise.

Epistemic engineering raises significant ethical issues, of course. 
Aren’t we manipulating others when we engineer the environment in 
this kind of way? To see the force of the objection, contrast such engi-
neering with more traditional ways of changing minds: by giving rea-
sons and presenting evidence. These more traditional ways are (surely) 
maximally respectful of agents and their rationality. In contrast, chang-
ing the ways in which cues for belief are distributed seems disrespectful 
at best, perhaps even subversive of agents’ autonomy. The worry becomes 
even more pressing if a great deal of testimony is implicit, delivered not 
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via assertion but implicated by what is not said, and even by subtle fea-
tures of the context. Manipulating such features, in the way I advocate, 
seems to be engaging in nudging, and nudging is hugely controversial.

I’ll argue that in its typical guises, nudging (and therefore epistemic 
engineering) is unproblematic. It’s controversial only because it’s misun-
derstood. Both philosophers and cognitive scientists typically under-
stand nudging as taking advantage of non- rational mechanisms; it’s 
because nudges bypass genuine reasoning that nudging is controversial. 
I argue instead that nudges should be understood as implicit testimony. 
Being guided by a nudge is being guided by testimony, and there’s noth-
ing irrational about such guidance (here my defense of the rationality of 
the processes underlying belief formation becomes relevant to the 
assessment of the policies aimed at improving it). Hence nudging is usu-
ally respectful of agency, and questions concerning manipulation or 
epistemic paternalism can be set aside.

The Book: A Preview

Darwin called The Origin of Species “one long argument.” This book, 
too, is an attempt at one long argument: it’s designed to be read through 
(here, I’m afraid, comparisons with Darwin come to an end). 
Nevertheless, readers might appreciate a sense of the contents to come.

In Chapter 1, I introduce the topic of belief and belief formation, and 
set out the case for thinking that the quality of our beliefs is crucial to 
the quality of our social and political lives. I make this case against the 
belief skeptics: those who think that the beliefs that agents express play a 
smaller role in explaining their behavior than we might have thought. I 
then turn to existing explanations of belief acquisition and update (i.e, 
how they change over time), drawn from the social sciences. I argue that 
the influential deficit and motivated cognition accounts fall short of 
explaining how people come to hold entrenched views that conflict with 
settled science. In Chapter 2, I turn to a very different body of work in 
the cognitive sciences: work on cultural evolution. Drawing heavily on 
the so- called Californian school of researchers, I argue that we owe 
much of our success at colonizing a dizzying variety of environments to 
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cumulative culture, which embodies valuable knowledge. This knowl-
edge, I suggest, is deeply social: it’s the product of cognition distributed 
across many agents and across time, and it is never fully grasped by any 
individual. I then argue that contemporary science does not free us from 
heavy reliance on socially embedded knowledge production. Rather, if 
anything, it increases it: science, too, is the product of distributed cogni-
tion and individual scientists are never in a position fully to understand 
their own work.

Chapter 3 turns to distributed cognition in everyday contexts. I argue 
that the outsourcing of knowledge to others is routine for us. We take 
ourselves to be epistemically autonomous beings, but we form and 
update our beliefs very heavily through social referencing (looking to 
others, especially to those with whom we identify) and deference. These 
kinds of processes are rational, I’ll argue: they’re ways of responding 
appropriately to genuine evidence. They’re also highly adaptive, though 
it’s not that fact that makes them rational (it’s the other way round). 
Having established that distributed cognition is more powerful than we 
tend to think, I turn in Chapters 4 and 5 to the converse question: how 
successful is individual cognition? In Chapter  4 I argue, contrary to 
what seems to be the consensus in epistemology and contrary to wide-
spread intuition, that unaided individual cognition is highly unreliable. 
Without deference (to the right people to the right extent), we’re ep i ste-
mi cally at sea. In Chapter 5 I argue that we live in a polluted epistemic 
environment, which ensures that individual cognition fares even worse 
than it might’ve done. The focus on individual reasoning has led us to 
neglect this environment, I’ll argue, thereby handing its management 
over to frauds and merchants of doubt.

In advocating attention to the epistemic environment, I’m advocating 
nudging, and nudging is highly controversial. In Chapter  6, I address 
this issue. I argue that nudging is not autonomy- subversive, as is often 
thought. It’s not autonomy- subversive because it relies on mechanisms 
of deference—the same sorts of mechanisms that in earlier chapters I 
suggested were rational mechanisms. Nudging is in effect arguing, and 
being guided by nudges is being guided by (higher- order) evidence. 
Chapter  6 has an additional aim. Not only does it aim to show that 
nudges provide higher- order evidence: it also aims to show that the 
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cultural and social cues that in earlier chapters I argued are essential to 
human flourishing and to knowledge production themselves work 
through the provision of higher- order evidence. We orient ourselves 
and make decisions centrally by reference to higher- order evidence.

In a brief concluding chapter, I pull these threads together. Higher- 
order evidence is genuine evidence: in being guided by it, we’re acting 
and thinking rationally. It follows, I argue, that much of the evidence 
commonly cited in support of the view that we are pervasively ir- or 
arational does not in fact support it. We’ve tended to conclude, on the 
basis of evidence that we’re often responsive to cues and manipulations 
that don’t involve the presentation of first- order evidence, that we’re 
responding arationally (albeit adaptively). But we’re more rational than 
we think: we’re social and cultural animals, and we respond to the genu-
ine evidence that our fellows and our cultural environment provide to 
us. Perhaps we’re rational animals after all.

That’s the agenda this book will pursue. Let me finish this introduc-
tion with a few words on methodology, and the sources of evidence that 
will guide my argument. I am a philosopher, working in that tradition of 
post- analytic philosophy that takes the sciences as exemplary (though 
not, to my mind, exhaustive) of knowledge production (this is a branch 
of what Eric Schliesser (2019) calls synthetic philosophy). The kind of 
philosophy I aim to engage in develops theories that systematize and 
interpret evidence from a broad range of sources, but especially from 
the cognitive sciences: cognitive and social psychology, the cognitive 
science of religion and work in cultural evolution. I engage in this kind 
of philosophy—call it naturalistic synthetic philosophy—because I 
believe it’s more likely to generate knowledge about the kinds of ques-
tions I am interested in (here) than alternatives. That doesn’t mean that I 
think other ways of doing philosophy are worthless. Far from it: Other 
approaches may be better for pursuing other valuable ends. Further, 
other ways of doing philosophy are often relevant to my project, and I’ll 
draw on them when they are.

In particular, I’ll draw on work in epistemology. Above, I mentioned 
that the focus of modern epistemology has been on the analysis of 
knowledge. But recently there’s been a flowering of work in analytic 
epistemology focused on more practical questions. Analytic philosophy 
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differs from naturalistic synthetic philosophy in that while the latter 
takes the sciences as its most important source of evidence, the former 
relies heavily on the tools of conceptual analysis, the construction of 
thought experiments and the generation of counterexamples. Analytic 
epistemology has recently spawned social epistemology: epistemology 
concerned with the epistemic workings and effects of social interaction 
and institutions. I’ve already signaled my indebtedness to social episte-
mology by referring to testimony above. I’ll draw on work in social epis-
temology and in analytic epistemology more broadly: for instance, work 
on higher- order evidence and on the epistemic significance of 
disagreement.

In a recent book, Nathan Ballantyne (2019) describes his project as an 
exercise in “inclusive regulative epistemology.” Regulative epistemology 
is practical: it aims at guiding belief formation. Ballantyne’s work is 
inclusive because unlike some other regulative epistemologists (he cites 
Bishop and Trout (2004) and Roberts and Wood (2007)) it does not aim 
to replace other methods, but instead draws on them. Ballantyne’s proj-
ect is an exercise in inclusive analytic regulative epistemology. Mine– in 
an even bigger mouthful– is an exercise in inclusive naturalistic syn-
thetic regulative epistemology (don’t worry—there’ll be no call for me to 
use this phrase again).

Having situated the project on the philosophical field, let me now say 
something about its relationship to the cognitive sciences. In recent 
years, psychology has been rocked by a replication crisis: when experi-
ments have been repeated, researchers have often been unable to repro-
duce the original findings. For instance, one group attempted to replicate 
100 experiments previously published in high- profile journals, but suc-
ceeded in replicating only 41 (Open Science Collaboration 2015).2 This 
crisis has made some philosophers reluctant to utilize evidence from 
psychology, and has led others to dismiss the entire field and the philos-
ophy that draws on it. Caution is warranted, but dismissal is not.

PrefAce: rAtionAl sociAl AnimAls go wild xix

2 It’s important to note, however, that these data are difficult to interpret. A failure to reach 
significance—the criterion they used for successful replication—might in many cases be due to 
the power of the replication attempt. It’s also important to note that failures of replication may 
occur for many reasons, even when the underlying effect is real. See Earp (2016) for discussion 
of how we should understand this project.
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While it’s not strictly relevant to my project, let me first say a few 
words about why many areas of psychology have no problem with repli-
cability. The replication crisis arises, in important part, from the use of 
sample sizes that were too small to rule out chance as a plausible expla-
nation of the results reported (too often, unscrupulous or surprisingly 
ignorant psychologists took advantage of this fact to massage data in 
ways more or less guaranteed to produce statistically significant results; 
for example, by shelving unsuccessful experiments and simply repeating 
them until, by chance, they got the results they wanted). But small sam-
ple sizes are only a problem in some areas. In cognitive psychology, 
while sample sizes (in terms of numbers of participants) are sometimes 
tiny, tasks are often repeated a very large number of times. The high 
number of trials ensures that studies have an extremely high power, and 
are able reliably to detect small effects. The p value for significance—the 
threshold used to assess the likelihood that evidence against the null 
hypothesis is due to chance—is conventionally set at 0.05. Roughly, that 
is, an effect is taken to be (provisionally) established, or “significant,” if 
the probability that we would see it by chance if there were no genuine 
relationship between the variables of interest was 5 per cent or less. One 
sign that some areas of science suffer from a serious problem is that 
there is a suspicious clustering of published results just below the cut- off 
for significance (Leggett et al. 2013; Masicampo & Lalande 2012); this is 
evidence that researchers have engaged in p-hacking—manipulation—
to massage the data until it reaches significance (this can be done, for 
instance, by dividing the data in unprincipled ways until a subpopula-
tion is identified for whom the finding is significant). But in cognitive 
psychology, tiny p values (e.g., p < .001) are not uncommon (see 
Scholl, 2017 for discussion).

But while much of psychology is untouched by the replication crisis, I 
can’t take a great deal of comfort in that fact. Much of the work on which 
I’ll draw comes from social and political psychology, which are ground 
zero for the crisis. In the absence of better evidence, I’ll draw on this 
work freely, albeit carefully and reflectively.

To the extent I can, I’ll rely on more recent work. Methodological 
standards have risen dramatically since the replication crisis first came 
to widespread attention. Many studies are now preregistered, which 

xx PrefAce: rAtionAl sociAl AnimAls go wild
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dramatically reduces the risk of p-hacking (if I test for a hypothesis that 
differs from the one I registered, or split my sample in a way that was not 
motivated by the hypothesis I registered, this is now plain to everyone). 
Sample sizes have increased dramatically, increasing the power to detect 
genuine effects and lowering the risk of generating a chance finding. It is 
now easier than before to publish null results, and even when they are 
not published formally, such studies are now routinely made available 
online. This dramatic rise in standards ensures that newer work is more 
likely to be reliable than older. At the same time, we now have a better 
sense of which older work is especially unreliable. Researchers have 
developed statistical tests for detecting p-hacking and estimating true 
effect sizes in the light of the file drawer effect (the shelving of experi-
ments when they failed to cross the magic p = 0.05 threshold, thereby 
ensuring that their results do not become part of the public record), 
which enables us to identify unreliable work. In fact, even without for-
mal testing researchers often have a good sense of which work is reliable 
and which is not (Camerer et al. 2018). If a result seems too good to be 
true, it probably is.

We should be cautious in drawing on cognitive science. We should be 
attentive to effect sizes, to sample sizes, to replicability and to how well 
hypotheses cohere with other work. But we shouldn’t be skeptical across 
the board. Naturalistic synthetic philosophy—or, at any rate, my version— 
is motivated in part by the conviction that evidence from the special 
 sciences is routinely better than evidence from other sources. It’s not 
always good evidence, and I’ll approach it with a skeptical eye when 
warranted. But on many topics, it’s a far better source of evidence than 
philosophers’ intuitions, and I’ll treat it as such. I’m confident that some 
of the work I’ll cite will prove to be flawed, sometimes seriously. But the 
account I’ll develop should be able to withstand such blows.

For all its use of empirical findings, this is an exercise in philosophy. It 
depends not on the science (directly), but on interpretations of the sci-
ence and on philosophical argument. The general drift of the book is 
increasingly philosophical: the earlier chapters describe and interpret 
scientific work, and the later chapters engage much more in philosophi-
cal argument. The overall conclusions run contrary to widespread views 
within the cognitive sciences. If the account offered here is correct, we’re 
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much more rational than psychology and naturalistic philosophy usu-
ally holds. But our rationality depends very heavily on others and on 
how we’re embedded in epistemic networks.

Of course, individuals are predictably overfond of their own work 
and predictably limited in their capacity to assess it. It is through the 
scrutiny of the epistemic community that my account will be tested and 
its strengths and flaws revealed.
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What Should We Believe About Belief?

Beliefs, as philosophers use the term, are mental states that represent the 
world. We have lots and lots of beliefs, most of them very boring. 
I believe that it is hot today; that I am in Australia; that it is mid- afternoon. 
We tend not to notice these beliefs. We notice our beliefs more when 
they are controversial (that abortion is morally permissible; that facemasks 
save lives) and when they are identity- forming for us (that Jesus died for 
our sins; that the US is the greatest country in the world). The contents of 
these beliefs are very different from one another. A major focus of the 
recent philosophical literature on beliefs has been whether these different 
beliefs are all in fact the same kind of mental state. A belief like the cat is 
on the mat differs from the belief the banana is unripe in its content. The 
first is about cats and mats; the second about bananas and ripeness. But 
perhaps the cat is on the mat differs from the belief Manchester United is 
the best team not only in content, but also in the kind of state it is.

One reason to think that there might be different kinds of beliefs is that 
some beliefs are bizarre. It is hard to see how anyone could genuinely 
believe that Trump is a decent person if by “belief” we mean take the 
world to be a certain way. Moreover, beliefs have the function of guiding 
behavior: we represent the world as being a certain way because we need 
to know how to act on and in it. But some beliefs don’t guide behavior. 
For example, delusions have a notoriously loose relationship with behav-
ior. Someone who suffers from the Capgras delusion believes that some 
familiar individual (usually a close family member) has been replaced 
by an impostor. But sufferers are typically little concerned by this star-
tling fact (Bayne & Pacherie  2005). The man who believes, or says he 
believes, that his wife has been replaced by a robot or an alien typically 
doesn’t report her missing or avoid the impostor. Capgras sufferers have 
had a brain injury; as we’ll see, healthy people are also unmotivated by 
some of their most fervently expressed beliefs.

Bad Beliefs: Why They Happen to Good People. Neil Levy, Oxford University Press. © Neil Levy 2022.
DOI: 10.1093/oso/9780192895325.003.0001
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I won’t be tackling these issues directly here. I’m not especially concerned 
with the nature or structure of belief. I care about beliefs at all because of 
the role they play in explaining and causing behavior, and there’s no real 
doubt that most of the beliefs that people profess are apt to cause signifi-
cant behavior (even if there are interesting differences between them in 
this regard). A state can qualify as a belief, on the relaxed standard I’m 
using here, even if it falls well short of what Stephen Stich (1978) calls 
inferential promiscuity (that is, aptness to enter into inferential relations 
with an indefinitely broad range of propositions) or broad guidance of 
behavior, just so long as it drives a sufficient amount of our sufficiently 
consequential behavior.

In this chapter, I’ll survey some of the rich philosophical and psycho-
logical literature on how beliefs are acquired and updated. I survey this 
literature not only for its own sake, but to set out the background for my 
own account. I aim to show that the existing literature, illuminating 
though it is, doesn’t adequately explain how and why we come to believe 
what we do and act as we do. In setting it out, I’ll also be setting out the 
standard and highly influential picture of ourselves that has emerged 
from psychology. It is now part of educated lay wisdom that human 
beings are far from fully rational animals, and the psychological litera-
ture on beliefs is an important part of the motivation for this piece of 
wisdom. I’ll be arguing we’re a lot more rational than the standard 
view holds.

Before I turn to the psychology, I’ll provide some essential background 
on why belief matters and why we should therefore be concerned with 
bad beliefs. Beliefs matter because they guide behavior; accurate belief is 
required for successful navigation of the world. I’ll also show how high 
the stakes are: some of the most significant political challenges of our 
time are, in part, battles over belief. In the second and third sections of 
this chapter, I’ll examine accounts that hold that some of our controversial 
beliefs don’t guide behavior in the manner characteristic of mundane beliefs; 
if these accounts are correct, some of our (apparent) beliefs may not matter 
all that much. I’ll argue that we can’t take comfort from these accounts: 
many controversial beliefs play enough of the explanatory and causal 
role we expect of beliefs to be extremely consequential. I’ll then turn to a 
discussion of the family of accounts that explain bad belief as a result of 
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our rationality deficits. I’ll give some preliminary reasons for thinking 
that these accounts are inadequate. The rest of the book will constitute a 
much fuller case for an alternative, on which we’re rational animals 
after all.

Belief and Behavior

Belief matters. Many philosophers identify beliefs with functional states. 
On this view, to believe that p is to possess a representation that plays a 
characteristic role in behavior.1 It explains our behavior (why did Anya 
go to the fridge? She was thirsty and believed there was beer in there) 
and it predicts behavior (will Bindi take her umbrella? She will, if she 
believes it might rain). Even those philosophers who reject functionalism 
accept that beliefs at very least typically play these explanatory roles in 
behavior. Beliefs are the kind of things that show up in behavior (espe-
cially, but not only, verbal behavior: assertion).2 Attention to behavior 
therefore enables us to attribute beliefs. In a popular metaphor, beliefs 
typically function as maps. They enable us to navigate the world.

The (characteristic) functional role of beliefs provides us with a heu-
ristic for belief attribution: beliefs are those states that make best sense 
of agents’ behavior (given plausible assumptions about their desires). 
This fact also brings into relief why it is so important to understand the 
factors that explain belief acquisition and update. Because beliefs play a 
pivotal role in behavior, accurate beliefs are essential for appropriate 
behavior. “Appropriate,” here, may mean many things. Accurate beliefs 
are typically required for adaptive behavior. Agents with accurate beliefs 

1 The focus on behavior comes easily to philosophers, but it is worth saying a few words 
about it for those less steeped in the philosophical literature. Focusing on behavior doesn’t 
entail accepting behaviorism: rather, it is a way of getting at the very internal states that behav-
iorism ignored (or denied). A belief, on this view, is a functional state: it is the internal state of 
the agent that makes best sense of her behavior, given her desires. This “interpretivist” picture 
of belief attribution should be familiar upon reflection: if your friend says she is liberal, but 
votes for Donald Trump and believes that taxes should be lower, you’re probably going to con-
clude she’s lying (or self- deceived). Attributing the belief she claims to have doesn’t make sense 
of her behavior. Some other functional state must underlie it, not the belief she professes.

2  Rose, Buckwalter, & Turri (2014) present experimental evidence that ordinary people 
take assertion to be the single most powerful cue for belief ascription.
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tend to do very much better at setting and achieving goals than those 
with inaccurate beliefs. There may be exceptions: more than a century 
ago, William James observed that sometimes having an inflated confidence 
in our abilities may help us achieve our goals. Work on “depressive 
 realism” (Ackermann & DeRubeis 1991; Moore & Fresco 2012) also sug-
gests that overconfidence is normal and adaptive (though the reliability 
of this research is now in doubt). But it’s uncontroversial that accurate 
beliefs are generally required for effective goal pursuit. The man who 
succeeds in leaping across a gulf only because he has an inflated assess-
ment of his own athletic prowess had better retain an accurate assessment 
of where the edge is, lest he step off it inadvertently.

Accurate beliefs are also required for pro- social behavior. Again, there 
are surely exceptions. Perhaps a belief in free will is false, but neverthe-
less required for the maintenance of social order (as Vohs & Schooler 
(2008) suggest).3 Again, though, accurate beliefs are generally required 
for pro- social behavior. We need to have accurate beliefs about who is 
sentient if we are to avoid hurting others inadvertently; about what ben-
efits them and what harms them; about where they are and where they 
will be, and so on. Driving a car, closing a door, simply walking across a 
room: all of these are actions that could cause harm, but usually do not, 
because we have roughly accurate beliefs about a host of banal topics.

Beliefs, and especially bad beliefs, matter not only for our banal 
behaviors; they’re also at the heart of our major political challenges. 
Those who seek to manipulate our behavior have been quick to grasp 
this fact. They aim to manipulate us by targeting our beliefs, rather than 
by getting us to act directly.

In the wake of recent scandals involving Cambridge Analytica and 
fake news on Facebook, journalists and ordinary people sometimes 
express a worry that ordinary people can be easily manipulated into 
believing more or less anything. Actually, shifting opinions is often quite 
difficult: when people have pre- existing beliefs, when the topic is one that 
they take to concern them directly, and when they get reliable confirming 

3 This paper has been very influential. It has been cited 970 times, according to Google 
Scholar. Its influence indicates the difficulty of correcting false beliefs: later work finds little to 
no effect of free will belief on prosocial behavior (Crone & Levy  2019; Monroe et al.  2017; 
Nadelhoffer et al. 2020).
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or disconfirming feedback, changing minds is hard and effects tend to be 
small and often short- lived (Mercier 2020). But when they have few pre- 
existing beliefs or when the topic is one on which they are not able to 
access direct evidence, manipulation can succeed. Unsurprisingly, we’re 
more vigilant and careful concerning questions that touch us directly 
than those which seem distant and of little significance to how our lives 
go. The selectivity of epistemic vigilance leaves us vulnerable to manipu-
lation on important questions when they don’t make a direct difference 
to our lives, or we can’t see how they make a difference. The obvious 
example here is climate change. On this topic, manipulation of public 
opinion has been spectacularly successful.

Most or all of my readers live in democracies, however imperfect. 
Democracies are responsive to the priorities of voters. Decades ago, fossil 
fuel interests took action to forestall voters agitating strongly for effec-
tive action on climate change. In Merchants of Doubt (2011), Oreskes 
and Conway document how they went about it, and how successful 
they were.

Oreskes and Conway’s title stems from a now infamous 1969 memo 
by a tobacco executive. Big tobacco fought a long and effective battle 
against governmental regulation and bad publicity by casting doubt on 
the science linking smoking and cancer. “Doubt is our product,” the 
unnamed author of the memo wrote, “since it is the best means of 
competing with the ‘body of fact’ that exists in the mind of the general 
public.” The tactics the tobacco industry pioneered to engineer doubt 
(often, in fact, promoted by the very same individuals) came to be 
adopted by fossil fuel interests. The merchants of doubt don’t aim to 
convince the public that climate change isn’t genuine or isn’t a serious 
challenge. Rather, they aim to convince us that the science isn’t settled: 
that there is ongoing debate about these claims and that there are rea-
sonable views on both sides. They aim in their own words, to convince 
the public that “significant uncertainties exist in climate science;” suffi-
cient to cast doubt on the central claims of the IPCC (Readfearn 2015). 
Success for them consists in putting sufficient doubt in people’s minds to 
ensure that calls to action are not seen as priorities, rather than in bring-
ing people to reject the science. The tactic has been successful in bringing 
about higher rates of skepticism about the need for action (Capstick et al. 
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2015). Given the probable effects of climate change on the world, their 
success may be the biggest tragedy of the past half century.

The tactic of sowing doubt (rather than trying to convince people) 
has been adopted by campaign after campaign: the battle against the 
regulation of DDT, of chlorofluorocarbons, of the emissions that cause 
acid rain, as well as tobacco and fossil fuels. In its most recent manifes-
tation, the tactic has taken on an even more cynical guise. The aim now 
is no longer to bring people to think that there may be legitimate debate 
about an issue, but to create confusion. Disorientation, rather than 
doubt, is now the product.

Allegedly, this tactic is widely used in Putin’s Russia, where it is aimed 
at Russians themselves by state- linked agencies. Russian state media put 
forward a dizzying array of incompatible explanations for the downing of 
Malaysia Airlines Flight 17, for example, with no attempt made to recon-
cile them. Flight 17 was brought down by the Americans to frame Russia, 
and it was brought down by accident in a failed attack on Vladimir Putin’s 
private jet, and it was brought down by Russian forces who knew that it 
was not a scheduled passenger plane at all. Similarly, Russian- linked bots 
on Twitter have not supported a particular line on vaccines; rather, they 
have played both sides (Broniatowski et al. 2018). They don’t aim to con-
vince viewers of some state- sanctioned narrative, “but rather to leave 
them confused, paranoid, and passive—living in a Kremlin- controlled 
virtual reality that can no longer be mediated or debated by any appeal to 
‘truth’” (Pomerantsev 2014). In their book- length study of the right- wing 
media, Benkler, Faris, & Roberts (2018) argue that the promotion of 
bizarre conspiracy theories by Alex Jones and the like should be under-
stood in the same kind of way. It’s not because they seriously entertain 
the thought that the Sandy Hook shooting was a false flag operation that 
the right- wing media ecosystem has devoted attention to the claim; 
rather, the aim (or the explanation; people need not always explicitly aim 
at an end to effectively pursue it) is disorientation. They aim “simply to 
create a profound disorientation and disconnect from any sense that 
there is anyone who actually ‘knows the truth.’ Left with nothing but this 
anomic disorientation, audiences can no longer tell truth from fiction, 
even if they want to” (Benkler et al. 2018: 37).
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Should We Believe in Belief?

The apparent success of merchants of doubt in pursuing their goals by 
targeting our beliefs suggests that beliefs matter: what we believe 
explains how we act. Perhaps there’s another explanation of their success, 
however; one that doesn’t turn on belief. In this section, I will discuss 
accounts (due to the cognitive scientist Hugo Mercier and to the philos-
opher Neil Van Leeuwen), which suggest, or could be taken to suggest, 
that apparent beliefs matter much less than we tend to think. If they’re 
right, there must be some other explanation of the success of the 
 merchants of doubt.

Mercier, Van Leeuwen, and others who have pursued this kind of line 
draw our attention to an important fact. They’re right that people do not 
(straightforwardly) believe many of the things they profess to believe. 
Still, I’ll argue, differences in our beliefs (in states that are beliefy enough 
to count for our purposes) are at the heart of many of the central political 
issues of our day, such as disputes over climate change and vaccination. 
What people say they believe tends to explain and predict how they will 
act. Let’s begin with the case for thinking that many of the beliefs people 
express are relatively inert or epiphenomenal.

Reports of startling ignorance or of bizarre beliefs are staple fare for 
the media. Consider some recent headlines:

One- third of Americans think alien UFOs have visited Earth 
(Whalen 2019).

One- third of Americans don’t believe 6 million Jews were murdered during 
the Holocaust (D. Brennan 2018).

One in four Americans think Obama may be the antichrist, survey says 
(P. Harris 2013).

Nearly half of Republicans see truth in “Pizzagate” theory: Poll 
(Blake 2016).

Polls like these suggest that a large proportion of our fellow citizens 
are fundamentally disconnected from reality.
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Consider the “Pizzagate” conspiracy mentioned in the last headline for 
an egregious example. In March 2016, John Podesta, the chairman of 
Hilary Clinton’s election campaign, had his email hacked. Several months 
later, a number of these emails were published by Wikileaks. Apparently 
as a joke (Kunzru 2020), some people posting on social media and dis-
cussion boards began to suggest that the emails contained code words 
referring to pedophilia, and that senior figures in the Democratic party 
were involved in the trafficking of children for sex. Allegedly, food 
related words in the emails referred to sex with children (for instance, 
“cheese pizza” meant “child pornography,” since they share initial letters).

As the conspiracy theory transmuted, it came to be associated with 
the Comet Ping Pong restaurant, a Washington D.C. pizzeria that had 
hosted fundraising events for Obama. Comet Pizza was alleged to host 
parties involving sexual abuse of children. At least some of the people 
who fabricated ever wilder versions of these stories or who helped 
spread them were trolls or pranksters. Some, in fact, probably thought 
that the stories were harmless jokes because they were so implausible. 
But others took them seriously. On December 4, 2016, Edgar Maddison 
Welch drove to Comet Pizza with an assault rifle. He was there, he said, 
to investigate the claims and free any child slaves he found. He fired 
several shots before he was arrested.

As Pizzagate illustrates, not everyone who promotes bizarre conspiracy 
theories genuinely believes them. In the face of the sheer wildness of 
Pizzagate and some other conspiracy theories (the moon landings were 
fake; the government is hiding the bodies of aliens who crashed at Area 
51 in Nevada; the British Royal family is heavily involved in trafficking 
heroin, and so on), we may wonder whether the Welches of this world, 
those who take these theories at face value, are in fact a tiny minority. 
Perhaps most of the people who report belief in these conspiracies are 
pranksters or trolls, or aiming to fit in with others who they take to believe 
them. Perhaps belief reports are explained by something like the phenom-
enon called pluralistic ignorance, whereby most or all people conform to a 
norm they don’t themselves take to be justified because they think a 
majority of others take it to be justified (D. T. Miller & McFarland 1991).

Psychologists—if not pollsters—have long recognized that it can be 
very difficult to probe people’s real beliefs. On many topics, we lack 
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settled beliefs: asked what we believe, we may take a side rather than 
admit ignorance, because admitting ignorance can be threatening to our 
self- image (see Motta et al.  2019 for evidence that giving people the 
option of skipping a question—giving them a “soft don’t know” option—
has a significant impact on responses compared to requiring them to report 
they don’t know). Many responses are produced simply for the purpose 
of answering the question asked and not to report a pre- existing mental 
state. We therefore ought to take reported support for conspiracy theo-
ries and other bizarre beliefs with several grains of salt. Perhaps people 
are more rational than these surveys suggest, or at any rate have more 
realistic beliefs.

There are a variety of reasons why people may not report what they 
genuinely believe: they may be deceptive in their reports, or they might 
be engaging in some kind of social signaling, rather than reporting 
(Funkhouser forthcoming; Mercier 2020; Sterelny 2015, 2018). Equally, 
they may not really believe what they sincerely report: they may be mis-
taken about what their beliefs are. These are all possibilities that I take 
very seriously: in fact, I think each of them explains some belief reports. 
Even taken together, however, they don’t give us reason to think that our 
exemplars of bad belief are typically not genuine beliefs (that is, beliefy 
enough to guide a wide class of significant behavior).

Let’s begin with the cognitive scientist Hugo Mercier. Following 
Sperber (Sperber 1997), Mercier (2020) distinguishes between intuitive and 
reflective beliefs; only the former govern behavior broadly, he suggests. 
He argues that we are liable to (reflectively) accept bizarre conspiracy 
theories and rumors because they do not have “serious practical conse-
quences” (159) for our behavior. One of his primary examples is the 
rumor that swept the town of Orleans in 1969, that Jewish shopkeepers 
were kidnapping local girls and selling them into slavery. Mercier notes 
that people didn’t take the kinds of steps that full belief in such stories 
would seem to warrant (demanding police action or raiding the shops, 
for example). Like the Pizzagate conspiracy theory, for most people 
these assertions were causally insipid: they motivated only low cost and 
relatively trivial kinds of behavior (Mercier reports that at the height of 
the rumor, some people stopped and stared at the shops alleged to be 
involved; hardly a proportionate response to slave trading). Perhaps 
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there are odd examples of people who go on to act consistently with their 
theories, but their behavior is probably best explained by some quirk 
peculiar to them, not the apparent belief they share with many others.

Why do people profess bizarre beliefs, if these states don’t govern very 
much of their behavior? Mercier gives three reasons. First, professions 
of belief may function as a kind of commitment device. Because these 
beliefs are bizarre and at odds with the respectable consensus, professing 
to hold them serves as a reliable signal of allegiance to a group. Talk is 
usually cheap, but willingness to engage in talk that paints one as a kook 
is not cheap and is therefore a good signal of group belonging. Second, 
people may be willing to accept certain claims (say, “that Obama is a 
secret Muslim”) because these beliefs have little effect on their behavior: 
when we don’t expect to be able to act on an assertion, we have little 
incentive to test its plausibility. Third, people accept and repeat rumors 
to justify how they wanted to act in any case, rather than to acquire new 
information that is consequential for further behavior. Voltaire is often 
paraphrased as saying that “those who can make you believe absurdities 
can make you commit atrocities.” Mercier claims this is backwards: “it is 
wanting to commit atrocities that makes you believe absurdities” (202).

Mercier gives several striking illustrations to back up his claims of the 
relative inertness of the beliefs people express. One comes from the 
history of medicine. On a naïve view, he suggests, the millennia- long 
persistence of bloodletting in the Western world as a medical treatment 
could be attributed to the influence of the ancient Greek Hippocratic 
writers and those who developed their ideas, in particular the hugely 
influential Galen. But that would be wrong, Mercier claims: bloodletting is 
practiced in at least one fourth of the world’s cultures, including cultures 
very far removed from Greek influence. It is practiced in small- scale 
societies in Central and South America, in Africa, and in South East Asia. 
This indicates that it was because bloodletting is intuitive, not because of 
the influence of the Galenic manuscripts, that it was practiced. Another 
illustration Mercier provides is the blood libel (i.e., that Jews kill 
Christian children for ritual purposes). The blood libel was a common 
accompaniment of pogroms, but these rumors sometimes spread with-
out precipitating violence and pogroms were sometimes accompanied 
by much milder rumors. Both examples suggest that people look to 
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apparently factual claims to justify their behavior, rather than using 
them as a map to steer by.

But Mercier’s examples don’t show that these professed beliefs were 
causally inert or insipid. That many societies with no exposure to the 
Galenic manuscripts practice bloodletting shows that the influence of 
Hippocratic medicine wasn’t necessary for such practices to develop. It 
doesn’t show that bloodletting would have been practiced in medieval 
Europe in the absence of Galenic influence. After all, most societies 
don’t practice bloodletting. Moreover, even if the Galenic influence 
wasn’t necessary for the development of bloodletting in Europe, that 
influence wasn’t causally inert, on Mercier’s own telling: bloodletting in 
Europe had distinctive features (for example, drawing much more blood 
than seen elsewhere) due to the influence of Galen.

Mercier is right to emphasize that beliefs take hold only under certain 
conditions. The inhabitants of Orleans, or of Kishinev where an infa-
mous pogrom resulted in the death of 49 Jews in 1903, accepted out-
landish stories because they were already disposed to feel ill- will toward 
Jews. They embraced a handy justification for their ill- will and (in the 
latter case) of the atrocities they went on to commit. But the justifica-
tions don’t seem to have been inert: without them, the acts may not have 
taken place, or may have been less widespread or less serious. For some 
people they functioned as an excuse, but for those on the fringes they 
may have functioned as a reason. In fact, it seems impossible to explain 
the events at Orleans or Kishinev except by citing the kinds of rumors 
and misinformation Mercier claims to be inconsequential. We can’t 
explain these events by citing envy or worries about competition alone, 
because that explanation leaves certain important facts mysterious. Why 
the Jews and not other successful shopkeepers, or government officials? 
Handy scapegoats are handy because they are stigmatized, and stigmati-
zation involves belief. The rumors may have taken hold only because 
people were already disposed to hate and despise Jews, but they were 
disposed to hate and despise Jews in very important part due to centu-
ries of previous rumors and propaganda.

At the same time, Mercier is persuasive that it is much harder to shift 
people’s firm beliefs than is usually thought. Propaganda, advertising, 
and rumor have very limited power to move people to reject a belief that 
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is entrenched to any significant degree (on the other hand, as we will 
see, it is often trivially easy to shift people from one belief to an opposed 
belief when the first is not entrenched, even when people take them-
selves to be fervently committed to it). He is also persuasive that we are 
very much less likely to accept rumors and conspiracy theories when 
they are seen by us as having “serious practical consequences” (159) for 
our lives (as opposed to the lives of others for whom we have little 
sympathy).4 But the limited power of propagandists is sometimes 
enough to bring about serious consequences.

Propagandists can play to our prejudices and make our beliefs more 
extreme and us more likely to act on them. They can also sometimes 
take advantage of decreased vigilance with regard to beliefs we see as 
inconsequential for ourselves by dissimulating the consequences, and 
they can have spectacular success when the consequences are distant 
and abstract. Were the consequences of our beliefs about climate change 
more easily perceptible and more personal, we might be less apt to 
accept conspiracy theories about it. Because the consequences are far 
removed from individual behavior, however, we aren’t vigilant. Our rela-
tive credulity on this topic helps to explain why we face a climate crisis 
with little political will to address it.

Neil Van Leeuwen’s (Van Leeuwen 2014, 2018, forthcoming) focus is 
especially on religious beliefs. He argues that religious beliefs are not 
factual beliefs: they belong to a different class of representations, which 
play a different role in behavior. They play an identity- constituting role; 
any role in guiding behavior is more constrained and secondary to this 
primary role. His case is built around evidence from cognitive science, 
which seems to indicate that religious beliefs don’t consistently guide 
behavior. Van Leeuwen maintains that ideological credences typically 
belong to the same class of representation as religious beliefs; they’re 
identity- constituting, not action- guiding. His view is therefore a 

4 The COVID- 19 pandemic has provided some telling examples of how people may come to 
accept conspiracy theories with tragic consequences. While in most Western countries, these 
conspiracy theories have (at the time of writing) caused little consequential behavior beyond 
the apparent targeting of 5G mobile phone towers, the rumor that alcohol can prevent or cure 
illness has led to hundreds of deaths in Iran (Associated Press  2020). Sometimes, fake 
news kills.
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challenge to one (like mine) that holds that bad beliefs matter because of 
the relatively broad role they play in behavior.5

Evidence of mismatches between professed religious beliefs and 
behavior is plentiful.6 Christians, Hindus, and Muslims seem more 
likely to behave consistently with the tenets of their religion when it’s 
salient to them than at other times. For example, Christians are more 
charitable on Sundays than on other days of the week (Malhotra 2010); 
they also appear to consume less pornography on Sundays (in highly 
religious US states, consumption of internet porn is lower than in less 
religious states only on Sundays (Edelman 2009)); Malhotra dubs this 
propensity of Christians to behave more consistently with their pro-
fessed beliefs on one day of the week the Sunday Effect. Analogous 
effects have been reported for other religions. Xygalatas (2012) found 
that Hindus who played an economic game in the context of a temple 
withdrew significantly less money from a pot that would otherwise ben-
efit the entire group of players than did those who played the game in a 
secular setting. Similarly, Duhaime (2015) found that Muslim shop-
keepers in Morocco gave significantly more to charity within 20 minutes 
of hearing the call to prayer than at other times. Of course, the faithful 
claim to accept ethical norms that govern behavior at all times, not just 
in certain settings, but their behavior suggests that these norms have a 
much weaker grip on them outside contexts that remind them of their 
commitments.

Other instances of apparent mismatch in the religious domain don’t 
involve pro- social norms. Consider the phenomenon that has come to 

5 Van Leeuwen isn’t committed to denying that bad beliefs explain a lot of consequential 
behavior. He accepts that there may be some ideological beliefs (and some religious beliefs) 
that are held as factual beliefs, though he thinks they are atypical, at least today. He also accepts 
that the “secondary attitudes” govern some behavior, and that might be enough to make them 
troublesome. Given that (as we shall see) he predicts that secondary attitudes tend not to guide 
behavior in high- stakes situations (except when the stake is the agent’s identity), though, he 
seems committed to holding that secondary attitudes are less directly and significantly trouble-
some than I take bad beliefs to be.

6 Alas, plentiful data is not always reliable data. The sample sizes for most of this work are 
small and little of it was preregistered. I have more confidence in the data underlying the 
Sunday effect (if not necessarily the explanation offered) than in the other reported results. It is 
intrinsically difficult to gather large samples for experimental work that aims for ecological 
validity. The Sunday effect is based on correlational data, which is part of the reason the sample 
is much bigger.
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be called theological incorrectness. Theological incorrectness occurs 
when people who profess to believe the official tenets of their religion 
appear to utilize conflicting representations in interpreting religious 
stimuli; implicitly attributing limited knowledge or a limited capacity 
for attending to events to God, for example (Barrett  1999). Similarly, 
there is evidence that afterlife beliefs are context dependent. Harris & 
Giménez (2005) and Astuti & Harris (2008) found that Spanish children 
and Vezo children and adults (respectively) were more likely to attribute 
continuing mental life to the recently dead when the person was 
described as dying in a context that featured primes for religion, such as 
an attending priest, rather than in a more secular context.

Mismatches like these suggest that people don’t factually believe the 
tenets of their religion. Factual beliefs predict and make sense of our 
behavior across all contexts to which they’re relevant; religious beliefs 
appear to lack this property. People act consistently with their religious 
beliefs only when they’re salient to them. Van Leeuwen takes this func-
tional difference to be good evidence that they belong to a different class 
to factual beliefs.

According to him, religious beliefs are closely akin to (perhaps even 
identical to) imaginings. Imagination, too, only guides our behavior in 
certain contexts (only when Wendy is playing fire engines does she cover 
her ears in response to the noise of the siren she imagines; outside the 
game, her truck is silent), whereas belief guides our behavior all the time 
(even while she’s playing fire engines, Wendy doesn’t worry that her tree 
house will catch fire, and she still takes care to stay away from the edge). 
Imagination requires effort to be sustained: imagined states tend to fade 
quickly and reality—ordinary belief—takes over. The anthropologist 
Tanya Luhrmann (2012) has proposed a similar account. She argues that 
the relationship to God her informants—members of the Vineyard 
Evangelical Church—cultivate is half recognized by them as an effort-
fully sustained imagining.

I’m deeply skeptical of much of the evidence for the claim that religious 
beliefs function differently to factual beliefs. Much of it comes from the 
(too recent) bad old days of psychology, and reports surprisingly large 
effects that seem more likely due to chance than to the detection of an 
underlying reality. Nevertheless, I’ll proceed under the assumption that 
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the data is reliable. Even on that assumption, we should still think that 
religious beliefs are (typically) beliefy enough to count for our purposes: 
they still guide a great deal of consequential behavior.

Van Leeuwen argues that religious beliefs tend not to guide highly 
consequential behavior, because religious “believers” operate with what 
he calls a “two- map cognitive structure” (Van Leeuwen 2018, forthcom-
ing). One map represents the world as it is factually taken to be; the 
other map represents the world as they religiously represent it. The 
faithful never lose sight of the real world in their religious imaginings. 
They (implicitly or explicitly) track the difference between the world 
as they religiously imagine it and the way the world really is (just as 
Wendy tracks her tree house, even while she’s playing fire engines). 
They are thereby able to monitor the gap between the two maps. This 
monitoring enables them to steer away from putting their religious 
beliefs to too rigorous a test. For example, believers sometimes call on 
God to perform miracles, but they’re careful to ensure that they ask only 
for things that might happen anyway. They pray for rain, not showers of 
money; they pray that someone’s cancer goes into remission, but not 
that a leg grows back (Barrett 2001). This two- map cognitive structure 
also ensures that religious believers avoid paying the high costs that 
might be associated with factually believing the tenets of their religion. 
When stakes rise, Van Leeuwen claims, factual reality rushes back. The 
devotee may claim that God looks out for her, but continue to take out 
health insurance.

But believers often do engage in behavior that seems to make sense 
only if they really—factually—believe much of what they claim. They 
make large donations to churches. They pay for masses to be said for 
them after their deaths (when they can no longer reap any ancillary ben-
efits). They refuse conventional health care in favor of an exorcism or a 
faithhealer. They refuse lifesaving blood transfusions. They may do so 
on behalf of their children as well as themselves. Medieval trials by 
ordeal provide a dramatic illustration of how religious beliefs may shape 
behavior in high- stakes contexts.

Trial by ordeal was usually used when evidence was sparse or contra-
dictory. It gave the accused the opportunity to clear their name by per-
forming a painful ritual. Trial by fire (walking a set distance over red- hot 
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ploughshares or clutching a red- hot iron) or trial by water (plunging 
one’s hand into boiling water to retrieve a stone) were the most common 
ordeals. Trial by ordeal was held to be determinative of guilt on the basis 
that God would protect the innocent, by preventing injury or by speed-
ing the healing process. To contemporary eyes, trial by ordeal seems not 
only barbaric but useless: we’d expect everyone who underwent it to be 
found guilty. The available evidence tells a different story: a surprisingly 
high proportion of those who underwent trial by ordeal were acquitted.

Peter Leeson (2012) points out that the rituals surrounding trial by 
ordeal gave the attending priests ample opportunities to manipulate the 
results. They could, for example, exert a lot of control over the tempera-
ture of the irons. Why would they engage in such manipulation? Leeson 
suggests that manipulation might have occurred in response to the 
demeanor of the accused. Those who faced the trial with relative equa-
nimity thereby gave evidence that they believed God would protect 
them, and unintentionally signaled innocence to the priests. Conversely, 
those who were more fearful thereby provided evidence of their guilt 
and suffered accordingly. The contemporary evidence indicates that 
such manipulation must have been selective: faced with trial by ordeal, 
many people pleaded guilty rather than undergo it (and face the harsher 
penalties associated with being found guilty in this way to boot).

If the behavior of those who faced trial by ordeal really provided 
evidence in this kind of way, however, then they must have really— 
factually—believed that their innocence was protective. There’s no sign 
here of a two- map cognitive structure: rather their religious beliefs seem 
to function as factual beliefs and govern behavior, in this very high- stakes 
context, accordingly. Of course, this leaves the behavior of the priests 
unexplained. If they factually believe that God will protect the innocent, 
why do they intervene? Leeson suggests that the priests might come to 
see themselves as serving as God’s instruments in manipulating the trials 
in this kind of way.

Van Leeuwen always acknowledged that some religious beliefs might 
be held as factual beliefs. In his most recent work he goes further, 
suggesting that religious credences, as he calls them, may not be seen in 
all cultures or all religious communities. Perhaps some communities 
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accept most or all their religious beliefs factually.7 He claims that religious 
credences are typical today, not universal. Especially given this restriction 
on the scope of his view, it’s difficult to produce decisive evidence against 
it. There are many reasons why people may behave inconsistently with 
their factual beliefs, after all, and many why they might behave con sist-
ently with their imaginings. Our implicit attitudes may conflict with our 
genuine beliefs, and these attitudes sometimes cause behavior (Levy 
2014a, 2015). We may have inconsistent beliefs (Brownstein et al. 2019; 
Mandelbaum 2016). We may have in- between beliefs that conflict with 
our genuine beliefs (Schwitzgebel 2010). We may be mistaken about what 
we believe, because we haven’t reflected deeply, and because our beliefs 
are not open to introspection (Carruthers  2013). Motivated cognition 
(Kunda 1990) may make our beliefs insensitive to evidence and to the 
context we find ourselves in. All these phenomena are consistent with 
Van Leeuwen’s account and could explain divergences between the 
behavior he predicts and what we actually observe.

This dizzying variety of alternative explanations of departures from 
behavior consistent with belief and with imaginings renders a search for 
a decisive test of Van Leeuwen’s account futile. What matters for our 
purposes is whether our paradigms of bad belief (concerning climate 

7 In his new book, Van Leeuwen emphasizes ethnographic work on the Vineyard move-
ment, an evangelical Christian church that began in the United States and has since spread to 
many other (developed) countries. To what extent the Vineyard movement is representative or 
typical of religion worldwide is, however, a difficult question. Members of the church live in 
secular societies, in which science has a great deal of prestige and in which many scientific 
claims are more or less universally known. Perhaps the Christian who lives in the United States 
doesn’t take a factual attitude to the proposition that God created the Earth in 6 days less than 
10,000 years ago, given she knows that this proposition is rejected by scientists, and she knows 
that science is widely held to be the most reliable way of discovering the truth of propositions 
like this. But Christians who asserted that same proposition in medieval Europe were in nothing 
like that position. Theistic creation may have seemed (perhaps been) the most plausible expla-
nation of the origin of the world available. That medieval Christians took a factual attitude to 
propositions like this one seems to be overwhelmingly plausible; so, perhaps, do religious 
believers in other parts of the world, in which there is less access to good education and/or 
science is held in lower regard. A more difficult question is whether people at such times and in 
such places took and take a factual attitude to propositions like there are ghosts and other spirits 
who cause good and bad events in the world. They have and had access to naturalistic explana-
tions of (many) such events, which might have militated against such beliefs. But given the 
lower prestige of such explanations in these times and places, they may have given them less 
credence and been more inclined to factual belief in non- naturalistic propositions.
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change or vaccinations, for instance) are in fact sufficiently belief- like to 
help explain and predict a great deal of consequential behavior. In the 
original paper introducing his theory, Van Leeuwen (2014) suggested 
that those who reject the science of climate change might hold an 
essentially religious attitude toward certain factual propositions. He’s 
right there are good reasons to think that climate change skeptics often 
don’t have very determinate beliefs. They seem to oscillate between 
believing that climate change isn’t happening, that it’s happening but we’re 
not causing it and it’s happening and we’re causing it, but it’d be too expensive 
to fix, depending on which is handiest. The fact that they move between 
incompatible propositions suggests that they don’t have a very determi-
nate or stable belief (they’re not unusual in that; Levy 2018). Nonetheless, 
their behavior is best explained by something beliefy. Climate change 
skeptics aren’t merely ignorant: they don’t just fail to know that climate 
science is true. Most qualify as skeptics at least in part in virtue of hold-
ing a distinctive belief; and it’s a belief with a fairly precise content, even 
if it shades into imprecision when they attempt to flesh it out. The settled 
content is the content that’s common to all the inconsistent propositions 
they oscillate between. They believe something along the lines of climate 
change isn’t a problem we need to address.

Unless we attribute to climate denialists a belief with a content along 
those lines, we can’t begin to explain their behavior. This belief makes 
best sense of their verbal behavior (they say they reject the science of 
climate change), and what people say is a good, though far from infalli-
ble, guide to what they believe. But more than that, this belief makes 
best sense of their voting behavior, their consumption habits, and the 
ways in which they invest their time and energies. If you have a stake in 
the future—if you’re young enough to expect to live to see the dramatic 
changes that climate change will bring even to wealthy individuals in 
wealthy countries, or if you have children—then failures to support 
action to rapidly reduce emissions and seek to induce other nations to 
do the same is good evidence that you don’t actually accept the science.8 

8 It’s not conclusive evidence, of course. If you are completely fatalistic about climate change, 
you might accept the science but lack any motivation to address it. So called “doomers” are a 
real phenomenon, but doomers don’t exhibit the combination of attitudes seen with skeptics: 
verbal denial of the science of climate change (remember, “denial” here encompasses saying 
that you believe it’s real but not a priority) together with lack of motivation to do anything 
about it.
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The science very clearly entails that significant action is urgent, if we and 
our children are to have decent lives (IPCC  2018). Beliefs motivate 
behavior in conjunction with desires: given that we can safely attribute 
the desire to maintain a habitable planet and a comfortable standard of 
living for their children to the majority of skeptics, we can only explain 
their behavior by attributing genuine—factual—disbelief to them, and 
therefore a belief that there isn’t a problem we need to address.

We’ll return to the apparent inconsistency in behavior exhibited by 
religious believers (and plenty of other people) in a later chapter. Let’s 
turn, now, from the domain of religion to that of ideology, and examine 
evidence that partisans may not believe some or much of what 
they assert.

Expressive Responding

For the past few years, a favorite sport of many US liberals has been 
mocking the credulousness of the supporters of Donald Trump. The 
single most shared election- related story on Facebook in the three 
months leading up to the 2016 election was literally unbelievable: Pope 
Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump for President, Releases 
Statement (O’Connor & Weatherall 2019). But that’s far from the most 
bizarre thing that Republicans have apparently believed. In one survey, 
20 percent of Republicans reported believing that Obama is the 
Antichrist (P.  Harris  2013). Consumption and sharing of fake news 
online is disproportionately common on the political right (Benkler 
et al. 2018), but the left is by no means immune. Fake stories congenial 
to the right were shared around 30 million times during the three 
months before the 2016 election, and those congenial to the left were 
shared around 8 million times (Allcott & Gentzkow 2017). Fake news 
appears to spread further and faster than real news (Vosoughi 
et al. 2018).

How could anyone possibly be taken in by these often- bizarre claims? 
There is some evidence that older people are considerably more likely to 
share fake news than younger: one study of online behavior during the 
2016 election found that Republicans over 65 were seven times more 
likely to share fake news on Facebook than people of any political 
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leaning aged 18- 29. Overall, around 11 percent of over 65s shared fake 
news (Guess et al. 2019). One possible explanation is that this group is 
less internet savvy or more trusting (having grown up in an age with 
fewer and arguably more trustworthy media outlets) than younger peo-
ple, and therefore more easily taken in. But there are other plausible 
explanation for the sharing of fake news and the expression of support 
for partisan falsehoods, including some that suggest that people aren’t 
all that credulous after all.

Around a third of Americans report believing the “Birther” conspir-
acy theory, according to which Barack Obama was not born in the 
United States (Uscinski & Parent 2014). However, there’s good reason to 
think that the surveys overestimate the true extent of belief. On these 
highly politicized questions, agents may engage in expressive responding 
(Berinsky 2018; Bullock et al. 2015). Expressive responding occurs when 
people report beliefs to express their support for their “side,” rather than 
because they genuinely hold them. Expressive responding may help 
explain some mismatches between people’s reported beliefs and their 
behavior. Surveys have long documented large partisan gaps in attitudes, 
with each side perceiving the world in a way that seems to conform to 
their normative views (Lerman, Sadin, & Trachtman 2017). Republicans 
and Democrats report divergent beliefs about factual claims (e.g., the 
effects of economic policies). But there is some—albeit mixed—evidence 
that they don’t go on to act in ways that are consistent with these pro-
fessed beliefs (see Bullock & Lenz, 2019 for review).

There’s persuasive experimental evidence that people sometimes 
engage in expressive responding. Schaffner and Luks (2018) took advan-
tage of the controversy over Trump’s inauguration crowds to probe its 
extent. The Trump administration notoriously claimed that the crowd 
was the largest ever to witness an inauguration, claims that flew in the 
face of the photographic evidence (it was this incident that led Kellyanne 
Conway to introduce the phrase “alternative facts” to describe adminis-
tration claims). On the two days immediately following the controversy, 
Schaffner and Luks showed participants photographs of the Trump and 
the Obama inaugurations (without identifying them), and asked which 
depicted a larger crowd. Given how widely reported the story was, they 
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knew that many participants would recognize the photos and be aware 
of their sources. A very small proportion of non- voters and Clinton vot-
ers identified the photo of the Trump inauguration as depicting a larger 
crowd (3 and 2 percent respectively). In contrast, 15 percent Trump vot-
ers identified the image of his inauguration as depicting the larger 
crowd. It’s hard to believe they were reporting a genuine belief: the pho-
tographic evidence was clear. Instead, it seems that many people are 
willing to report a belief they don’t hold in order to express support for 
their preferred party or candidate. Schaffner and Luks note that some 
Trump supporters were probably unaware of the controversy or failed to 
recognize the photos, and therefore didn’t see the task as presenting 
them with an opportunity for expressive responding, so it may be that 
the percentage of people willing to respond expressively is higher than 
15 percent.9

Other studies have used different methodologies in an attempt to 
measure the prevalence of expressive responding. Incentives seem to be 
effective in reducing the partisan gap in responses. For instance, Prior 
et  al. (2015) found (relatively) small monetary rewards for correct 
responses halved partisan bias (from 12 percent to 6 percent). Bullock 
et al. (2015) report similar results, and an apparent dose- dependence of 
reduction: the larger the incentive, the bigger the reduction in bias. 
A combination of treatments apparently succeeded in eliminating bias 
altogether. In contrast, Berinsky (2018) found little or no evidence of 
expressive responding on the questions he probed, despite offering an 
incentive (albeit one of a different type: a reduction in time spent on the 
survey). Taken together, and despite some failures to narrow the partisan 
gap via the provision of incentives, the evidence suggests that a substantial 
number of survey respondents knowingly and deliberately misrepresent 
their true beliefs for expressive purposes.

9 As Michael Brownstein pointed out to me, this suggestion is supported by the fact that 
better educated Trump voters were much more likely to say the smaller crowd was bigger, pre-
sumably because they were more likely to recognize the photo. When Schaffner and Luks told 
participants of the source of the photos (in the second experiment), the effect of education 
vanished.
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In fact, the studies to date may underestimate the extent to which 
people fail to report their prior true beliefs. First, incentives for accuracy 
might have perverse effects: they provide an opportunity for more pow-
erful expressive responsive. The bigger the monetary reward forgone, 
the stronger the signal a belief report sends. For this reason, we should 
expect the most partisan participants to be difficult to shift by monetary 
reward. Further, if participants count support for a person, policy, or 
stance as a sacred value, they’ll likely spurn the opportunity for financial 
reward for accuracy: sacred values are usually held to be incommensu-
rable with and tainted by financial reward (Tetlock 2003).

A second reason why incentivization may not result in people report-
ing their true beliefs is that people may often lack any prior belief at all. 
Political scientists have long recognized that a substantial proportion of 
survey respondents construct their responses on the spot (J.  Zaller & 
Feldman  1992). Instead of responding expressively, some participants 
may use partisan heuristics, biased sampling methods or motivated 
inference to generate a response, in the absence of a prior belief. To the 
extent to which this occurs, surveys of public opinion play a role in pro-
ducing the responses they aim to probe. Someone who reports believing 
that Obama is a secret Muslim or that Hilary Clinton gave uranium to 
Russia in exchange for donations may not believe these things prior to 
being asked. Rather, they engage in biased memory search or biased 
inference procedures, or apply heuristics, to construct a belief report. In 
part, this may be explained by an aversion to admitting ignorance: 
Bullock et al. (2015) found that while only 15 percent of respondents 
gave a “don’t know” response in the absence of incentives for accuracy, 
provision of incentives dramatically increased selection of the option. 
While the responses given may persist as beliefs for some time after the 
survey, surveys that construct such attitudes overreport their prevalence 
in the population.

Taking expressive responding and overreporting as a consequence of 
belief (or attitude) construction into account, there’s little doubt that 
surveys often exaggerate the extent to which people genuinely believe fake 
news and the like. Still, there’s also little doubt that substantial numbers 
of people do accept some fake news some of the time sufficiently to have 
an influence on their consequential behavior. In 2017 for example, a 
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false story that the founder of Ethereum had died in a car accident 
caused the market value of the company to drop by $4 billion (Dunning 
2019). More disturbingly, a number of conspiracy theorists have esca-
lated their harassment of parents who lost children in school shootings 
beyond online trolling to confronting and threatening them in person 
(Raphelson 2018; Robles 2016). Similarly, people who deny the existence 
of Covid have invaded UK hospitals and attempted to remove patients 
from ventilators (Quinn & Campbell  2021). While these conspiracy 
theorists are, no doubt, outliers, other differences in behavior are large 
enough for us to be confident that they aren’t driven by outliers. For 
instance, Lerman, Sadin, & Trachtman (2017) report that Republicans 
don’t merely say that they distrust Obamacare; they are also less likely to 
enrol in it (see Bullock & Lenz 2019 for further examples).

It’s likely that estimates of the prevalence of anti- vaxx beliefs are 
inflated by expressive responding and attitude construction (for the 
record, I predict that the COVID- 19 vaccine will be taken by significant 
numbers of people who, on surveys, report that they won’t), but asser-
tion of anti- vaxx sentiment correlates with behavior: anti- vaxxers vacci-
nate their children at lower rates, leading the World Health Organization 
to list vaccines hesitancy as one of the top ten threats to health in 2019 
(WHO 2019). It’s hard to explain willingness to put one’s children at risk 
expressively; nor are the majority of people who refuse to vaccinate 
those who have previously participated in a poll. Similarly, even if reported 
skepticism about climate change is exaggerated by expressive responding 
or a desire to “own the libs,” the fact that those on the right tolerate and 
encourage inaction on climate is evidence they genuinely believe it isn’t 
a significant problem. While expressive responding might explain a large 
proportion of those who espouse really bizarre claims, with only a few 
outliers really buying into Pizzagate or the Sandy Hook conspiracy 
theories, it can’t explain away some of the most consequential cases.

To this point in the chapter, we’ve been considering evidence that bad 
beliefs are not a pressing problem. I’ve argued that the evidence suggests 
that reports of bad belief are exaggerated: people are less credulous than 
we often think. But that’s little comfort: the most consequential cases 
continue to center, very significantly, on bad belief. Your neighbor may 
not believe the QAnon guff he posts on Facebook, but he genuinely 
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doesn’t believe that climate change is a problem requiring urgent action. 
Bad beliefs should continue to be our focus. With that in mind, let’s turn 
to consider theories of bad belief formation.

Deficit Accounts

On the political right, acceptance of the science of climate change is 
much lower than in the center or the left. While 66 percent of Democrats 
support policies aimed at reducing or mitigating global warming, only 
27 percent of Republicans express support for such policies (Funk & 
Kennedy 2019). Republican skepticism is not motivated by doubts about 
the efficacy of these policies as a means to address the problem: it is 
motivated by skepticism about the existence of the problem. Only a 
minority of Republicans, and a small minority of those who identify as 
conservative Republicans, report believing that climate change consti-
tutes a serious threat (B. Kennedy & Hefferon 2019). The gap between 
Republicans and others is likely inflated by expressive responding and 
the like, but it’s too large to be eliminated by these considerations and 
there are good reasons to think that on this topic, the skepticism 
expressed is largely genuine. Climate change is a central, and crucially 
important, illustration of bad belief, but it’s by no means the only one. 
Around half the population of the United States rejects the theory of 
evolution, for example (Newport 2014).

In their broad outlines, neither evolution nor climate science is 
remotely controversial among scientists. Not only is there a scientific 
consensus on the reality and the urgency of anthropogenic climate change; 
there is also a scientific consensus on the existence of the consensus 
(Cook et al. 2016). Moreover, neither are matters on which the general 
public is well positioned to dissent from expert opinion. It is not as 
though the kind of evidence on which the theory of evolution is based is 
easily available to the general public, or that rival accounts could easily 
be tested without an enormous amount of specialized knowledge and 
tools. Why do so many people have beliefs at odds with the scientific 
consensus? In the light of the evidence surveyed in Merchants of 
Doubt, some kind of disinformation program—by fossil fuel interests 
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in the first case, and from the pulpit in the second—seems a plausible 
explanation.

On this kind of account, bad beliefs might be due to an information 
deficit. People accept false claims because they haven’t been exposed to 
better information. Information deficit accounts are popular, but ra tion-
al ity deficit accounts are perhaps even more common. On these accounts, 
bad beliefs are not due to bad information, but some kind problem in 
processing information. Accounts of this sort are typically motivated by 
work in the cognitive sciences, allegedly demonstrating widespread irra-
tionality. A third, related, kind of account is inspired by work in philoso-
phy rather than in the mind sciences. Virtue deficit accounts explain bad 
belief formation as arising from a lack of one or more intellectual vir-
tues. Of course, these accounts needn’t be exclusive: perhaps bad beliefs 
arise from a variety of causes.

In the rest of this chapter, I’ll discuss the first two kinds of deficit 
account. I’ll leave virtue deficits for a later chapter. My aim is to show 
that these accounts face problems sufficiently large to motivate the 
development of an alternative. While all three may well explain many 
cases of bad belief formation, even in combination they fall well short of 
explaining the kinds of cases I’m focusing on here. We need some alter-
native. Developing that alternative is the goal of the rest of the book.

(a) Information Deficits

Information deficit accounts are familiar. People often blame bad beliefs 
on a failing school system, or on exposure to Fox News, or on echo 
chambers on Facebook. Books like Merchants of Doubt provide evidence 
that supports these theories: if tampering with people’s information 
didn’t work, presumably companies like Exxon wouldn’t have spent so 
much money doing it (despite knowing that the narrative they were pro-
moting was false (Banerjee et al. 2015)).

Surely there are people who don’t accept the science of climate change 
because (for whatever reason) they lack access to good information. But 
there’s good evidence that this isn’t the principal explanation. Disbelief in 
climate change is predicted by political allegiance, not misinformation. 
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Being on the political right, and especially on the pro- market right, 
is  the single best predictor of climate change denial (Lewandowsky, 
Gignac, & Vaughan  2013; S.  van der Linden et al.  2021; McCright & 
Dunlap  2011; Schuldt et al.  2011). Rejecting the scientific consensus 
may correlate with misinformation about one important topic: skeptics 
are apt to underestimate the degree of scientific consensus (Cook et al. 
2016; Leiserowitz et al. 2014; S. L. van der Linden et al. 2015). But this 
apparent fact aside, climate change skeptics don’t seem worse informed 
than those who accept the science.

The Ordinary Science Intelligence test measures people’s basic scien-
tific literacy. For non- politicized topics, OSI scores predict accuracy in 
belief. Those with higher scores are more likely to answer correctly when 
asked whether electrons are smaller than atoms or to identify which gas 
is most plentiful in the Earth’s atmosphere. But the neat correlations dis-
solve when people are asked about politicized topics. While the positive 
correlation between OSI scores and accurate beliefs about climate 
change and evolution holds for (so- called) liberals, it fails for those on 
the political right and those higher in religiosity (respectively). Being 
well informed about the mechanisms of natural selection doesn’t predict 
accepting the theory of evolution among those higher in religiosity 
(Lawson & Worsnop 1992). Equally, knowing what scientists say about 
climate change doesn’t predict accepting the scientific consensus for 
those on the political right (Funk & Kennedy 2019; Kahan 2015). While 
there may be a correlation between lack of information and bad belief 
formation, those who reject the science don’t do so because they lack 
information. If anything, the causal arrow probably points in the opposite 
direction; people are unmotivated to seek better information because 
they take it to be irrelevant or misleading.

Of course, evolution and climate change are unusual issues. On many 
other topics, we do find a strong correlation between lack of accurate 
information and false beliefs, or lack of any belief. That should be obvi-
ous. If my only source about the weather in Chicago is misleading, it’s 
likely that I’ll acquire false beliefs about the weather in Chicago. If 
pressed, I’ll have to confess that I have no idea when the next train from 
Milan to Verona departs (or even whether there is such a train). My lack 
of information about the timetabling of Italian trains explains my lack of 
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belief here. Some common false beliefs (including many pseudoscientific 
claims—e.g., that people are left or right brained, or that we only use 
10 percent of our brains) are surely explained by misinformation. But 
there’s little reason to believe that lack of, or bad, information is the 
principal explanation of bad beliefs about highly contentious topics like 
climate change.

There’s more evidence against information deficit accounts. But that 
evidence is probably best discussed in the next section, which focuses 
on a lack of rationality rather than of information.

(b) Rationality Deficit Accounts

Rationality deficit accounts explain bad beliefs by reference to how 
information is processed (see Bardon  2019 for a recent book- length 
defence of this kind of account). Folk psychology and scientific psychol-
ogy both recognize the (apparent) existence of motivated reasoning. 
When we find a conclusion unpalatable, we engage in intellectual con-
tortions to reject it. We seem to take mixed evidence to support our 
prior views (Lord et al. 1979), for example, because we engage in biased 
assimilation, applying more lenient standards to evidence we take to 
support us than to evidence against our views (Ditto & Lopez  1992; 
Lord & Taylor 2009; Mercier & Sperber 2017). Motivated cognition may 
even saturate perception. In a classic study, Hastorf & Cantril (1954) had 
Princeton and Dartmouth students watch film of a football match 
between the schools. Princeton students perceived twice as many (and 
more severe) fouls committed by Dartmouth players than did 
Dartmouth students. More recently, Dan Kahan and colleagues updated 
this study. They showed their participants video of a political demon-
stration. One group was told that the demonstration was against the 
provision of abortion, while the other group was told the demonstration 
was against the military’s “don’t ask don’t tell” policy on recruitment of 
gay people, and in favor of a more inclusive recruitment policy. 
Perceptions of the actions of the demonstrators (for example, whether 
they obstructed or threatened passers- by) were predicted by the perceivers’ 
prior political outlook, with egalitarians perceiving more aggressive 
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behavior from anti- abortion protesters than from those protesting the 
recruitment policy, and vice versa for those with more conservative 
views (Kahan et al. 2011).

Data like these are often interpreted through the lens of a dual process 
account of cognition (J. St. B. T. Evans 2008; J. St. B. T. Evans & Stanovich 
2013). Type 1 cognition is (always or typically, depending on the version) 
fast, mandatory in its operation, effortless (both in its phenomenology 
and insofar as it is not dependent on the availability of cognitive resources), 
and typically unconscious. Type 2 cognition has the opposite profile: it’s 
slow, must be engaged and sustained effortfully, degrades under cogni-
tive load and is conscious, in the sense that agents know when they’re 
engaged in it. Type 1 cognition is typically assumed to be evolutionarily 
ancient, whereas Type 2 cognition is a more recent evolutionary 
adaptation. Type 2 cognition is the kind of cognition we typically 
associate with intelligence. It’s the kind of cognition required for 
 science, math, and philosophy (though Type 1 cognition plays a role 
in all thought).

Dual process accounts were made famous through the work of Daniel 
Kahneman and Amos Tversky (Kahneman 2011; Kahneman et al. 1982). 
Kahneman was awarded the 2002 Nobel Prize in economics; sadly, his 
co- author died 6 years earlier. Kahneman and Tversky studied heuristics 
and biases; rules of thumbs, mental shortcuts and dispositions to weigh 
information in a variety of ways, all of which make adaptive sense as 
responses to challenges we faced in the environment in which we evolved, 
but which may mislead us in contemporary environments. For example, 
the salience bias arises from the way in which information that is easily 
accessed or emotionally colored is given heavier weight in decision- 
making than information that is relatively pallid (Bordalo et al. 2010). 
The salience bias explains why terrorist attacks or mass shootings, which 
are very salient for us because they’re emotionally charged, are apt to be 
given far more weight than they deserve in our decision making com-
pared to higher probability risks which are much more common and 
much less salient (Sunstein & Zeckhauser 2011).

Dual process theories provide a neat explanation for our rationality 
deficits. If the rational response to a problem consists in the response we 
should reach after careful deliberation, then we should expect departures 
from rationality to be common. Type 2 cognition is a scarce resource, 
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one we must use sparingly. Most of our responses will be due to, or 
heavily influenced by, Type 1 processes, and they will routinely lead us 
astray. Type 1 cognition may be reliable in the environment in which we 
evolved, but the contemporary world routinely throws up challenges 
utterly unlike those it’s designed for. We live in groups that are orders of 
magnitude bigger than those we’re adapted for; we’re required to make 
decisions (about retirement savings; about our health; about govern-
ment policy) that require us to take into account probabilities and effects 
years or decades into the future, and so on. Type 1 cognition is ill suited 
to these kinds of challenges, but it remains an important determinant of 
how we decide. Guided by unreliable cues, we choose badly. We may, for 
instance, trade away our civil liberties for a tiny increase in protection 
against terrorist attacks, while ignoring much higher probability (and 
much more easily addressed) risks like heart attacks and strokes caused 
by urban pollution.

Bad belief formation might plausibly arise from reliance on Type 1 
cognition. It could arise from biased assimilation, for instance. As men-
tioned above, support for free markets is the best predictor of climate 
change skepticism. For those who support unfettered markets, climate 
change is threatening (Bardon 2019; Keller 2015). Because an adequate 
response seems to require interference with the market, strongly pro- 
market individuals have a strong motivation to be skeptical. This moti-
vation could help explain their beliefs. They might discount evidence 
that conflicts with the belief they want to accept, directly or by casting 
doubt on its source, while being relatively credulous with regard to evi-
dence that supports their views.

Dan Kahan’s novel variant on this kind of view has been particularly 
influential.10 He explains bad belief formation as a product of cultural 

10 Kahan might object to his account being described as a rationality deficit account. On his 
view, when we ask survey respondents questions like “is climate change real?” we’re asking 
them about their identities, not their views on science: they respond by telling us who they are 
(this is not expressive responding, as usually understood, because on Kahan’s account people 
report their genuine beliefs, rather than beliefs they don’t hold; belief is shaped by identity on 
this view). But if the task is really protecting, or reporting, our identities, it’s far from clear that 
we act irrationally at all. Nevertheless, it seems appropriate to treat Kahan’s account under this 
heading, both because motivated cognition is one of the mechanisms people have foremost to 
mind when they postulate rationality deficit accounts of bad belief, and because the mech an-
ism Kahan identifies is supposed to lead individuals to accept false beliefs due to a selective 
inability to process information as Type 2 cognition would mandate (see Williams, 2021, for 
further discussion).
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cognition. Cultural cognition is motivated reasoning made social: for 
Kahan, it’s our cultural and social identity that shapes how we perceive 
the world and how we make inferences about it. Kahan sees cultural 
identities as tending to come in more or less coherent packages. Those 
who value free markets also tend to be highly individualistic, for exam-
ple. In the contemporary United States, cultural identities are organized 
around two principal axes: a hierarchical/egalitarian axis, on the one hand, 
and an individualistic/communitarian axis, on the other. Hierarchical 
individualists are the most supportive of unfettered markets, while 
communitarian egalitarians the least. When our cultural identities are 
threatened, Kahan suggests, we engage in identity protective cognition to 
defend it (Kahan 2008, 2017; Kahan et al. 2010).

Kahan has produced an impressive array of evidence in support 
of  the  cultural cognition hypothesis. One lovely experiment involved 
participants assessing the efficacy either of a skin cream as a treatment 
for a rash or of a ban on carrying concealed weapons as a response to 
crime (Kahan, Peters, Dawson, & Slovic 2017). Participants had to make 
this assessment on the basis of a 2 × 2 contingency table. The numbers 
used were identical across conditions: it was therefore possible to assess 
the extent to which the topic alone made a difference to participants’ 
capacities to engage in numerical reasoning, independently of the math-
ematical challenge the tasks involved.

As Kahan and his colleagues predicted, topic made a significant dif-
ference to the results. In the two skin treatment conditions, better 
numeracy correlated with a higher probability of choosing the right 
answer. That’s unsurprising, since the task is moderately difficult and 
getting the right answer requires comparing ratios to detect covariance 
between treatment or its absence and improvement. But in the (mathe-
matically identical) gun control conditions, better numeracy didn’t predict 
a higher probability of picking the right response. Just the reverse: more 
numerate participants exhibited greater polarization than those with 
lower numeracy. This depressing finding—that higher ability may make 
motivated individuals less accurate, not more—is supported by a range 
of other data. Above, we cited evidence from Kahan himself that greater 
science literacy and higher levels of education correlate with greater 
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skepticism about climate change among Republicans (Kahan  2015). 
This basic finding is supported by other work (Drummond & Fischhoff 
2017; McCright et al. 2016). Nurse & Grant (2020) have recently dem-
onstrated the existence of motivated numeracy with regard to climate 
change specifically and Connor et al. forthcoming replicated the basic 
finding in a European sample, though they did not find evidence of 
increased polarization in high numeracy participants.

Kahan suggests that the greater polarization seen among more capa-
ble and informed participants is due to their greater capacity. This 
capacity gives them an ability less capable participants don’t possess: to 
clearly recognize how threatening the correct response is to their world-
view, or identity. They are therefore motivated to selectively inhibit Type 2 
cognition. Other dual process theorists have suggested different expla-
nations. Perhaps bad beliefs among the cognitively sophisticated arise 
from the selective deployment, rather than inhibition, of Type 2 cognition. 
Taber & Lodge (2006) suggest something along these lines: having 
greater reasoning skill and more information available may give 
 motivated reasoners more tools to defend the position they are 
 motivated to accept against unfavorable evidence. Either kind of expla-
nation might explain not only why Republicans who score higher in 
Ordinary Scientific Intelligence are less likely to accept climate change, 
but also higher levels of belief that Barack Obama is a secret Muslim 
among better educated Republicans (Lewandowsky et al.  2012), or 
why  philosophers who specialize in ethics don’t behave better than 
those in other areas of philosophy (Rust and Schwitzgebel  2009; 
Schwitzgebel 2009a).

Just as information deficits surely explain some cases of bad belief, 
rationality deficits probably really play a role in explaining some of the 
kinds of cases we’re interested in. But they fall well short of a compre-
hensive explanation. I’ll focus on Kahan’s sophisticated version of a dual 
process account, since he has explicitly developed his theory with an eye 
toward explaining bad beliefs.

One reason for some skepticism about Kahan’s account is the apparent 
fact that bad belief formation—while systematic in a way that calls for 
explanation—doesn’t always correlate with identity. Skepticism about 
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climate science and about evolution may be unusual in this regard. In other 
cases, there is little or no correlation with markers of group belonging. 
As Kahan himself has noted, anti- vaxx sentiment doesn’t seem to be 
predicted by group identity (Kahan 2014).11 The same seems to be true for 
opposition to genetically modified organisms (GMOs) (Lewandowsky, 
Gignac, & Oberauer 2013). According to Kahan, we engage in motivated 
reasoning most powerfully when a query is perceived as probing our 
identities. He seems therefore to be committed to thinking that on GMOs 
and vaccination sentiment, we should see a close correlation between 
scientific literacy and accuracy. But that’s not the case: anti- vaxx senti-
ment doesn’t correlate with ordinary scientific intelligence.

Further, there are grounds for skepticism about a central plank of 
accounts that turn on motivated cognition. On these views, we are moti-
vated to reject some hypothesis because it is threatening to our group 
identity or our self- esteem. Evolution is a clear case in which this might 
be true: while there are theological views entirely consistent with evolu-
tion, theists may be passionately committed to a creation story on which 
God created the world in seven days less than 10,000 years ago. Evolution 
is therefore intrinsically threatening to this identity- constitutive com-
mitment. But other cases are much less clear.

An analogous story is often told about climate change: it’s inherently 
threatening to those who support free markets, since any adequate 
response to it would involve heavy regulation of the market (Bardon 
2019; Keller 2015). But it is far from obvious there’s any inherent conflict 
between climate change and the ideological commitments of the vast 
majority of those who reject it. Ideologies are usually too indistinct to 
entail or even imply positions on policy. For instance, most people 
who call themselves fiscal conservatives express as much support for gov-
ernment spending as those who don’t think of themselves as fiscally 
conservative (Barber & Pope 2019; Merkley & Stecula 2018). The gulf 

11 There is, however, some evidence that anti- vaxx sentiment is currently coming to be cor-
related with right- wing political views (Quintana et al. n.d.). This may reflect the politicization 
of the COVID- 19 pandemic: as a consequence of Trump’s opposition to lockdowns, acceptance 
of public health messaging came to be associated with Democrats and opposition to them with 
Republicans. Of course, partisan polarization on vaccination beliefs won’t save Kahan’s 
account, because he needs to explain why anti- vaxx sentiments were common prior to the 
polarization.
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between our ideological commitments and policy suggests that we rarely 
reject a proposition due to conflict between them.

Even setting this issue aside, explanations that explain the rejection of a 
proposition by citing this kind of conflict vastly exaggerate the degree to 
which there is a fit between particular policies and broad ideological orien-
tations. Adrian Bardon (Bardon 2019), for example, cites the right’s com-
mitment to the status quo as a driver. Of course, conservatism is part of the 
right’s brand. But for the past century or more, the right has also been the 
home of people fervently dedicated to shaking up the status quo. Across 
the global North, parties on the right are strongly supportive of relatively 
unfettered capitalism, and capitalism is the most dynamic economic 
system the world has ever seen and the most corrosive of established prac-
tices and institutions. As Marx and Engels (in what might rightly be seen as 
at least as much a paean to capitalism as a condemnation of it) wrote:

Constant revolutionising of production, uninterrupted disturbance of 
all social conditions, everlasting uncertainty and agitation distinguish the 
bourgeois epoch from all earlier ones. All fixed, fast- frozen relations, 
with their train of ancient and venerable prejudices and opinions, are 
swept away, all new- formed ones become antiquated before they can 
ossify. All that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is profaned. 

(Marx & Engels 2012).

In the intervening century and three- quarters, the revolutionizing 
power of capitalism has only intensified.

The dual commitment of the right to dynamism and to stability 
ensures that being a Republican has no determinate policy implications. 
From a contradiction, anything follows. Until fairly recently, in fact, the 
conservative strain dominated the capitalist strain within the Republican 
party when it came to the environment. Conservatives might as easily 
be conservationists as capitalists. Indeed, conservative conservationism 
has historically been a strong current within conservative thought, and 
up until recently there was no partisan divide on the environment, 
either within Congress or among the general public in the United States 
(McCright et al.  2014). Conservative distrust of environmentalism 
appears to arise from, rather than cause, the partisan split.
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Even now, it’s very hard to see right- wing opposition to climate change 
as genuinely due to ideological commitments. The same right that frets 
about market interference strongly supports at least $20 billion dollars 
in annual subsidies to fossil fuel interests within the United States 
(Environmental and Energy Study Institute  2019). In Australia, in the 
face of growing competition from renewables the conservative govern-
ment has floated the idea of subsidizing coal- fired power stations to 
keep them competitive (Murphy 2020). Absurdly, while the Australian 
government rejects the idea of a price on carbon emissions due to its 
negative effects on business, many of the businesses that would allegedly 
suffer have called for its introduction (Toscano 2018). While the rheto-
ric might be that climate change is threatening because it interferes with 
the market, those who engage in this rhetoric are quite willing to inter-
fere with the market to see off the threat.

In a 1988 campaign speech, George H. W. Bush pledged to tackle the 
greenhouse effect through the “White House effect” (Hudson  2018). 
While concerns about climate may be very uncongenial to the contem-
porary Republican party, that fact is probably as much due to the role 
that opposition to environmentalism played in shaping the ideology of 
the party over recent decades as to anything intrinsic in protecting the 
environment. The party might easily have instead followed a path more 
closely akin to the European center- right, which recognizes the need for 
constraints on capital in the name of protecting the environment and 
social institutions.12 Of course, the left is equally vague in its ideological 
commitments. The fact that environmental concerns and support for the 
science of climate change currently find a more congenial environment 
on the left is a historical accident, not a reflection of the nature of either 
ideology or the people who hold them.

Defenders of motivated cognition of bad belief formation might 
shrug their shoulders in response. It’s an interesting question, they may 

12 That said, Republican ties to big business certainly played a role in slowing down and 
even reversing gains on the environment on more than one occasion. Bush rapidly lost enthu-
siasm for tackling climate change once elected. Oreskes & Conway (2011) tell the story of how 
people close to the Reagan administration deliberately distorted the science to prevent action 
on CFCs to tackle ozone depletion. Whether these problems are best seen as arising from par-
tisan ideology or the influence of big business over policy is an open question, however, in light 
of the failure of Democrat administrations to tackle climate change effectively.
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say, why people are passionately motivated to defend certain hypotheses, 
but that’s a question for historians, or political scientists, or sociologists. 
We can help ourselves to the fact that they are passionately motivated to 
defend them, without needing to know why. In later chapters, I’ll sug-
gest this response won’t do. In fact, people aren’t passionately committed 
to defending much of anything. Given the right nudges, they’ll passion-
ately defend positions diametrically opposed to those they formerly 
espoused.

I don’t take any of these points to be decisive. For a start, I haven’t 
attempted anything like a comprehensive survey of even the major high-
lights of the literature explaining bad beliefs within a dual process 
framework (for instance, I’ve said nothing about the important work 
of Gordon Pennycook and David Rand (2019), who explain some cases of 
bad belief by reference to cognitive laziness and are compelling critics of 
Kahan’s work (Tappin et al. 2020)). Theory choice is a comparative affair: 
sometimes the best reason to reject a theory is because there’s a better 
one available. Developing such a theory is my task across the remainder of 
this book. On the account I will develop, people are far more responsive 
to genuine evidence than the dual process hypothesis concedes. Rather 
than deploy mechanisms that respond to cues rather than evidence, 
I will argue we respond to cues as evidence, and we do so rationally. We 
are trying to find out, not just to fit in.13

I won’t immediately present the main lines of the alternative account 
I’ll defend. There’s more background we need, and this background 
(too) comes from cognitive science. We are rational creatures and we are 
social creatures: these two aspects of our being are not independent but 
intertwined. In responding to social cues, we respond to reasons. The 
nature of these cues and our responses to them is the topic of the next 
chapter.

13 De Cruz (2020) argues for a view she presents as midway between Kahan’s and mine. She 
suggests that while Kahan does not give sufficient weight to epistemic factors, I don’t give suf-
ficient weight to the motivation to belong. Some of the evidence she cites does testify to the 
power of this motivation. For instance, in Asch- style paradigms, people often conform behav-
iorally without changing their beliefs (see Mercier (2020) for further discussion). However, 
other considerations she takes to be non- epistemic (e.g., markers of group belonging like 
accent) I will argue are actually evidential: they turn on higher- order evidence.
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Culturing Belief

What kind of being are we? This of course is one of the oldest questions 
in philosophy. In earlier eras, answers were often non- naturalistic 
(we  are animals with souls, for instance). Today, one of the oldest 
answers is also one of the most popular: with Aristotle, we often think 
we are distinguished from other animals by our rationality.

Looking for necessary and sufficient conditions is a fool’s errand, and 
a search for essences even more so. There’s no property that distin-
guishes all and only human beings from other animals, beyond facts 
about descent. But there’s something right about the claim that we’re 
rational animals. Our intellectual capacities and achievements are dis-
tinctive and impressive. At the same time, there’s also something mis-
leading about the common picture of ourselves as rational animals. We 
think of our rational capacities as realized by our big brains, and there 
are quite a few grains of truth to that thought. But our rationality also 
depends on our sociality, and thinking of ourselves as cultural animals is 
no less accurate than thinking of ourselves as rational animals.

Nineteenth- century history provides excellent, if sometimes grim, 
illustrations of how limited individual cognition is compared to cultural 
knowledge. Big brains, good education, and excellent preparation often 
weren’t sufficient to allow nineteenth- century European explorers to 
survive in difficult environments. In 1846, two ships commanded by Sir 
John Franklin, on an expedition to chart the Northwest passage, became 
stuck in sea ice in the Canadian Arctic. The entire crew perished. But 
the area was regarded by the local Inuit people as rich in resources. 
Despite their training and experience (Franklin was on his fourth Arctic 
trip) and ample resources, they were unable to acquire the skills they 
needed to survive. A few decades later, Roald Amundsen spent two win-
ters in the same region. He relied on the help of the Netsilik Inuit for his 
survival (Boyd et al. 2011).

Bad Beliefs: Why They Happen to Good People. Neil Levy, Oxford University Press. © Neil Levy 2022.
DOI: 10.1093/oso/9780192895325.003.0002
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In a very different environment, the Burke and Wills expedition to 
cross the Australian continent also suffered catastrophe due to rejecting 
indigenous knowledge (Burcham 2008). Running low on food, members 
of the expedition accepted a gift of cakes made from the nardoo plant for 
sustenance. However, apparently as a consequence of unease with being 
reliant on people they saw as inferior, they spurned further assistance and 
attempted to make the cakes themselves. They ground the seeds into a 
powder, mixed it with water, and baked it. Unbeknownst to them, the local 
people roasted the seeds prior to grinding. This step is required to remove 
toxins from the plant. Because they missed this step, the explorers didn’t 
get the nutrients they needed from the nardoo cakes. There was only one 
survivor: he accepted further aid from the Yandruwandha people.

Outback Australia and the Canadian Arctic are harsh environments. 
But indigenous people didn’t just survive in these environments; they 
flourished. They flourished not only due to their big brains—which they 
shared with the explorers—but because of their cultural knowledge. Life 
in the Arctic depends on a rich range of accumulated innovations (Boyd 
et al.  2011; Richerson & Boyd  2008). Traditional Arctic life requires 
knowledge how to make special clothing, to manufacture and use special 
tools for hunting, to construct snow houses, to build fires (without access 
to wood!) for cooking and melting water, and much more. Each of these 
skills is complex and hard to learn. Take clothing. The Inuit stayed warm 
and comfortable by making clothing from caribou skin, which has better 
insulation properties than seal or polar bear fur. But not just any caribou 
skin will do: it has to be harvested at the right time of year, and then 
prepared by repeated stretching, scraping, and moistening. The hides 
then have to be shaped in ways that maximize heat retention while 
allowing moisture to escape. A ruff of wolverine fur, especially selected 
for length, is then added. Footwear is equally specialized, consisting of 
five separate layers: three different layers of stockings, each with a differ-
ent design, then two different kinds of boots. The know- how needed to 
make just one of these items of clothing is difficult to acquire, let alone 
the whole package. Moreover, individual elements of the package (for 
example, knowing how to prepare one of the layers of stockings) are 
often little use by themselves: it is only when they play a role in the entire 
package that they make a significant difference to survival.
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If each element of the package is hard to acquire, and many elements 
have little value on their own, how did the Inuit succeed in acquiring the 
whole package? Almost certainly, the answer involves multigenerational 
accumulation of knowledge, with many different group members each 
playing their small part in the acquisition of the propositional and pro-
cedural knowledge of the group as a whole. Cumulative culture, an irre-
ducibly and deeply collective enterprise, is essential to the acquisition of 
the kinds of knowledge that allows human groups to flourish in highly 
diverse environments, from the deserts to the tundra and the tropics.

The fate of the Franklin expedition stands testament to how far this 
kind of knowledge exceeds the ability of a group of individuals to recon-
struct from scratch. The Inuit themselves found it impossible to reconstruct 
their own knowledge when it was lost. An epidemic seems to have struck 
the Polar Intuit sometime in the 1820s, resulting in the death of many 
older members of the community; that is, they lost many repositories of 
cultural knowledge (Boyd et al. 2011). As a result, they lost important 
skills, and the group entered a decades- long decline in numbers. This 
decline was halted only when they reacquired the skills from another 
group around 1862. They were not able to reinvent the lost skills of 
kayak and snow house design in the intervening decades, despite strong 
motivation and possession of a suite of related skills.

Cultural knowledge solves problems that are intrinsically difficult. 
When feedback is quick, individual cognition is often up to the task of 
solving problems. We rapidly learn to avoid suspension- destroying pot-
holes in the road or nettles in the bushes. But when the relationship 
between an action and its effects is slow to manifest and probabilistic, 
individuals do very badly on their own. Think of how long it took to 
demonstrate the effects of tobacco on health; for decades, people denied 
the link between smoking and cancer, because they were more impressed 
by salient cases of individuals who had lived to ripe old ages despite 
smoking heavily (and, of course, because merchants of doubt deliber-
ately muddied the waters; Oreskes & Conway 2011). Science has devel-
oped mathematical tools for detecting signal in the noisy relationship 
between variables, like the relationship between smoking and cancer. 
Without such tools, individual cognition is highly unreliable. But cul-
tural cognition often succeeds in identifying the signal amid the noise 
without the need for statistical tools.
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Detoxification methods like those developed by the Yandruwandha 
people (and which the Burke and Wills expedition failed to imitate) are 
good illustrations both of how difficult these problems can be, and of 
the spectacular success of cultural cognition at solving them. Because 
edible plants often evolve toxins as protection against herbivores, many 
staple foodstuffs are (or were, before very intensive selective breeding) 
toxic. Take corn. Corn is cheap to produce and high in energy. For this 
reason, it was exported from the new world, to which it is native, to the 
old quite rapidly after the arrival of the Spanish. It came to be an impor-
tant food crop in Italy, Spain, and later the southern United States. But 
with corn consumption came pellagra. Pellagra manifests first as a skin 
disease, but untreated it can lead to dementia and even death.

Medical professionals quickly realized that there was a link between 
pellagra and corn consumption, but suspected some kind of contamina-
tion as the cause. It wasn’t until the second decade of the twentieth cen-
tury that the real cause was identified: niacin deficiency. Yet pellagra was 
very rare among the indigenous people who had relied upon corn for 
centuries. They avoided pellagra by cooking corn together with an alkali, 
which releases otherwise chemically- bound niacin. They used wood 
ash, or ground sea- shells, or lime, depending on what was available 
locally. But of course they had no concept of niacin or alkali. Asked why 
it is necessary to mix wood ash with corn meal, indigenous people often 
had no more to say than “it is our custom” (Henrich 2015). They may 
not have known that it is adaptive, let alone why. They were and are 
smart, big- brained primate like the members of the Burke and Will 
expedition, but it wasn’t their individual cognition (alone) that had 
allowed them to develop the detoxification processes that helped them 
avoid pellagra. It was cultural evolution, which enables the detection of 
a signal in a very noisy background.

Cultural Evolution

We started this chapter by asking what kind of being we are. I suggested 
that an answer as good as any would be that that we’re cultural animals. 
“Culture,” as I use the term here, refers to information that is acquired 
from others, by vertical or horizontal transmission (i.e., from elders or 
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peers) and which affects behavior. In this sense, culture is not unique to 
human beings. Famously, when a young Japanese macaque dubbed Imo 
learned to wash sweet potatoes left for her troop on the beach by dunk-
ing the potatoes in the sea, the behavior spread throughout the troop. 
Since Imo’s innovation was first documented, a variety of other behav-
ioral traditions have been observed among macaques (Laland  2017). 
Chimps have traditions that differ from troop to troop, ranging from 
different techniques for termite fishing to the use of stone tools to break 
open nuts; orangutans also use tools, with the tools and the method of 
exploitation differing from area to area (Schaik et al. 2003).

Human cultures differ from the cultures of other primates in com-
plexity, of course. But more importantly, only human culture appears 
to be cumulative culture. In our species (perhaps alone; certainly to an 
extent that is dramatically greater than in any other), cultural innova-
tions are not merely transmitted: they become a platform on which 
others can build. Human culture is subject to the “ratchet effect” 
(Tennie et al. 2009). The behavioral traditions seen in other primates 
and other animals can preserve individual innovations and transmit 
them to future generations, but only cumulative culture builds on these 
innovations, enabling cognitive achievements that go beyond what any 
individual or any generation can achieve. It is this development over 
time that allows cultural evolution to detect signal in noise when the 
noise exceeds the capacity of unaided individual cognition to parse. It 
also enables the detection of temporal fluctuations that exceed living 
memory (Shea  2009). Cumulative culture opens up horizons for 
knowledge that are closed to individuals, no matter how individually 
gifted they are.

There’s good reason to believe that the mechanisms underlying cumu-
lative culture are evolutionary. Evolution is substrate neutral: it needn’t 
be limited to biological reproduction. Evolution occurs whenever 
(roughly) there is selection between individuals which vary in their 
characteristics and this variation is heritable. So long as traits are differ-
entially rewarded, these traits are heritable, and the environment is suf-
ficiently stable over time, we should expect evolution. For instance, prior 
to (and as a condition of) the emergence of life, evolutionary processes 
account for the emergence of organic compounds (Bada & Lazcano 
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2009). Evolutionary mechanisms also account for changes in human 
behavior across time, independently of changes in gene frequencies.

Cultural evolutionary theory is sometimes mistakenly identified with 
memetics. Memes, first proposed by Richard Dawkins (1989), are units 
of culture analogous to genes. Memes are subject to selection pressures 
and they are heritable. Whereas genes (almost always) get selected en 
masse, however (when organisms are selected), memes are selected one 
by one. They can be fit even when we, their hosts, are not—even when 
they lower our fitness. A classic example of a meme that replicates inde-
pend ently of its fitness effects on its host is an earworm: a catchy tune 
that gets lodged in our heads long after we hear it. Notoriously, ear-
worms may be disliked by those who experience them, but they are 
good at replicating themselves. A person who dislikes an earworm can 
nevertheless be a vector for its replication: she may find herself hum-
ming it, for example, thereby contributing to its spread. If she loses 
friends as a result, we may see a dramatic dissociation between the host’s 
interests and the interests of the meme.

Perhaps memetics explains some features of culture. However, it can’t 
explain the emergence and transmission of cultural practices of any 
great complexity. The kind of cultural evolution I’m invoking is of a dif-
ferent sort. While it’s non- genetic, its effects are primarily on the fitness 
of the organism (and perhaps the group), not on the fitness of the units 
of culture—if there are any, in any meaningful sense—themselves. 
Beliefs, technologies and practices make an obvious difference to our 
fitness (given that they make a difference to how we behave), and there-
fore affect our biological fitness. Believing that that plant is edible and 
this is not may be the difference between life and death; inheriting the 
capacity to make a boat of a particular kind may enable a better catch, 
which in turn enables the person to support more children. Even songs 
or rituals may make a difference to biological fitness, say by increasing 
bonds of solidarity that enable a group to avoid open conflict.

Cultural evolution produces adaptive changes in practices or beliefs 
without (or independent of) changes in gene frequencies.1 One group 

1 Note that gene- culture coevolution may occur. The classic example is the development of 
lactose tolerance. A cultural innovation—dairy farming—brought about selective pressure for 
genetic evolution in those groups to which the practice spread (Cavalli- Sforza et al. 1994).
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may be fitter than another without the groups differing genetically; the 
fitness may instead be due to cultural practices. Cultural evolution has 
likely been more significant than genetic evolution as a factor in human 
evolution over the past 50 millennia or so, and perhaps much longer, if 
only because it can occur very much faster than biological evolution 
(Perreault 2012). It usually takes many generations for biological evolu-
tion to occur, but cultural evolution can occur within a generation.

Some otherwise puzzling facts about human beings might be 
explained by the centrality of cultural evolution to our flourishing. 
Human beings have unusually long periods of dependency on caregiv-
ers. This long period of dependency is also an apprenticeship in the local 
culture. We live in a dizzying diversity of environments, and what is 
adaptive in one may be highly maladaptive in another. The beliefs and 
behaviors that are adaptive in the Amazonian rainforest are very differ-
ent from those that are adaptive in the Arctic, which are different again 
from those required in Karachi or in Copenhagen, or in sub- Saharan 
Africa, or the Australian outback. Genetic evolution can transmit behav-
iors in animals (nest building, hunting techniques, song patterns— 
though even in these cases some kind of learning usually plays a role 
too). It can even transmit conditional behaviors: that is, it can encode 
instructions for one set of behaviors in one kind of environment and a 
quite different set in another (so- called facultative adaptations). But it 
can’t encode for the enormous diversity of complex behaviors needed 
for flourishing across the range of (ever- shifting) environments in which 
our species lives. Hence the long period of apprenticeship: we need the 
time to acquire the set of behaviors we’ll need in the specific environ-
ment we’re born into.

Our early malleability and long dependence isn’t the only adaptation 
we have for the acquisition of culture. We have a whole suite, whether as 
a product of genetic evolution or (as Cecilia Heyes (2018) has argued) 
due to cultural evolution itself.2 A well- known (albeit somewhat contro-
versial) example is our disposition to imitate. We use the verb “to ape” to 

2 Even on Heyes’ account, we have some dispositions that are not themselves explained by 
cultural evolution but which facilitate it. For instance, we are peculiarly tolerant of others and 
especially the young, allowing them to observe our behaviors.
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describe slavish imitation. In fact, no other animal—not even the other 
apes—apes as much as we do. There’s experimental evidence that we’re 
overimitators: whereas other animals copy behaviors when they recog-
nize they’re instrumentally rational, human beings are disposed to copy 
even those components of behavior that don’t appear to be required for 
goal pursuit. Nagell, Olguin, & Tomasello (1993) demonstrated a novel 
technique to human children and chimps. They used a rake, tine side 
down, to draw sweets that were otherwise out of reach toward them-
selves. Using a rake that way is very inefficient: many sweets slip through 
the gaps in the tines. Given the opportunity to perform the task them-
selves, chimps flipped the rake so that the flat side acted as a more effi-
cient tool, with fewer sweets escaping. But human children tended to 
imitate the action just as demonstrated.

Later experimental work demonstrated that the disposition to over-
imitate is selective: children overimitate when the behavior appear to be 
intended by the model, regardless of whether they see the point of the 
actions. For instance, while children who observed a model turning on a 
light by butting it with her head tended to do the same, rather than use 
their hands (Meltzoff 1988), imitation dropped significantly if the mod-
el’s hands were occupied, suggesting that the decision to use her head 
was not a component of how things are supposed to be done (Gergely 
et al. 2002). This sensitivity to whether the behavior is intentional allows 
children to distinguish between those behaviors that are constitutive of 
the culture they are acquiring and those that are incidental.

It’s worth pausing to appreciate the (prima facie) oddity of this con-
trast between chimp and human behavior. We humans pride ourselves 
on our intelligence; we’re supposed to be rational animals. Yet when 
humans and chimps are confronted with the task of procuring a valu-
able good using a tool, it’s chimps and not us who analyze the causal 
structure of the task to accomplish the goal more efficiently. Children 
copy the behavior demonstrated if it appears intentional; chimps drop 
irrelevant features or inefficient techniques. We are overimitators: we 
imitate more than seems justifiable given our goals and the nature of the 
task. Even when some steps are very obviously irrelevant, and even in 
the face of prompting to drop superfluous elements, children are reluctant 
to deviate from the demonstrated sequence of actions (Lyons et al. 2007). 
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Nor is overimitation confined to children: Flynn & Smith (2012) found 
that only when adult participants were told that a demonstrator was 
themselves a novice did they not overimitate.

Why are we prone to ape more than apes? If we’re so smart, why do 
they seem to outperform us in identifying efficiencies and more success-
ful routes to a goal? It’s because we are cultural animals, and they are not 
(not at least, to anything like the extent we are). Imitation is an adapta-
tion for culture. It allows us to acquire knowledge and practices devel-
oped by multiple individuals, individuals dispersed across space and 
time. It allows us to acquire, and then to build on, deeply social knowl-
edge: adaptive behavior that could not have been developed by any indi-
vidual de novo, no matter how gifted and insightful that person might 
be. Sir John Franklin and his party could not develop the techniques 
that would have allowed them to survive in the Arctic: this suite of tech-
niques and this knowledge must be developed and refined across multi-
ple generations and multiple individuals. What they lacked wasn’t 
intelligence or physical capacity. They lacked the requisite culture: it is 
only by appropriate imitation that we can acquire the requisite knowl-
edge, and that usually takes long enculturation.

Deeply social knowledge and practices may be partially opaque to 
those who inherit them. They may be deployed by people who know 
that and how they are to be used, but who have mistaken ideas about 
how they work, or no ideas at all. As we saw, indigenous Americans 
often gave ethnographers no further justification of the practice of pre-
paring corn with an alkali beyond “it is our custom” (Henrich  2015). 
Sometimes practices are justified in supernatural terms. For example, 
Naskapi hunters decide where to hunt by using the shoulder blade of a 
caribou, heated over hot coals so that it cracks and burns, as a kind of 
map. There’s evidence that this kind of divination is adaptive because it 
effectively randomizes behavior, overcoming our disposition to detect 
illusory patterns (Henrich 2015). This kind of adaptive use of divination 
is widespread across multiple cultures. In yet other cases, behavior is 
given a naturalistic but false rationale. For example, the more toxic 
marine foods are tabooed for pregnant women in Fiji, significantly low-
ering their risk of miscarriage (Henrich & Henrich 2010). But justifica-
tions for the practice offered range from custom to the idea that the 
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child would take on the properties of the animal eaten (e.g., that it might 
have rough skin if its mother ate shark).

Causal analysis, chimpanzee- style, is not required for the acquisition 
and deployment of cultural knowledge. In fact, since the products of 
cumulative culture are complex and the contribution of some steps 
obscure (why roast the nardoo seeds? why add wood ash to the corn 
meal?), such analysis risks degrading the value of cultural knowledge. 
The cultural apprentice does better taking the technique on trust. That’s 
how we do things, so that’s how I’ll do them. Second guessing the tech-
nique is appropriate when it’s a component of shallow cultural knowl-
edge, like the behavioral traditions seen in other primates: when what is 
transmitted is an innovation that is within the cognitive grasp of a single 
individual, tinkering with it may easily reap rewards. When what is 
transmitted is deep cultural knowledge—when the culture is cumulative 
culture, and successive innovations have become the platform for fur-
ther elaboration—then it is maladaptive to attempt to innovate by analy-
sis. Deference to custom is the appropriate attitude.3 We might say that 
we owe our success to the fact that we are in some ways less—or at any 
rate less directly—rational animals than chimps. We defer to tradition 
(relatively) unthinkingly, in conditions in which they would analyze 
causal structure and innovate (in later chapters, I’ll suggest that this def-
erence is more rational than it might seem).

Our disposition to overimitate is just one of our adaptations for the 
acquisition of local norms, practices, and conventions. Conventional 
ways of behaving are essential to the coordination of action in complex 

3 Of course, too much and too effective deference would put an end to cumulative culture 
by preventing further innovations. To be cumulative, innovation must occur. It remains some-
what mysterious how we pull off the difficult balancing act required—faithful transmission 
combined with some degree of innovation—insofar as the two elements are in conflict with 
one another (Sterelny 2012). Fridland (2018) argues that imitation supports faithful transmis-
sion and explicit pedagogy supports innovation. As she notes, when skills are causally opaque, 
imitation is required for transmission while innovation threatens to be fatal. But when skills 
have a causal structure that can be discerned, we may do better to transmit them by breaking 
them down into steps. This proposal leaves the central problem unresolved, however: how do 
causally opaque complex practices develop in the first place? Fridland’s proposal seems to 
require that such practices must first develop through explicit pedagogy, and subsequently 
become the target of imitation. But that proposal cannot account for deeply social practices, 
which have components that those who transmit them may not be able to grasp. Pace Fridland, 
some kind of more genuinely evolutionary process, involving mutation and selection, must 
play a significant role in the production of deeply social knowledge.
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societies, but have an arbitrary content (D. Lewis 1969). Think of driving 
conventions: it doesn’t matter whether we drive on the left or the right, 
but it matters very much that we all agree on which side we drive on. 
Because conventions are arbitrary, we can’t guess or infer what the local 
convention may be. It’s not only conventions that differ from place to 
place; so do norms, some with very complex contents (think of how 
whole books get written about norms of etiquette, not to mention moral 
norms). The conformist bias is a disposition to acquire the local ways of 
behaving, enabling us to acquire the right set of conventions and norms 
(Henrich & Boyd  1998). The conformist bias enables us to pick up 
adapt ive ways of behaving without paying the costs of exploration.

While the conformist bias helps us to acquire the local conventions 
and norms, the prestige bias leads us to imitate particularly successful 
individuals (Chudek et al. 2012; Henrich & Gil- White 2001). The link 
between their success and their behaviors may be opaque to us. Greater 
success could be due to their hunting techniques, their social network, 
their religion, their diet, their dress, and so on. Since the relationship 
between success and behavior is often causally opaque, we do better to 
copy successful individuals relatively undiscriminatingly. The prestige 
bias (like all heuristics and biases) leaves us vulnerable to certain sorts of 
exploitation: advertisements that link a celebrity or a well- known athlete 
to a watch or a fragrance take advantage of our disposition to copy suc-
cessful individuals, even when there’s no apparent link between their 
success and the behavior imitated. But it also helps to drive the evolu-
tion of behavior by allowing more successful behaviors to spread within 
and across groups. I’ll call the prestige bias and the conformist bias 
instances of social referencing—looking to others within our social group 
for cues for what to believe and how to behave. As we’ll see in later chap-
ters, social referencing is a very widespread means for people to acquire 
and update their beliefs.

Imitation, the prestige bias and the conformist bias are adaptations 
for culture that help to explain why we’re less discriminating in what we 
copy and less disposed to analyze imitated behaviors than chimps. Just 
how discriminating the mechanisms underlying cultural evolution are 
is controversial. I’ve presented a picture that leans very heavily on one 
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side of these debates. The scientists I’ve cited (Peter Richerson, Joe 
Henrich, Robert Boyd) are sometimes said to constitute the Californian 
school (Sterelny 2017). The so- called Paris school (led by Dan Sperber) 
takes a different view on many issues, and in particular on how discrim-
inating the mechanisms of transmission are. This isn’t the place to 
address this dispute in any detail, but I will say a few words in justifica-
tion of my reliance on the Californians (but—importantly—not in 
opposition to the Parisians; the two are far more compatible than the 
polemics suggest).

Sperber and his colleagues argue that relatively undiscriminating imi-
tative mechanisms play a smaller role in the transmission of culture 
than the Californians suggest. Instead, the Parisians argue that culture is 
reproduced largely through mechanisms that are reconstructive, with the 
learner contributing a great deal to the final product. The Parisians 
maintain that the reconstructive mechanisms are intelligent and strate-
gic, rather than unthinking and deferential. For example, they cite evi-
dence that children and adults are far from undiscriminating in whom 
they imitate (Mercier 2017). We are also highly selective in whose testi-
mony we accept. We filter out testimony from out- group members, 
when there is evidence that it conflicts with the consensus, and when it 
comes from those that have track records of unreliability or who have 
shown lack of benevolence to us in the past (P. Harris 2012; Mascaro & 
Sperber  2009; Sperber et al.  2010). In doing so, we filter testimony by 
reference to cues that correlate with reliability: consensual testimony is 
(other things being equal) more likely to be accurate than dissent; 
malevolent testifiers are more likely to mislead us than benevolent, and 
so on. Filtering testimony in these ways is the behavior of a rational ani-
mal, not an unthinking conformist.

In emphasizing the intelligence of the mechanisms underlying the 
transmission of culture, the Parisians offer an important corrective to 
the perception that it is undiscriminating and unthinking. But it’s the 
perception they correct; intelligence doesn’t enter the picture only when 
Paris- style mechanisms are in play. Imitation, California- style, is not 
reflexive and automatic. Instead, it manifests a great deal of intelligence 
(see Boudry 2018; Buskell 2016). In fact, even our apparently automatic 
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imitation itself manifests intelligence (it’s a major aim of this book to 
show that’s true). We don’t face a choice between Parisian intelligence 
and Californian automaticity: the mechanisms emphasized by both 
sides should be seen as intelligent.

A second reason to think that the conflict between Paris and 
California is smaller than is sometimes thought is that the two schools 
focus on the explanation of different aspects of culture. The Parisians’ 
focus is on cultural lineages (see, especially, Morin 2016). High- fidelity 
imitation is not necessary for the preservation of these lineages: folk 
tales, painting styles, and myths. In these domains, reconstruction (cou-
pled with what the Parisians call “cultural attractors”) may suffice for the 
transmission of culture.4 But unobvious technological innovations and 
sophisticated environmental knowledge—the kind of knowledge that 
depends on the detection of a signal in a noisy environment—do depend 
importantly on such imitation.

Agents, adults as well as children, default to imitation when success 
depends (or seems to depend) on following a precise sequence of steps, 
when mechanisms are causally opaque, and when the demonstrator is 
presented as an expert (Acerbi & Mesoudi 2015). It is in these sorts of 
contexts that reconstruction risks the loss of cultural knowledge. If 
agents intelligently reconstruct the causal process, they may easily leave 

4 Cultural attractors are species- typical cognitive dispositions that play an important role in 
stabilizing cultural traditions. Because certain features of a narrative (for example) come natu-
rally to creatures like us, transmission from teacher to learner can be noisy: the novice will 
reconstruct ambiguous or partial information in ways that match the transmitted narrative 
except in the (unlikely) event that the narrative is excessively unintuitive. But in the domain of 
deeply social knowledge, reliance on such attractors would be risky and therefore is likely to 
be minimal. Such attractors risk distorting the knowledge transmitted, because deeply social 
knowledge is often highly unintuitive. It is also worth noting that the cultural attractor story 
itself plausibly requires culturally specific, rather than species- typical, machinery to explain 
content. Take minimal counterintuitiveness theory (e.g., Atran 2002; Boyer 2000), often hailed 
as one of the great success stories of the approach. According to this account, minimally coun-
terintuitive entities have an advantage when it comes to cultural epidemiology: they are more 
likely to be recalled and more likely to be transmitted. However, Sterelny (2018) has persua-
sively argued that the institutional and ritual scaffolding of religious belief is central to its sur-
vival. These factors are not species- typical, of course—not in their contents, at any rate—and 
they are neither invented by individuals nor understood by them as belief transmission mecha-
nisms. If we can generalize the lesson, the attractors themselves may turn out to be far more 
deeply cultural than the Paris school would be comfortable with.
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out crucial steps, since their contribution is often opaque to us (recall 
the fate of the Burke and Wills expedition). While the telling of folk tales 
may be adaptive, their precise content typically doesn’t matter much, 
and reconstruction can be given free reign. But when the precise content 
is crucial, deference is required. We’re therefore sensitive to cues for 
switching from reconstruction to imitation. These cues include the pres-
ence of experts, causal opaqueness, ostensive communication (“look at 
what I’m doing here”) and other cues that indicate conventionality 
(Acerbi & Mesoudi 2015). In a slogan: deeply social knowledge depends 
on deference. In some domains, reconstruction—Paris- style—is proba-
bly the primary means of cultural transmission. But in the domains of 
causally opaque technology, such as food preparation techniques, and 
the detection of signals in noisy environments, imitation reigns supreme.

Up to this point, we’ve focused on cultural knowledge: knowledge of 
the behaviors that we need to function as members of a particular soci-
ety and to flourish in sometimes harsh environments. The mechanisms 
we’ve examined have the function of enabling us to distinguish signal 
from noise in causally opaque systems, or to identify regularities at tem-
poral and geographical scales that exceed the grasp of an individual. 
I noted that prior to the development of statistical tools, these mecha-
nisms were the only means we possessed for the detection of such sig-
nals. Now, of course, we possess the tools of science, which allow us to 
achieve the same sorts of ends much more quickly, efficiently, and accu-
rately. These tools can be deployed by individuals. Does that entail the 
end of the millennia- long age of deeply social knowledge?5 The next sec-
tion will assess the extent to which knowledge is social today, in environ-
ments far removed from the environment of evolutionary adaptiveness.

5 Roughly speaking, the claim that knowledge of the causal regularities essential to our 
flourishing has transitioned from being deeply social to being individual inverts the major 
claim of Elijah Millgram’s The Great Endarkenment (Millgram 2015). Millgram argues that as 
more and more domains of knowledge becomes hyperspecialized, our capacity to understand 
specialist knowledge shrinks and knowledge becomes fragmented. Millgram provides good 
reasons to reject the idea that knowledge has recently become less social. But he dramatically 
overestimates how individual it was prior to the age of hyperspecialization. Human knowledge 
has always been deeply social, and individuals have never had the capacity to genuinely grasp 
the kinds of knowledge that have always been distinctive of our species.
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Science on Mars

Until the last decade of the twentieth- century, epistemology was 
a  largely individualistic enterprise. It was primarily recognition of 
our  pervasive reliance on testimony that altered the landscape 
(C.  A.  J.  Coady  1992; Lackey & Sosa  2006). We are dependent on 
 testimony, implicit and explicit, for our knowledge about the tempo-
rally and geographically distant, and for much of our knowledge 
about the unobservable posits of science. We learn the history of our 
country and about major events in the past few centuries via 
explicit testimony in schools and colleges, and about political events, 
current affairs, celebrity gossip, and much more through media 
(increasingly, social media). Sources of implicit testimony include 
 fictional narratives (which encode a lot of information they don’t 
explicitly assert: for instance, about social norms, or about kinds of 
things and states of affairs) as well as all the subtle cues which convey 
to us how we should speak, behave, and even think.6 All this knowl-
edge is social: it’s conveyed to us by others and largely taken on trust. 
For much of what we know about the world, we are deeply de pend ent 
on others.

Science, however, may seem crucially different. Doesn’t science 
demand we take nothing on trust? The motto of the Royal Society, the 
oldest national scientific society in the world, is often taken to express 

6 Epistemologists may quibble with my very expansive use of “testimony” to describe how 
information is conveyed from one or many agents to others. Certainly implicit testimony often 
fails to satisfy any of the criteria put forward by Coady (1992: 42): for instance, it may not be 
directed toward those who are in need of evidence. A case can be made that implicit testimony 
doesn’t even satisfy the criteria set down by Lackey’s (2008: 35–6) more permissive disjunctive 
account of testimony, though this is a harder issue to judge (much depends on how we inter-
pret “is reasonably taken as conveying that p”). I don’t intend to offer a definition of testimony. 
It’s enough for me that the instances of what I’m calling implicit testimony here clearly have 
features that warrant treating them as or alongside testimony: they involve the transmission of 
information from one set of agents to another, whether the first intends to convey the informa-
tion or not, and independent of whether the second set of agents is conscious that information 
has been conveyed to them. The information thus conveyed functions as evidence for the sec-
ond set of agents and they respond to it accordingly. To me, these features seem sufficient to 
justify calling these instances of information transfer “implicit testimony.” If the reader prefers 
some other term, so be it.
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the scientific attitude: Nullius in verba—take no one’s word for it. 
Science seems to require that every claim be regarded with a skeptical 
eye, and nothing be accepted unless and until it has been adequately 
tested. In science, our naked intelligence and our capacity to test the 
facts is all that really counts—right? Call this the Martian model of sci-
ence, after  the film (and novel) in which a lone individual’s ability to 
“science the shit” out of things enables him to survive in an unforgiv-
ing environment, and call intuitions that accord with this model 
Martian intuitions.7

Martian intuitions are powerful, and not only as an explanation of the  
success of science. But they are misleading. Under a variety of (reason-
ably undemanding) conditions, group deliberation outperforms indi-
vidual deliberation (Mercier & Sperber 2017). Consider our performance 
at reasoning tasks like the Wason selection task. In this task, participants 
are presented with four cards, and asked which cards must be turned 
over to test if some rule is being violated. The rule is a conditional: if p 
then q, and the cards represent p or not-p on one side and q and not-q 
on the obverse. For example, the rule might be “if there is a D on one 
side of a card, then there is a 5 on the other side,” and the cards  presented 
might be the following:

7 The line “I’m going to have to science the shit out of this” occurs in the film version of The 
Martian, but not the original book. It is, however, an accurate encapsulation of the flavor of the 
book as well as the film. Interestingly, the film and the line resonated strongly with many scien-
tists (Neil deGrasse Tyson tweeted that that was his favorite line in the movie), despite the fact 
there’s good reason to think that the success of science is explained by its structure and the 
division of cognitive labor it exhibits—by the way in which it instantiates features of the cul-
tural model, the rival of the Martian model—rather than by the way it instantiates the 
Martian model.

D A 2 5

Figure 2.1 The Wason Selection Task.
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Though the task is logically simple, most people do badly at it: only 
about 10 percent of people select the right cards on the task (in this 
instance, the first and third).8 But groups of individuals do very much 
better. In fact, groups of deliberators may manifest the assembly bonus 
effect, where the group performs better than the best individual within it.

Despite the better performance of groups on the Wason selection 
task, and on many other reasoning problems (see Sunstein  2006; 
Surowiecki 2004 for accessible reviews), the Martian intuition remains 
powerful. Groups have a bad name (think of books with titles like 
Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds (Mackay 
2011)). We badly underestimate group performance on reasoning tasks; 
we often think groups will do worse on such tasks, rather than better. 
Academic psychologists with a specialism in human reasoning, who are 
well aware of the dismal individual performance on the Wason selection 
task, underestimate the benefits of group deliberation on the task to the 
same extent as do laypeople. Managers of teams, individuals from East 
Asia and WEIRD people, all alike underestimate the benefits of group 
deliberation (Mercier, Trouche, Yama, Heintz, & Girotto 2015).

We are, it seems epistemic individualists who are reliant on social 
 networks and culture for our epistemic success. What explains our indi-
vidualism, in the face of the pervasiveness of epistemic dependence? 
Our obstinate individualism may be partially (and only partially) due to 
the fact that it is sometimes epistemically fruitful to insist on one’s pri-
vate evidence. In fact, some degree of epistemic individualism might be 
conductive to group deliberation. Group deliberation is subject to char-
acteristic limitations and pathologies. Information cascades can mislead 
the group; powerful individuals can carry disproportionate weight and 
people may self- silence in the face of prejudice or anxiety. All of these 

8 One common mistake consists in picking cards representing the consequent (in this 
example, the 5). That’s a mistake, because the rule is a conditional and not a biconditional. It 
might therefore be thought that people are guilty not of a reasoning error but of misunder-
standing the nature of the task. One problem with this suggestion is that individual perfor-
mance on the Wason selection task improves dramatically if the rule is a social contract rule 
(Cosmides & Tooby  1992). Since changing content while keeping the instructions fixed 
improves performance so significantly, it seems that the original results are not driven by a 
confusion brought about by the wording.
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problems can be mitigated if people are disposed to give private infor-
mation and their individual deliberation disproportionate weight.

Take information cascades. Such cascades may occur when agents are 
led to disregard private evidence because the public evidence outweighs 
their own. Consider a case like this (based on Anderson and Holt 1997). 
You’re given the opportunity to draw a ball from one of two urns. One 
urn contains white balls in a ratio of 3:1 to red; the other the reverse. 
Your task is to identify which urn is which, by drawing a ball from one. 
Obviously, if you draw first you should bet that the urn you draw from 
contains predominantly balls of the color you’ve drawn. Suppose, how-
ever, you draw after other agents. You don’t know what color ball they’ve 
drawn, but you do know how they’ve betted. With all agents acting 
rationally, unlucky initial draws can give rise to an information cascade 
and rising confidence in a falsehood. Suppose the first and the second 
agent both draw a red ball, and bet accordingly. Their behavior is 
ra tional, but their evidence may be misleading: by chance, they’ve drawn 
red balls from the predominantly white urn. The agent choosing third in 
sequence may now rationally bet that the urn is predominantly red, no 
matter what color she draws, because the evidence stemming from the 
betting behavior of the earlier agents suggests the urn is predominantly 
red. From this point, the total evidence available to each agent—their 
private evidence plus the evidence of the betting behavior of the previ-
ous drawers—favors red. As the sequence continues, successive agents 
become increasingly confident that the urn, which is actually predomi-
nantly white, is predominantly red; this despite the fact that the majority 
of their collective evidence supports the correct conclusion. The problem 
of information cascades can be reduced if individuals are overconfident: 
if they take their private information to have a disproportionate weight, 
relative to public information. In some conditions, groups can deliberate 
better due to the individualism of some of their members.

Even preferring one’s own opinions to those of epistemic superiors 
can be epistemically productive, because self- silencing by those who 
recognize their inferiority may lead to “hidden profiles”: information 
relevant to deliberation going unshared. In fact, groups may benefit 
from the arrogance of intellectual inferiors even when the information 
they insist on turns out to be misleading (Surowiecki  2004). Mercier 
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and Sperber (2017) suggest that some of our individual- level reasoning 
pathologies may be adaptations for collective deliberation: the confir-
mation bias, for example, which leads us to overvalue evidence in favor 
of hypotheses we are well disposed to and undervalue contrary evidence, 
may conduce to an effective division of epistemic labor, given a diversity 
of views within the group. Similarly, I suggest, some degree of epistemic 
individualism—a disposition to underweight the views of others and 
overweight our own—may be an adaptation for collective deliberation 
(Levy 2019a).

Whatever the explanation for our epistemic individualism may be, 
that it’s strong—perhaps especially among us WEIRD people (Henrich 
et al. 2010)—is beyond doubt. We’re especially prone to embrace it with 
regard to science: our cultural paradigm of the scientist is the lone 
genius, working in isolation in his [sic!] lab, often misunderstood or 
ignored by his contemporaries. But this paradigm is deeply misleading. 
Scientists, too, are dependent on testimony, explicit and implicit, even 
within the domain of their own expertise (Rabb et al. 2019). Working sci-
entists use tools they didn’t develop (and that they may not be able fully 
to understand), often applied to data they didn’t gather and which they 
can’t verify, to test hypotheses that are constrained by theories they may 
not grasp. These constraints enable them to do science. Since climate 
change denial is a principal exemplar of bad belief in this book, let’s take 
climate science as an example.

Climate science is heavily interdisciplinary: the models and the data 
that climate scientists use are the product of multiple researchers and 
research groups across multiple fields. The tools, the techniques, and the 
fields of expertise of climate scientists vary widely, from taking ice core 
samples to constructing mathematical models, from studying the phys-
ics of air circulation to estimating the extent of previous sea rises from 
geological evidence. Climate scientists calibrate their findings and refine 
their models in the light of evidence from other fields. Like every other 
scientist, moreover, they rely on tools they didn’t design and which they 
lack the skills to fully understand. Central examples include the com-
puters they use, and the mathematical tools they apply to build their 
models. They rely on these tools, despite having a limited understanding 
of how they work (Winsberg  2018). Moreover, each climate scientist 
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works on a narrow area. A paleoclimatologist, for instance, has little 
expertise in Arctic sea ice or glaciology. But she may depend on experts 
in those areas for interpretation of some of her data. When it comes to 
assessing evidence that lies squarely within her competence, she will 
assess rival hypotheses in the light of prior probabilities that are sensi-
tive to findings of other scientists in other fields (think of how a psy-
chologist might assess evidence in the light of prior probabilities 
sensitive to information about evolution: if it is difficult to see how a 
particular psychological mechanism could have evolved, she’ll think it 
unlikely that a mechanism of that kind can explain her observations).

Of course, the spectacular degree of interdisciplinarity seen in climate 
science is not evident across all sciences. But no science uses only tools 
it developed, or that its practitioners fully understand. Every science 
uses mathematical tools. While some capacity to understand these tools 
is a prerequisite for their competent use, it is routine for many practitio-
ners not to fully grasp their details and near universal for their develop-
ment from scratch to be beyond their capacity. Working scientists 
inherit these tools, which often owe their origins to work outside their 
field. Scientists also use physical tools they could not develop and often 
do not fully understand. Few neuroscientists can build or even trouble-
shoot fMRI machines. Less obviously, they rely on physicists and math-
ematicians for the development of the algorithms used to transform 
blood oxygenation signals into images of the brain. Every scientist 
working in the field of biology presupposes the truth of evolution 
(“nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution,” as 
Dobzhansky (1973) famously wrote). Epistemic dependence is routine 
in science: dependence on others for data, for tools and techniques, and 
for theories.

Science produces knowledge not despite this dependence, but because 
of it. The spectacular success of science is largely due to its structure as a 
set of epistemic institutions. This structure plays a central role in neu-
tralizing, sometimes even harnessing, the influence of individual scien-
tists’ biases, whether their ideological preferences or the biases identified 
by psychologists (the confirmation bias, recency effects, the salience 
bias, and so on). Peer review, for instance, helps to ensure that scientific 
findings are subject to scrutiny from a variety of perspectives, each 
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with its own biases. Since these biases often conflict (especially insofar 
as reviewers may be hostile toward the findings of the paper), their 
influence is mitigated. The confirmation bias—roughly, our disposi-
tion to seek confirming evidence for a hypothesis, and overlook 
 disconfirming—isn’t just mitigated: it’s harnessed. Because each of us 
is motivated to search for evidence that favors our preferred theory, 
together we ensure that all our evidence is brought to bear (Mercier & 
Sperber 2011, 2017).

Of course, peer review subjects scientific findings to scrutiny by a 
small number of people, with a restricted range of disciplinary expertise. 
But the de facto institution of post publication peer review is very much 
more powerful. Every high profile paper is read by experts across a range 
of fields and is assessed for plausibility in the light of their disciplinary 
expertise; this collective scrutiny increases the likelihood that flaws in 
the gathering and interpretation of data are identified alternative 
hypotheses considered, and overlooked evidence considered. If the find-
ings survive this collective scrutiny, they’re transmitted to others and 
given some degree of credence.9 Other researchers and research groups 
may attempt to build on them, or constrain their formulation of  new 
hypotheses and their interpretation of data in the light of the findings. 
Others, of course, may not be convinced, and instead seek to develop 
and test alternative hypotheses. Even for these researchers, the findings 
constitute testimony: they take on trust that the reported experiments 
were conducted, with the populations described in the methods section, 
and the results are accurately reported.10

Peer review and post publication review is (somewhat) conflictual. 
But the success of science is also heavily dependent on cooperation. In 
climate science, we see different disciplinary specialisms tackling a 

9 This might best be seen as a special application of Goldberg’s (2010) principle “if that 
were true, I would have heard it by now”—if there were serious problems with this paper, they 
would have been identified. Of course, many papers don’t receive adequate post- publication 
review, so the principle applies only to higher- profile papers.

10 This trust is not undiscriminating, of course. Statisticians have developed tools for the 
detection of p- hacking; that is, the manipulation of data to produce statistical significance (see, 
for instance, Head, Holman, Lanfear, Kahn, & Jennions 2015). Since p- hacking involves depar-
tures from the advertised methods (for example, by adding additional participants to tip a 
p- value below significance, or the failure to report unsuccessful trials), these tools ensure that 
data does not have to be taken entirely on trust.
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common problem. Collaboration is also typical at the level of the indi-
vidual lab or paper. In the sciences, single- authored papers are unusual, 
and the number of authors per paper is rising (Mallapaty  2018). Co- 
authors bring different skills and ranges of expertise to papers; often the 
skills and expertise of different fields. Some authors are engaged in data 
collection, others in experimental design, yet others in interpretation of 
the evidence. Some may be experts in techniques that the paper utilizes, 
and have little or no expertise in the topic itself. They must trust one 
another in order to collaborate, because they always lack the time, and 
usually lack the expertise, to assess the contribution others make. This is 
true even if they all belong to the same field. Hardwig (1985) gives the 
example of a paper in particle physics with 99 authors; each with slightly 
 different expertise. Since then, the trend in physics has been toward 
much larger groups of authors; the (relatively) recent paper reporting 
the detection of the Higgs boson had more than 5000 authors 
(Castelvecchi 2015).11

The extent of relatively undiscriminating deference exhibited by sci-
entists is best illustrated by their attitudes to a well- established protocol. 
They often have little idea of the causal contribution (if any) of every 
step. Why that amount of a solvent, rather than 5ml more, or 5ml less? 
Why that amount of time in the centrifuge? Especially if the experiment 
is expensive to run (in terms of resources or time), scientists have little 
incentive to attempt the kind of trial and error experimentation required 

11 Winsberg et al. (2014) worry that deeply distributed science threatens accountability for 
its epistemic achievements. When science is distributed across many individuals and across 
time, and no one fully understands the methodological choices made, no one “is in an ep i ste-
mic and social position to explain and defend the methodological and epistemic standards 
employed in arriving at such a claim, as well as how they were met” (16). They do not, however, 
give a reason why any individual should be accountable in this kind of way. What is lost when 
accountability goes? This is a pressing question, because (contrary to what they seem to think) 
the deep distribution of knowledge production is not a recent phenomenon: if accountability 
requires being able to give an account of how knowledge was generated, or even what is con-
sists in, then it was lost some time in the Paleolithic. Of course there are significant challenges 
in deeply distributed science, arising from the fact that (as they put it) there is no guarantee 
that the methodological choices made by the different individuals and groups who contribute 
to a larger research project, each of which involves epistemic trade- offs, “will form one coher-
ent justification” (19). But that’s a question about what they call the reliability of the research, 
not its accountability. It is a pressing question at the level of the individual research project, but 
in a well- organized and properly stress- tested science (one in which problems are tackled from 
multiple angles by groups with different interests, aims and agendas), we can expect these 
issues to be identified and resolved.
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to discover whether certain steps might be dropped or compressed. 
Unless they have a particular interest in some step, they are likely simply 
to stick to the protocol. As Shea (2009) puts it, “all sorts of techniques 
and steps are copied without any appreciation of whether or why they 
are necessary to achieve the goal – following an experimental protocol 
can feel rather like following a magic spell” (2434). Faced with an estab-
lished protocol, scientists behave like children shown a technique, rather 
than like chimps. Rather than innovate, they imitate.

Contemporary science doesn’t individualize knowledge; if anything, 
it distributes it ever more deeply (Millgram 2015). It is because multiple 
individuals work on a common problem that we make progress on its 
solution, and these individuals are always themselves embedded in 
broader research cultures and research groups. The myth of the solitary 
genius is just that: a myth. In The Enigma of Reason (2017) Hugo Mercier 
and Dan Sperber probe a paradigm of that myth: Werner Heisenberg’s 
withdrawal to a small island to think through deep problems in quan-
tum theory. Heisenberg was, of course, a brilliant thinker. But he did not 
develop the uncertainty principle on his own. The advances he made 
were the product of collaboration and dialogue. They emerged through 
confrontation with the work of multiple other thinkers—Schrödinger, 
Bohr, and Dirac most prominently, but also other less famous physicists— 
and through a voluminous correspondence with Wolfgang Pauli. 
Heisenberg on his island was far more solitary than most scientists ever 
are, but even he was not alone: not intellectually. It was through dia-
logue and collaboration that he made his breakthrough.

We are the type of rational animal we are because we are cultural ani-
mals. We possess a suite of dispositions that orient us toward others 
epistemically. For us, knowledge production is in essential respects a 
product of the distribution of cognitive labor. Distributed cognition is 
more than merely a very efficient way of exploring the logical and 
empirical space, and mitigating, or even harnessing, our biases. It opens 
up new cognitive horizons that would otherwise be entirely inaccessible 
to us. Science does not free us, the animals we are, from epistemic 
dependence; if anything it increases it.
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3 
How Our Minds Are Made Up

In the previous chapter, I surveyed a range of evidence that—I claimed—
shows that knowledge production is a highly distributed enterprise, and 
that each of us is epistemically dependent on others for much of what 
we know. In the past 30 years, philosophers have come to recognize one 
facet of this reliance—our dependence on testimony—but have over-
looked others. We know a great deal of what we know not only due to 
testimony, but also due to the ways in which epistemic labor is distrib-
uted and due to the ways in which knowledge is implicitly embedded in 
our social, and even physical, environment. It will be this embedding, 
and how it drives belief update, that will be the focus of this chapter.

Enlightenment Myths

Here’s a caricatured and brutally compressed summary of the received 
view regarding the past few centuries of Western (sic!) thought: In the 
Middle Ages, intellectuals labored under the shadow of the Church. 
Only a few brave souls dared defy its orthodoxies. Even Galileo had to 
recant his heliocentrism in the face of the threat of torture, or worse, 
while Copernicus’ Des revolutionibus was banned. Slowly, however, we 
emerged from this intellectual repression and into the radiance of the 
Enlightenment. We learned to think for ourselves, rejecting all ortho-
doxies, all authorities, except the authority of our own reason. “Sapere 
Aude! ‘Have courage to use your own understanding!’—that is the motto 
of enlightenment,” as Kant (1784/1991) famously wrote.

This caricature isn’t merely simplistic, it’s dead wrong. Reliance on 
our own epistemic powers is epistemically paralyzing. Alone we under-
stand nothing. Knowledge is a social product. In this chapter, I’ll focus 
on our epistemic deference in belief acquisition and update. We defer to 
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others so ubiquitously and so routinely we fail to notice when it occurs. 
We fail to notice our beliefs are dependent on what others believe, and 
shift as theirs do. We fail to notice this even when the changes are 
abrupt. These shifts may appear arbitrary and irrational. I’ll show that 
they’re neither. In deferring, we follow the evidence, though that fact 
may not be apparent to ourselves or to others. I’ll begin in an apparently 
unlikely place: support for Donald Trump.

“Never Trumpers” were prominent Republicans who professed obdu-
rate opposition to the candidacy of Donald Trump. They declared him 
unfit for office, on the grounds of his character and his policies. But 
most (though by no means all) Never Trumpers withdrew their opposi-
tion, and many became fervent supporters. This looks like belief update 
in the absence of evidence: Trump himself never provided any reason 
for them to think that their opposition was ill- founded.

Lindsay Graham, a long- serving Republican senator and himself a 
former candidate for the nomination, is an irresistible example. In 
February 2016, Graham described Trump as a “kook” who is “unfit for 
office.” By November 2017, he sang a rather different song, now express-
ing his deep concern at the way the media stooped to portraying the 
president “as some kind of kook not fit to be president” (Lopez 2017). By 
April of the following year, Graham had decided that Trump deserved 
the Nobel Peace Prize for his reconciliation with North Korea.

Of course, Graham’s about- face may reflect nothing more than the 
banal hypocrisy of politics. No one will be shocked to learn that politi-
cians abandon professed convictions for political advantage. In any case, 
we shouldn’t build theoretical castles on individual cases. But this kind of 
case isn’t uncommon. Consider the swift abandonment of strongly held 
principles by white evangelicals. In 2011, white evangelicals were the 
group most strongly committed to the view that personal morality is an 
essential prerequisite for elected office. By 2016, they were least commit-
ted to that proposition (Kurtzleben 2016). This is surely a consequence of 
their preference for Donald Trump, a man who was brazenly immoral in 
his private life. A number of Evangelical leaders who had signed a letter 
condemning Bill Clinton on the grounds of his personal immorality, 
arguing that such immorality was more important than policies, now 
supported Trump and offered his policies as their reason (D. Miller 2018).
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Recent examples of dramatic and apparently unprincipled changes in 
belief tend to occur on the political right. That’s probably due to recent 
trends in world events, not anything intrinsic to being on the right. The 
candidacy and subsequent election of Donald Trump represented a 
watershed moment in US (and world) politics, for multiple reasons, but 
one in particular made such shifts more likely. Like all major political 
parties, the Republicans represent a broad swathe of somewhat conflict-
ing interests: social conservativism (for instance) sits uneasily with free 
market fundamentalism, because the market is corrosive of traditional 
institutions (as we noted in an earlier chapter). Because parties yoke 
together different interests, candidates typically attempt to represent 
themselves as sensitive to the aims and desires of all of them. Trump 
decisively broke with this kind of within- party compromise, rejecting 
both the commitment to global trade and to at least a veneer of civility 
and respect for tradition that had characterized the self- conception of 
much of the party. As a consequence, those who identified as 
Republicans were forced to choose between party and these values. No 
doubt if the left was faced with as stark a choice, some would repudiate 
proclaimed core principles just as quickly.

Sudden shifts like these seem to occur irrationally, and in the absence 
of any evidence that could justify them. Trump’s policies and behavior 
didn’t change over the period during which Graham shifted from deter-
mined opposition to fervent support; not in any way that could explain 
the reversal. I’ll argue that shifts like this typically occur as a result of 
our adaptive disposition to outsource belief to other agents. They mani-
fest our nature as social epistemic agents. This outsourcing, moreover, is 
rational and evidence- responsive: it manifests our nature as rational 
social animals.

Outsourced Belief

In the last chapter, we surveyed the extensive evidence that human 
flourishing is very significantly due to our capacity to engage in distrib-
uted cognition. Human beings are distinctively dependent on cultural 
evolution for the development of the tools, techniques and practices that 
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enable us to colonize a dizzying diversity of environments. Cultural 
 evolution generates cultural knowledge. It generates knowledge- how 
and it generates a great deal of propositional knowledge (“caribou skin 
must be harvested in the fall, because it’s too thin earlier in the year”). 
Cultural evolution relies on (or equips us with) a suite of adaptations 
that enable us to acquire beliefs from others, and thereby acquire the 
knowledge needed for flourishing. We also saw that science builds on 
these dispositions. It institutionalizes collective deliberation (for example, 
in the form of peer review), with distributed groups of scientists both 
deferring to and testing the hypotheses and findings of other groups. 
It depends on pervasive, but selective, epistemic deference. The Martian 
model of science introduced in the last chapter is false, at least here 
on  Earth and perhaps anywhere there are beings capable of engaging 
in science.

Scientists outsource belief production and they outsource beliefs 
themselves. It is obvious how they outsource belief production: they 
depend on other scientists, both those working in their discipline and 
those in other disciplines, for the data and theories that are inputs into 
and constraints on their work. The outsourcing of beliefs comes in two 
varieties. First, scientists may rely on others to believe things on their 
behalf. Second, they may outsource beliefs they themselves hold by relying 
on others, or even the social or physical environment, to ensure that 
cues that trigger those beliefs are made available at appropriate times. 
Scientists outsource beliefs in this kind of way when they work in inter-
disciplinary groups. Science institutionalizes the outsourcing of beliefs. 
Members of different research groups rely on one another epistemically, 
thereby ensuring that beliefs that are more salient to some members 
than others are given their appropriate weight and role.

Scientists also outsource beliefs to machines and other tools. As is 
often the case, this kind of outsourcing is most easily seen when it goes 
wrong. In 1985, a team from the British Antarctic Survey reported the 
discovery of a hole in the ozone layer over the Antarctic.1 It had been 
known for more than a decade that chlorofluorocarbons (as well as other 

1 I owe my understanding of this episode in recent scientific history to O’Connor & 
Weatherall (2019) who themselves report a debt to Oreskes & Conway (2011).
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industrial chemicals) could deplete ozone. However, the mech an isms 
underlying ozone depletion had been intensively studied, and the con-
sensus view was that the observations the BAS team reported were 
impossible. While scientists working on ozone depletion agreed that 
there was a need to phase out the use of CFCs, they didn’t think that 
there was any urgency. A phased reduction would be sufficient and was 
well in hand. Hence, the BAS report was met with skepticism.

This skepticism was justified, in large part, on the basis that the theo-
retical models appeared to show that the rapid depletion required for the 
BAS report to be accurate was impossible. But it was bolstered by the fact 
that the BAS data conflicted with another set of data. The BAS team used 
measurement devices at ground level. A NASA satellite monitoring 
stratospheric ozone levels had failed to detect any significant change. Not 
only were there good theoretical reasons to think that the BAS data was 
wrong, there was also conflicting evidence; the likelihood was that the 
BAS team’s data was due to some failure of measurement or processing.2

Nevertheless, Richard Stolarski, a physicist based at the Goddard 
Space Flight Center, decided to double check the satellite data. He dis-
covered that in fact the satellite had detected the anomalously low levels 
of ozone the BAS team reported. But because these measurements were 
anomalously low, the software had removed them as outliers. This kind 
of preprocessing of data is a necessity in science, since bad readings and 
instrument failures are not all that uncommon. Building theoretical pre-
suppositions into our equipment is therefore routine and a requirement 
of good science. We make implicit assumptions about what entities we 
will measure, and what the properties of these entities might be, and 
embody them in our instruments and our algorithms. The scientists had 

2 Anomalies like this are not all that rare in science. It is an extremely difficult question 
when the best response to an anomaly is to devote time and resources to attempts to resolve it 
and when it is better to ignore it. In this case, a relatively cheap and rapid review was sufficient 
to resolve the anomaly. If that investigation had not sufficed, it might have been rational to live 
with the anomaly, assuming that, given the theoretical models and the satellite data, the BAS 
measurements must be wrong, even in the absence of a satisfying explanation of how they 
came to generate their findings. Anomalies and unexplained errors are a fact of life: instru-
ments glitch, people make mistakes in recording values or in adding them, and so on. If we 
make a mistake in ignoring an anomaly, the future progress of science will usually correct for 
this, because genuine data that cannot be satisfactorily explained will cause further trouble for 
our models.
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encoded their theories about ozone depletion into their instruments, 
and because they’d done so, they had failed to detect data that conflicted 
with these theories.

The story has a happy ending. The theories turned out to be essen-
tially accurate: the problem arose not from the scientists’ understanding 
of how ozone interacted with industrial chemicals, but from a failure to 
factor in how extreme cold and the Antarctic winds influence the proc ess. 
It also had a happy ending inasmuch as the problem of ozone depletion 
was solved by international agreement to phase out CFCs (despite a 
familiar story of industry resistance, epistemic pollution and US recalci-
trance). In any case, it is an excellent illustration of how scientists out-
source beliefs to instruments. Many scientists who relied on data from 
the NASA satellite had no idea how, or even that, the data was corrected. 
They could outsource beliefs about the need for correction (to account 
for measurement error) to the software.

Ordinary people outsource belief in both these kinds of ways too. We 
rely on others to believe things on our behalf, and we outsource our 
beliefs to the external world. Some of the ways in which we outsource 
belief are already familiar to epistemologists. Goldberg (2010) for instance 
has persuasively argued that we rely on others to maintain the stability 
of our beliefs concerning important events and well- known people. 
I can be said to know that the Queen is still alive because had she died 
today, I would have been told by now. But our epistemic de pend ence on 
others goes very much further. I rely on others to maintain my attitudes 
about all kinds of things. I even rely on them to help me know what my 
principles are. I outsource some of my most important and heartfelt values 
to the community of knowers. The fact that I outsource in this manner 
helps to explain how I could rapidly replace one principle with another.

Belief Is Shallow

Heartfelt beliefs (for present purposes) are those I feel strongly about 
and would defend fervently. They feel deep. Some of them are deep, in 
the sense that they’re ingrained. They might be ingrained because they 
cohere with and are supported by other states that are constitutive of me 
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as a person.3 Perhaps they’re ingrained in a different sense: they’re 
somehow encoded such that it would be difficult to overwrite or even to 
inhibit them. Many beliefs are surely like that. But many fervently and 
sincerely expressed beliefs are much shallower, both in the sense that 
they are in some manner optional for me (my identity—again in a char-
acterological sense—is not threatened by my abandoning them) and in 
the sense that as a matter of fact I would abandon them easily, perhaps 
without even noticing I was doing so, and even in the absence of (first- 
order) evidence against them.

The shallowness of belief is an instance of a more general phenome-
non: the adaptive outsourcing of cognition to the world. Evolution is 
sensitive to small differences in costs, and it is cheap to outsource repre-
sentations. Why go to all the trouble of building a model of the world, 
for instance, when the world is easily available to represent itself? As an 
added bonus, the world is a more accurate representation of itself than 
any model could be. It represents itself without any loss of detail, on a 
handy 1:1 scale, and updates in real time. As Rodney Brooks famously 
put it (1990: 5), “the world is its own best model.” So long as the costs of 
accessing the world are not significantly higher than the costs of access-
ing an internal model (and they may often be lower, not higher) we 
ought to expect the job of representing the world to be taken on by the 
world itself. That is, rather than consult an inner model, we should 
expect organisms to use sense perception to track the world and how it 
changes over time.

And that seems to be exactly what we find. Just as we are stubborn 
epistemic individualists, despite the fact that we defer to others perva-
sively, so we take ourselves to have rich internal representations, but 
actually retrieve much of our visual imagery from the world as and 
when we need it. We are subject to a fridge light illusion: we think our 
model of the world is rich and detailed because whenever we attend to 
any aspect of our model, we retrieve a rich representation of that aspect 
(see Chater (2018) for a lively presentation of the evidence; some of it 
will already be familiar to philosphers from Dennett (1992)). But our 

3 Here “person” is used in a characterological, not a re- identification, sense; see Schechtman 
(1996) for this distinction.
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internal models are sparse. For example, if a computer monitor is set up 
to display constantly altering garbage text, but with real words appearing 
and disappearing so that their appearance is timed to coincide precisely 
with our saccades as we read, we have the experience of reading an 
unchanging page (Rayner 1998). We take ourselves to have a rich and 
stable representation of the page, but we fail to notice how it changes. 
Change blindness experiments provide further evidence for the surpris-
ing poverty of our internal representations. In these experiments, images 
that are identical but for one (large) feature are presented to participants 
successively, interspersed with a flicker (to prevent retinal persistence). 
Even on repeated viewings of the same pair of images, the apparently 
obvious difference between the images is surprisingly hard to detect 
(Simons & Levin 1997). Change blindness has been demonstrated in the 
world outside the laboratory, with passers- by failing to notice when the 
stranger they were talking to was replaced by another who shared only 
the broadest similarity to the first (Daniel J. Simons & Levin 1998).

Daniel Simons, one of the researchers responsible for the work on 
change blindness just mentioned, has also been involved in work on 
inattentional blindness that further illustrates how sparse our perceptual 
representations may be in the absence of attention. In a now famous 
experiment, Simons & Chabris (1999) had participants watch a video of 
two teams of players passing a basketball. In the easy condition, partici-
pants had to count all the passes; in the hard condition they had to keep 
separate tallies of passes for each team. While the teams were passing 
the ball, another person walked through the players, (apparently) in full 
view of the watchers. In one condition, the person wore a gorilla costume; 
hence the paper is called Gorillas in our midst. In the hard condition, 
only about half the participants noticed the gorilla. Even in the easy 
condition, around a third failed to notice the gorilla (in both conditions, 
they were more likely to notice a woman carrying an umbrella than the 
gorilla, perhaps because such an intrusion is less unexpected; neverthe-
less, collapsing across all conditions around a third of participants failed 
to notice the woman). Again, this seems evidence that our visual repre-
sentations are less detailed than we’d have expected.

These experiments provide persuasive evidence of what we should, on 
theoretical grounds, have expected in any case: we offload aspects of 
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cognition onto the world. As Andy Clark, who has done more than anyone 
else to highlight the extent of our cognitive dependence on the world and 
on artifacts has argued,4 we believe in accordance with the 007 principle: 
keep things on a “need to know” basis:

evolved creatures will neither store nor process information in costly 
ways when they can use the structure of the environment and their 
operations upon it as a convenient stand- in for the information- 
processing operations concerned. That is, know only as much as you 
need to know to get the job done. (Clark 1997: 64)

Clark’s focus is on how tools and artifacts extend our cognitive capacities. 
There are, however, good reasons to think that beliefs are extended in 
analogous ways.

A central piece of evidence that our visual representations are 
extended consists in their shallowness, where a representation is shallow 
if it is easily uprooted. If beliefs are extended, then we should expect to 
see evidence that they are shallow in similar ways. We take ourselves to 
have rich and detailed internal representations of the visual scene, but 
careful experimentation shows that we actually retrieve a great deal of 
visual information by rapid and unconscious saccades as and when we 
need it. As a consequence, our visual representations are shallow: under 
appropriate conditions, we may fail to notice the substitution of one per-
son for another, because our visual representation is (largely, though of 
course not entirely) stored outside our heads. Similarly, we take our-
selves to have stable beliefs, but if our beliefs are shallow then we should 
expect them to be easily uprooted through analogous processes.

Cognitive dissonance experiments (reviewed in Cooper 2007) provide 
experimental evidence that our beliefs can be easily uprooted. In one 

4 Clark’s account of cognitive dependence—which pays relatively little attention to social 
dependence—comes in defense of the extended mind: the thesis that minds are not confined to 
the skull of agents, but instead leak out into the world (Clark 2003; Clark & Chalmers 1998). 
The extended mind hypothesis is highly controversial, with a number of philosophers arguing 
that our cognitive dependence is better explained by our minds being embedded rather than 
extended (Rupert  2009). I’m not taking sides on this dispute. Holding that our cognition is 
heavily dependent on the environment and on other agents doesn’t commit me to holding that 
our minds are literally extended (nor to rejecting that claim).
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variant of the induced- compliance paradigm, participants are asked to 
write essays defending a conclusion that they can be expected to find 
unpalatable. Often, college students are asked to defend the conclusion 
that their tuition fees should rise. Participants in the control group are 
paid to write the essays, while those in the experimental group are pre-
vailed upon to write them (the experimenters might tell the participants 
that they can argue either for or against tuition rises, but that they don’t 
have enough essays arguing in favor of a rise, and it would be nice of the 
participant to write such an essay). The manipulation results in those in 
the experimental group being significantly more likely than those in the 
control group later to express support for the conclusion they defended 
in the essay.5

Why should the manipulation induce those in the experimental group 
to be significantly more likely to endorse the conclusion they defended 
in the essay? The induced- compliance manipulation is designed to leave 
participants feeling free to refuse to write in favor of tuition rises (course 
credit or payment, for instance, doesn’t depend on what they write). The 
perception they chose freely to write an essay defending tuition fees puts 
the participants in a very different situation to those in the paid group: 
they find it harder to explain their own behavior to themselves. Because 
they can’t attribute their choice of topic to the effect of financial induce-
ment or to constraint, they take their actions as evidence that they 
believe, or at least are not violently opposed to, the conclusion (Carruthers 
2013). A simple manipulation of their own behavior is sufficient to 
induce a shift in their beliefs.

5 The classic work on cognitive dissonance stems from the bad old days in psychology, when 
sample sizes were often very small and questionable research practices abounded. For that rea-
son, we shouldn’t place too much weight on these findings. A multi- lab preregistered replica-
tion (using the essay writing task and an induced compliance manipulation) is nearing 
publication. Previous preregistered replications of some of the basic findings (e.g., Forstmann 
& Sagioglou 2020) provides grounds for guarded optimism with regard to the replication. 
Moreover, the researchers behind the multi- lab replication attempt report that they believe that 
the effect is real, albeit inflated in the published literature by the file- drawer effect (Vaidis & 
Sleegers 2018). As we noted in the first chapter, researchers tend to have an accurate sense of 
which effects are real (Camerer et al.  2018), so their expectation is also (some) grounds for 
optimism. More recent work on choice blindness—soon to be discussed in the main text— 
suggests a mechanism for belief revision akin to that at work in these experiments, which is a 
third reason for optimism, or at any rate for believing that a mechanism like this one helps to 
cause belief revision.
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The ease with which we are led to self- attribute beliefs by these kinds 
of manipulations suggests that we lack detailed internal representations 
of our beliefs. Just as our internal representations of the visual scene lack 
detail, and are easily swamped by changes in the external world so long 
as gross features are retained (white man dressed as a construction 
worker, as in Simons and Levin 1998), so our beliefs can be swamped by 
quite weak evidence that we believed something else all along. Notice, 
though, that this isn’t just good evidence that we lack detailed internal 
representations. It is also good evidence of how we make up for this 
lack: by reference to cues for belief. In this case, the cues are our own 
behavior. In other cases (we’ll soon see), these cues are the behavior of 
other people. Under a variety of circumstances, we will tend to construct 
or reconstruct our beliefs on the spot, rather than recalling them, with 
attention to cues to belief central to this reconstruction.6

We saw above how change blindness experiments provide striking 
evidence for the sparseness of our perceptual representations. Choice 
blindness experiments provide parallel evidence for the sparseness of 
our beliefs, and, like the evidence from cognitive dissonance, suggest 
that beliefs about our own values and commitments are much shallower 
than we’d have expected. In choice blindness experiments, participants 
make a series of choices between pairs of options, and their responses 
are recorded. For instance, the options might be represented by cards 
and the chosen card placed in a pile. After the participants have com-
pleted the series, the experimenters show them the options they picked 
one by one, and ask them to justify their choices. On a minority of ques-
tions, however, the choices have been switched and participants are 
asked to justify a choice they didn’t in fact make. Participants rarely 
notice the switch (despite being given the opportunity to correct their 
responses). Instead, on most switched trials the participant goes on to 
defend choosing an option they had actually rejected. They attribute 

6 Constructing beliefs rather than recalling them is in fact routine. As Gareth Evans (1982) 
influentially noted, we (typically) don’t answer questions like “do you believe there will be 
another World War?” by searching through a repository of our beliefs, but instead by consider-
ing the world. In the kind of case I have in mind just as much as in Evans’ case, we construct 
our beliefs by assessing the evidence for them. Evans focuses on first- order evidence (are geo-
political tensions rising?), but higher- order evidence (what do people like me think? What do I 
think?) is evidence too.
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to themselves a belief that is at odds with one they’d expressed just a few 
minutes earlier.7

Choice blindness has been demonstrated in multiple spheres, from 
judgments of facial attractiveness (Johansson et al. 2005) to moral judg-
ments (Hall et al. 2012). Choice blindness has been demonstrated with 
regard to political opinions too. In the lead up to a Swedish general elec-
tion, researchers approached members of the public and asked them 
about their attitudes to the actual policies of the parties contending in 
the election (Hall et al. 2013). They were asked to express their attitudes 
to each policy by marking a point on a 100mm line, with one end indi-
cating complete agreement and the other complete disagreement. They 
were then asked to justify their choices, including some choices which 
had been switched (the median alteration changed the point marked by 
35.7mm). Only 22 percent of manipulated responses were detected and 
more than 90 percent of respondents offered at least one justification of 
an altered choice. Self- reported political engagement and the use of 
extreme ends of the scale didn’t correlate with likelihood of detecting a 
switch. Similarly, most participants in a study of hot- button moral issues 
offered justifications of choices they hadn’t in fact made (Hall, Johansson, 
& Strandberg 2012).

In these studies, just as in cognitive dissonance experiments, belief 
revision was induced by manipulating cues to what the person them-
selves believes. In others experiments, belief revision is induced by 
manipulating cues to what others believe (taking advantage of our dis-
position to engage in social referencing). In one experiment, Maoz, 
Ward, Katz, & Ross (2002) presented Israeli Jews with a real draft peace 
proposal. Jews who were told that it had been drawn up by Palestinian 
representatives were significantly less favorable to it than those who 
were told that it had come from the Israeli side (which was in fact the 
truth). In a second experiment, Maoz et al. showed that Palestinians too 
were susceptible to devaluation of a proposal on the basis of information 
about who authored it. Cohen (2003) reports even stronger evidence: 
for his sample, information about whether welfare policies were sup-
ported by House Democrats or House Republicans was a more powerful 

7 Note that choice blindness has been replicated with a massive sample (Rieznik et al. 2017).
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predictor of attitudes to it than policy content. Much more recently, 
Barber and Pope (2019) showed that endorsement by Trump powerfully 
influenced Republican attitudes to a policy, independently of its content. 
Liberal policies supposedly endorsed by Trump were 15 percent more 
likely to be supported by those on the political right than those which 
were not (supposedly) endorsed by him (conversely, being told that 
Trump opposed a policy didn’t move liberals).

These studies appear to demonstrate that many beliefs are shallow, in 
much the same kind of way as perceptual representations are shallow. 
I take myself to have rich internal representations of the world around 
me, but in fact these representations are quite sparse: the fact that I will 
easily accept substitution of one obtrusive element in my visual scene 
for another without noticing is evidence that my state lacks the detail 
I take it to have. I find it hard to hang on to the visual scene, because in 
fact my representation of the world is out there, in the world: I rely on 
the stability of the world to ensure my representation doesn’t wobble. 
Similarly, I take myself to have fixed and definitive beliefs. But I rely on 
the world (where the “world” includes my own body) to tell me what 
I believe and to ensure both stability and detail in my beliefs. If the world 
changes, my beliefs change with it, sometimes without my noticing.

Outsourcing and Belief Shift in the Real World

The evidence just cited is evidence that our belief states are often much 
less rich and much less stable states than we would have guessed. While 
of course we have internal belief states, they are remarkably shallow. 
When we ask ourselves what we believe, we look as much to the world 
(especially the social world) to answer the question as to our own internal 
states. In the face of evidence that that I believed that p, or that people 
like me believe p, I conclude I believe p, and I may do so even if previously 
I had quite a different belief, and without noticing the shift.8

8 No doubt, alternative explanation, consistent with our having rich internal models, might 
explain the data. But our interpretation of experimental results should be constrained by other 
data and the theories that explain them. We should expect to see outsourcing to the world, 
when conditions are appropriate (when, for instance, our perceptual access to the world is 
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Let’s turn from the laboratory to the real world, to see these mech an isms 
of belief attribution at work. Take the case of Never Trumpers once more. 
This is a disparate group of individuals, and no doubt different mecha-
nisms are at work in different members of the group. But social referencing 
might explain belief revision in some of these cases (or it might partially 
explain it, by explaining how the revised belief came to be more palatable 
or more accessible). When Never Trumpers made their initial declarations, 
Trump was one candidate among others for the Republican nomination 
(Graham’s February 2016 proclamation was typical). At that point in the 
nomination process, social referencing didn’t result in a strong signal of 
support for any one candidate. Instead, insofar as someone who strongly 
identified with the Republican party asked themselves “what do people 
like me believe?” the response was divided among the possible candi-
dates. Because the signal was divided, other sources of evidence and 
motivation had to take up the slack: Republicans had to make up their 
minds who to support by reference to a familiar array of considerations 
(electability, personality, policies, personal identification, and so on) 
with social referencing playing a more minor role. As the primary sea-
son progressed, however, candidates fell away one by one, and the signal 
constituted by the support of other Republicans for the remaining can-
didates strengthened. The signal supporting Trump in particular may 
have grown in strength as a consequence of the numbers attending his 
rallies (and as a consequence of the media’s constant highlighting of 
these numbers).

Once Trump was declared the presumptive nominee in early May, the 
signal returned by social referencing was unified: people like me (largely) 
support Donald Trump. Given that we discover what we believe, in 
important part, through such referencing, the signal constituted pres-
sure to fall into line. And as Never Trumpers fell away, the signal 
increased in strength. Once Trump was elected in November 2016, the 
signal gained additional strength: people like me support the President, 
especially when he comes from my party.

sufficiently rapid and reliable). We saw in the previous chapter that there is a strong case for 
thinking our species owes much of its success in colonizing a great variety of environments to 
cultural evolution, and the way in which it distributes epistemic labor. It is in light, too, of this 
picture of ourselves that we ought to interpret the evidence.
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This kind of mechanism supports rational belief update, moreover. 
We’ll have a lot more to say about the rationality of mechanisms like this 
one (which I’ll argue are common) in later chapters. For the moment, 
let’s just note that this kind of mechanism manifests ecological rationality 
(Todd & Gigerenzer 2012). A cognitive process is ecologically ra tional 
when it is designed to get the right answer, no matter how it does it. 
Mental shortcuts are the paradigm cases of ecologically rational mecha-
nisms: it might not look rational to guess that one foreign city has a 
larger population than another because the first is more familiar to you, 
but the recognition heuristic works, at least in some domains (Goldstein & 
Gigerenzer  2002). Social referencing is rational in this kind of way. 
Recall from the last chapter that groups of deliberators are (under 
appropriate conditions) more accurate than individuals. Recall that 
knowledge is distributed across individuals, and that deference to group 
norms is adaptive given this fact. Recall, too, the prestige bias: other 
things equal, it is adaptive to imitate the beliefs (and behavior) of pres-
tig ious individuals. Given all these facts, there was rational pressure for 
someone like Graham to update his beliefs. The majority of people like 
me support Trump; prestigious individuals with whom I identify (or up 
to whom I look) support Trump; therefore I support Trump. In later 
chapters, I’ll argue that social referencing is rational directly: it’s not just 
a way of reaching the right result; it’s a way of reaching the right result 
by responding to evidence.9

In many cases, this shift will occur without any phenomenology or 
other indication of a change of mind. Instead, the person may take 
themselves to have always believed what they now believe. Our memo-
ries are highly fallible. Perhaps this fallibility arises from the same causes 
that explain the fragility of our beliefs and our perceptual representa-
tions: because they’re very sparse. There is extensive evidence that mem-
ory is not a snapshot of the past, with details preserved, but is instead 

9 The recognition heuristic itself might work in this way and therefore qualify as directly 
rational. A mechanism is ecologically rational if it is well- designed to generate the right 
response (in an appropriate environment). It is directly rational if the cues to which it responds 
are not merely correlated with getting the result; they’re evidence for it, sufficiently strong to 
justify the response given. Recognition might be evidence for city size; hence relying on it may 
be relying on justifying evidence.
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sensitive to the circumstances of retrieval. As a consequence, memory 
exhibits shallowness parallel to that of other representations. Loftus (2003) 
has shown how vulnerable our memories are to false information, with 
participants in her experiments incorporating into their memories 
information that was actually presented after the events. Schacter (1996) 
cites evidence that this kind of effect is not confined to the lab, but plays 
a role in the confabulation of sometimes spectacularly false and highly 
consequential memories: memories of being the victim of abuse, and 
even of being an abuser, for instance. It would not be entirely surprising, 
therefore, were some people to shift from fervent opposition to equally 
fervent support of a politician without taking themselves to have 
changed their minds.

Of course, a prominent Never Trumper like Graham won’t be allowed 
to forget he was once a fervent opponent of the president. The media 
and political foes will delight in reminding him. But the sparseness of 
memory and of representations more generally may nevertheless aid 
someone like him in reconciling himself to his shift. He may imagine all 
sorts of mental reservations, for instance. Sparseness leaves room for 
such confabulation: probing his mental states, he’ll fail to find a unified, 
obdurate, Never Trump! representation. Rather, he’ll find little content 
beyond the words themselves, and he’ll have room to confabulate all 
kinds of caveats (Never Trump, unless he were to become more presiden-
tial; unless he’s endorsed by Ted Cruz, or what have you). For others, 
who are less likely to be reminded of previous views, the shift comes 
more easily. Those White Evangelicals who suddenly dropped the view 
that excellence in character was essential in a politician may well see 
themselves as holding a single position over time.

It bears repeating that this mechanism of belief update is not partisan. 
It’s one we should expect to see deployed across the political spectrum. 
People will differ in who they defer to, and what counts as a good cue to 
belief, but they will engage in analogous kinds of social referencing. Social 
referencing may help explain relatively rapid shifts in opinion on left and 
right. Take the relative swiftness with which gay equality has achieved 
widespread acceptance in most developed nations. It wasn’t long ago that 
gay people were routinely mocked and caricatured on mainstream televi-
sion. Within my memory, such mocking became unacceptable to most 
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people, and being gay became relatively unremarkable, as the candidacy 
of Pete Buttigieg for the Democrat nomination, and his subsequent 
cabinet selection by Joe Biden, illustrates.10 Polling data on marriage 
equality provides quantitative evidence for this decline in prejudice 
(Pew Research Center  2019). Opposition to marriage equality halved, 
from 60 percent of US adults in 2004 to 31 percent in 2019, while sup-
port doubled over the same time period (31 percent/61 percent). The 
shift is too big and rapid to be very significantly explained by a cohort 
effect, and in fact we find shifts in every cohort, including the oldest. Of 
course, there are multiple explanations for this shift, and (first- order) 
evidence and argument surely played some role. But social referencing 
probably had some effect too. Insofar as people settle what they believe 
by asking themselves what do people like me believe?, changes of mind 
can snowball. The more people shift to believing p, for whatever reason, 
the more people like me believe that p, for any value of “people like me.”11 
Shifts in belief can help to cause further shifts in belief, and we may see 
very rapid changes in attitudes.

All that said, it’s possible that this particular mechanism tends to 
operate more strongly on the right than the left, today at any rate. It is 
sometimes held that the contemporary left is characterized by identity 
politics, rather than by identification with a broader movement. If this is 
right, or if (for some other reason) identification with the Democratic 
party or any other broad institution is weaker,12 we might find that the 
effects of social referencing are weaker, because for those on the left 
there are fewer people (sufficiently) like me to provide a strong signal for 

10 This is of course not to suggest that anti- gay prejudice is no longer a huge problem. 
Rather, the point is that it has decreased to a very significant extent in the population, in a rela-
tively brief period of time.

11 Of course, this is the case only when the issue is not strongly polarized. If only one side of 
a debate shifts, then asking oneself what do people like me believe will yield divergent answers 
for (say) Republicans and Democrats, and we may see snowballing on one side and intransi-
gence on the other (think, for example, of how attitudes to Russia moved in lockstep on the left 
and right until recently, when they began to diverge sharply; Suls  2017). While attitudes to 
same sex marriage remain somewhat polarized, the degree of polarization is relatively small 
and Pew reports large shifts on both sides of politics.

12 One piece of evidence in favor of thinking that identification with a single bloc is weaker 
on the left than the right: media consumption patterns are much broader on the left than the 
right, with the former accessing both highly partisan media and more mainstream sources, 
while the latter confines itself much more to partisan sources (Benkler et al. 2018).
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belief update, or because signals are spread across multiple groups. If 
that’s the case, of course, it’s not because people on the left are more 
rational or that their beliefs are explained by different kinds of mech an-
isms. The same mechanisms will operate in different ways and with dif-
ferent effect in different contexts.

The Pervasiveness and Rationality of Outsourced Belief

Ever since Putnam (1975) drew our attention to the phenomenon, it has 
been a familiar fact that we rely on experts to fix the reference of some of 
our concepts. I don’t need to know how to distinguish elms from beeches 
because, when relevant, I can exploit the expertise of relevant experts to 
make the distinction for me. In fact, this kind of deference is very com-
mon. My “elm” concept is adaptively indistinct. Rather than having fully 
specified contents, our representations often include placeholders  or 
pointers, where a “placeholder” is a gap or indistinctness that requires 
specification (if it becomes necessary to deploy a specified concept) and 
a “pointer” is a placeholder that indicates where specification may be 
sought (Rabb et al. 2019). As Rabb et al. recognize, scientific concepts 
are typically adaptively indistinct in just this kind of way.

It’s not just scientists who defer like this, of course. On the basis of 
testimony from their parents or teachers, children come to accept many 
claims that they can’t distinctly represent. They may accept that germs 
cause diseases while having little idea what “germs” are, for instance. 
These indistinct representations may scaffold the later acquisition of 
more precise first- order representations (Sperber 1996), but many of us 
never come to replace our indistinct first- order representations with 
anything more precise. Most of us have little idea what “viruses” are, 
even while the world is gripped by a pandemic we know to be caused by 
one. Many people believe that the theory of evolution is true, but experi-
mental evidence indicates that many of those who take themselves to 
“believe in” evolution have little genuine understanding of the theory or 
the mechanisms involved (Shtulman 2006). This indistinctness is not a 
bug, but a feature: given that genuinely understanding the science is 
extremely difficult (such that even experts can master only some of the 
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relevant knowledge), our having indistinct concepts allows us to defer to 
the experts to provide specification. But experts engage in this deference 
too: theories outside their area of expertise constrain their work, some-
times in ways that require them to allow others to provide details in 
their own representations.

Indistinctness of content is also common in the domain of political 
and moral beliefs. One reason to think that our political commitments 
are indistinct is that most of us sign up to political programs that are 
amalgams of several conflicting currents, apparently without really 
noticing the conflicts. For instance, mainstream conservatives support 
political parties that are strongly in favor of free markets and of tradi-
tional institutions like the family. But as we previously noted, free markets 
are solvents that undermine traditional institutions. Mainstream center- 
left parties often combine irreconcilable currents within them too (a 
commitment to the environment and to traditional, highly polluting, 
blue collar jobs, for instance). Even at an individual level, there is great 
indistinctness of content. As Schwitzgebel (2009b) notes, concepts like 
“freedom” and “brotherhood” and propositions like “all men are created 
equal” are widely affirmed, but are “only half- filled or quarter- filled with 
a real thought” (57). They are grasped indistinctly, and await outsourc-
ing to others to get a distinct content.

This outsourcing leaves us vulnerable to sudden shifts, of the sort 
seen in the case of Evangelical Christians or Never Trumpers. Our dis-
position to outsource in this kind of way constitutes a vulnerability, 
because once others know what cues we respond to, they can seek to 
exploit us by exploiting these cues (more on this in later chapters). But 
vulnerability doesn’t entail defect. Being vulnerable to others in this kind 
of way may be adaptive. There are no free lunches, and every adaptation 
has costs. Our vulnerability may be an inevitable cost we pay as ep i ste-
mi cally social animals, and being epistemically social is responsible for 
much of our capacity to generate significant knowledge. Outsourcing is 
ecologically rational. It is also directly rational: being open to cues for 
what others believe is being open to reasons. A proper defense of this 
claim must await later chapters. For now, let me emphasize how recog-
nizing the rationality of these kinds of dispositions should change our 
attitudes to our fellow citizens.
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The media delights in telling us how ignorant we are. Often this takes 
a partisan form (we’ve all seen the videos of Trump supporters making 
outrageous claims; we rarely pause to wonder how many people they 
had to ask to get the response they wanted), but it also occurs in a non- 
partisan, if equally self- congratulatory, way. The surveys reported are 
often badly designed—or well designed to get the kind of answers that 
will generate headlines—but the underlying finding is robust: most of us 
know surprisingly little about history, geography, or contemporary poli-
tics. Some people know a lot, but “most people know nothing, and many 
people know less than nothing” (Brennan  2016: 24). Brennan (2016) 
surveys some of the lowlights of this ignorance: even during election 
years, most people cannot identify the candidates standing in their dis-
trict; most cannot name the party that controls congress; they routinely 
report the opinion that the US spends too much on foreign aid, instead 
suggesting that a percentage of the budget that vastly exceeds actual 
spending would be appropriate; 40 percent can’t name the United States’ 
enemies during World War II; at the height of the cold war, only a minor-
ity correctly stated that the Soviet Union was not a member of 
NATO. More than a third of actual voters are “know- nothings” Ilya 
Somin (2013) claims. Such ignorance of basic facts concerning the issues 
central to elections is by no means confined to the United States. A sur-
vey of people who voted in the United Kingdom’s Brexit referendum 
revealed that neither Leave nor Remain voters knew much about the EU; 
on some questions they performed worse than chance (Carl et al. 2019).

Voters’ ignorance concerning the issues at stake in elections is central 
to Brennan’s (2016) case for epistocracy: government by the informed. It 
is easy to sympathize, in the light of election results in Brazil, the United 
States, India, Turkey, and elsewhere over the past five years: isn’t this 
what government chosen by the ignorant looks like? But it would be a 
mistake to blame the apparent rise in populism on voter ignorance 
alone: voters have never been well- informed about the issues or the par-
ties; instead they make their decisions by looking to signals from elites 
(J.  R.  Zaller  1992). That’s not irrational: that’s adaptive outsourcing of 
belief. Voters may not know how their representatives promote their values, 
but they know who to look to for such promotion. They may not know 
what policies the parties offer, but they often have “metaknowledge” 
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(Rabb et al. 2019); pointers to repositories of information that fill in the 
gap. Even if they lack such metaknowledge (having mere “placeholders”), 
they can outsource cognition by deferring to experts who have more 
detailed knowledge (sometimes, deference may appropriately be to those 
with metaknowledge, rather than those who know).13

Possession of metaknowledge isn’t necessarily inferior to possession of 
knowledge. We live in a complex world, and we all daily engage with sys-
tems and use concepts we cannot fully specify. None of us is expert in 
anything more than a small range of domains. Metaknowledge unaccom-
panied by knowledge may not merely compensate for our deficits; it may 
often be better than knowledge. While the genuine expert may be cogni-
tively better equipped than the person who has metaknowledge without 
knowledge, the person with metaknowledge alone may be better equipped 
than the person who has some knowledge, but falls short of expertise. The 
person with metaknowledge may track changes in expert opinion much 
more reliably than the person with knowledge short of expertise, since the 
former defers to the experts for the contents of their beliefs.

It’s in this light that we should interpret our use of concepts like “free-
dom” or “equality,” when they’re quarter- filled with a real thought. It’s 
intrinsically difficult to fill them with a thought—that is, to specify what 
they mean. Philosophers who specialize in these topics disagree with 
one another, and would probably agree that their preferred view has 
costs, inasmuch as it fails to capture dimensions that others emphasize. 
Only specialists can hope to make these concepts anywhere near fully 
distinct. Yet we non- specialists may appropriately be committed to 
them. Outsourcing specification to the experts may be the rational way 
for us to proceed. It’s not a limitation on our rationality; it’s a way in 
which we manifest it. In a slogan, meta is (often) better: outside the 
very limited sphere in which we can acquire detailed knowledge, we 
often do better and cognize more rationally by knowing how to find out 
whether p, or knowing who knows whether p, rather than by knowing 

13 Again, this outsourcing leaves us open to exploitation by those who can make use of it, of 
course. The degree to which we’re vulnerable to exploitation is limited by the fact that we 
remain sensitive to first- order evidence regarding how well we’re doing: voters turn on the gov-
erning party when economies falter, for instance. We integrate our higher- order evidence with 
the first- order evidence that is sufficiently near and clear for us to make use of it.
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much about p. Sometimes, we even do fine by deferring in the absence 
of metaknowledge.14 We are all very ignorant, and we should be fine 
with that.

Of course, there are kinds of ignorance that really are costly. Our 
ignorance of our pervasive reliance on the outsourcing of cognition and 
on metaknowledge might be a costly kind of ignorance. In fact, we seem 
to mistake our outsourced knowledge for individually possessed knowl-
edge and think of distributed cognition as inferior. Paradoxically, our 
sense of how much we know individually is sensitive to our metaknowl-
edge: in response to cues that others know, and cues that we can access 
testimony, we inflate our estimate of how much we know without the 
need to rely on others (Rabb et al. 2019). Access to the internet increases 
people’s confidence that they can answer questions without using the 
internet; the knowledge that one’s partner in an experiment knows 
something inflates a person’s confidence that they know it; people rate 
their sense of understanding higher when they are led to believe that 
experts understand something compared to when they are not (impor-
tantly, however, this effect was seen only when they were told that this 
knowledge could be accessed), and so on. We are subject to a pervasive 
illusion of explanatory depth (Mills & Keil 2004; Rozenblit & Keil 2002), 
arising from a similar mechanism. The illusion of explanatory depth 
refers to our tendency to overestimate the extent to which we under-
stand and can explain the workings of everyday objects and natural phe-
nomena. People express confidence in their ability to explain how flush 
toilets and piano keys work, or what causes tides and rainbows, which 
greatly outstrips their actual ability to explain these things. Keil & 
Wilson (2000) suggest that this illusion arises from the pervasiveness of 
the division of epistemic labor and our effortless facility with it. So 
ingrained is deference and so fluent that we confuse knowledge pos-
sessed by our community with knowledge possessed by us.15 At the 

14 Consider how we defer to the geographical knowledge of taxi drivers or pilots. We may 
lack metaknowledge in some such cases: we may not even know who is in charge.

15 I once suggested that conspiratorial ideation may arise, in part, from the same mech an-
ism: our vulnerability to mistaking community knowledge for individual knowledge leaves us 
with an inflated sense of our capacity to explain complex events; in some individuals, this leads 
to suspicion of a coverup when the official narrative does not strike us as fully satisfying 
(Levy 2007).
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 conclusion of this chapter, we’ll return to this kind of ignorance. While 
first- order ignorance may not be a problem, higher- order ignorance—
ignorance, perhaps, of the very fact that first- order ignorance is not a 
problem—may play a role in our current epistemic malaise.

How to Make Up Your Mind

I’ve suggested that the pervasive outsourcing of belief should lead us to 
rethink our attitude to the apparent ignorance of our fellow citizens. The 
most consequential example of such apparent ignorance is, of course, 
ignorance of climate change. Understanding the mechanisms underlying 
belief acquisition and update should lead us to rethink ignorance of cli-
mate change too. Contrary to a widely accepted story, it doesn’t arise 
from stupidity or irrationality. It’s a product of mechanisms responding 
to evidence. Understanding these mechanisms will provide us with levers 
for changing people’s beliefs, including their beliefs about climate science.

Why do so many people reject the science of climate change? Because 
the social mechanisms of belief update provide them with good reasons 
to do so. Centrally, they deploy social referencing, asking what do people 
like me believe? Multiple cues tell them that people like them reject the 
science (think of how advertisers and merchants of doubt play on cues 
to identity and identification: true Americans drink Coke; true 
Americans are individualists who won’t be told what to think by outsid-
ers). Kahan thinks of mechanisms like this as identity- protective and 
philosophers have followed his lead. For instance, Carter and McKenna 
(2020) argue that we have strong grounds to be skeptical about beliefs 
acquired via these mechanisms, because they are responsive to “the 
epistemically irrelevant property of being socially approved.” But that’s a 
mistake: the fact that a proposition is socially approved is higher- order 
evidence that bears on its truth, and there’s nothing irra tional in being 
guided by it. The primary purpose for which we deploy these mechanisms 
is to get things right, not (just) to fit in.16 So too with other mechanisms 

16 In defence of a view somewhat similar to Kahan’s, Williams (2021) suggests that an ep i-
ste mic account like mine cannot explain why we see worse performance from those who score 
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that seem partisan—for instance, giving more credence to testimony 
from those who are like me than those who are not. There is experimen-
tal evidence that we give more weight to the explicit testimony of those 
we see as benevolent toward us (P. Harris 2012; Mascaro & Sperber 2009; 
Sperber et al. 2010). This bias is rational because those who don’t share 
my values may seek to exploit me, and those on my side are likely to be 
more trustworthy (toward me). This kind of mechanism may generalize 
beyond explicit testimony to the implicit testimony constituted, for exam-
ple, by failing to attend to certain messages (thereby signaling they’re 
not worth attending to), or simply by getting on with one’s life without 
worrying about the climate. If those I identify with don’t worry about 
climate change, that’s a reason—a genuine reason—for me not to worry. 
They provide me with evidence.

Asking oneself what do people like me believe is one mechanism 
whereby people come to reject (or to accept) climate science. There are, 
of course, others, and they work in concert for many skeptics. They also 
ask what do prestigious people believe? Different people accord different 
degrees of prestige to different individuals. For liberals, the relevant 
individuals may be scientists (think of the role Dr. Fauci played in the 
pandemic), as well as politicians on their side. Conservatives get a very 
different message about climate change from opinion leaders on their 
side: most notoriously from Donald Trump, but also from most other 
major figures in the Republican party, as well as from the apparent 
experts they see on Fox.

Evidence of consensus is significant for both sides. Of course, there’s a 
consensus among scientists about climate change, but the consensus that 
is most weighty for an individual might be the apparent consensus that 
is reinforced every day: the apparent agreement of those around them. 
Who we interact with day to day plays an important role in what we 
believe. Bob Inglis, a former Republican congressman who lost the 
backing of his party and his seat over his endorsement of climate sci-
ence, credits his conversion from skepticism to belief in climate change 

higher on tests of knowledge and capacity. One possible explanation is that greater sophistica-
tion allows for better deference: those who know more know better what they ought to believe 
in virtue of their ideology. See Martin and Desmond (2010) for a suggestion along these lines.
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partly to visits to US bases in the Antarctic, where scientists showed him 
the evidence (Cohn 2013). There’s every reason to think that the (first- 
order) evidence played an important role, but living in close proximity 
to the scientists and thereby coming to establish a basic level of trust 
with them likely also played a role. We pay attention to cues for con-
sensus (P. Harris 2012), but since our best evidence for consensuality 
will often be what those around us say, those nearest to us will once 
again have an outsize role in what we take to be consensual (mere rep-
etition can induce the impression that something is widely believed; 
Weaver et al., 2007).17

The environment also contains multiple non- verbal cues to belief; cues 
that are also genuine evidence. It’s hard to sustain belief that we face a 
crisis when those around us are relaxed. It’s hard to sustain the belief that 
we must dramatically reduce our consumption of fossil fuels when the 
gas station is central to your daily life, or when your job or those of your 
friends depends directly or indirectly on oil. It’s also hard to sustain belief 
in a climate crisis when it is cold outside, and a number of studies have 
found that belief in climate change increases during hot spells and falls 
during cold, even among those who distinguish between weather and 
climate (Borick & Rabe  2017; Hornsey et al.  2016). Perhaps the sheer 
solidity and robustness of the built and natural environment makes it 
hard for us to believe we face a crisis (perhaps the coronavirus pandemic 
might unsettle our taken- for- granted assurance that the world will sim-
ply continue as before sufficiently to make us more receptive to worries 
about the bigger challenge represented by climate change).

Bad belief in climate science has—formally—the same source as bet-
ter belief. Those who accept the science see scientists as prestigious and 
the institutions that employ them as reliable. Those who do not have 
much less positive views, both of scientists (trust in science has been 

17 The most effective content- based intervention for producing better beliefs on climate 
change seems to turn on making perceptions of the scientific consensus more accurate (since a 
consensus of genuine experts is strong higher- order evidence, that’s not surprising). Perception 
of the consensus is a “gateway” to more accurate belief (S. L. van der Linden et al. 2015, 2019). 
But it’s not sufficient simply to present that information: in the face of multiple dissenting 
voices, informing people about the true degree of consensus doesn’t correct people’s misper-
ceptions. It’s necessary to “inoculate” people by first presenting information rebutting—or 
prebutting—denialist talking points (S. van der Linden et al. 2017).
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declining on the right since the 1970s; Gauchat 2012) and of universities 
(58 percent of people who are Republican or Republican- leaning now 
say that colleges and universities have an overall negative effect on the 
United States, compared to just 19 percent of those who are Democratic 
or Democratic leaning; Pew Research Center 2017). We pay attention to 
those we trust, those whose values we share (or who we take to share 
our values), those who are prestigious or simply near to us, and we 
believe what they believe. Doing so is rational: it’s a mechanism for cali-
brating belief to evidence, albeit indirectly. Like all mechanisms, how-
ever, it can misfire, and in the case of climate change it has gone 
spectacularly wrong for very many people.

If you want to change minds—your own or those of others—you need 
to look to the social and institutional cues on which beliefs depend. 
Change those, in the right ways, and minds follow. If social referencing 
yields a particular answer to the question what do people like me believe 
about X, then I’ll tend to accept that answer as my own. If cues to belief 
are distributed across the social and institutional environment in certain 
ways, then those who are sensitive to cues like these will tend to accept 
the associated beliefs. Change minds by changing the world: physical 
and social. That, I suggest, is not only how minds are most effectively 
changed. It is how minds have always been changed, at least with regard 
to matters outside the immediate purview of the agent.

Outsourcing Religion

I’ll finish this chapter with a brief digression from the main argument, 
to address a question that was posed, but not answered, in Chapter 2. In 
that chapter, we briefly surveyed evidence of behavioral inconsistency 
among religious believers. Christians appear to be more likely to bid in a 
charitable auction on a Sunday than on other days of the week (Malhotra 
2010); consume less pornography on a Sunday than other days (Edelman 
2009) and think of the dead as living on only when given a religious 
prompt (P. Harris & Giménez 2005). Christians are by no means unique 
in this kind of apparent inconsistency, which is also seen in Hindus 
(Xygalatas 2012), Muslims (Duhaime 2015) and in the Vezo people of 
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Madagascar, who practice an ancestral religion (Astuti & Harris 2008). 
Van Leeuwen (forthcoming, 2014) thinks these inconsistencies are best 
explained by differences in the kind of attitude people take to religious 
claims. In response, I pointed to evidence that religious credences tend 
to govern behavior more broadly than Van Leeuwen thinks, and that 
therefore they qualify as beliefs. But if behavorial inconsistency is not 
explained by the nature of the underlying attitudes, what does explain 
it? I suggest that it might arise from the outsourcing of cognition.

We outsource not only to people and cognitive artifacts, like books 
and the internet, but also to the environment: for example, we outsource 
perceptual representations to the world around us. We surely outsource 
religious representations to other people: I don’t need to understand the 
nature of the Trinity, because I can rely on theologians to do so on my 
behalf. But perhaps we outsource religious representations to features of 
the environment too. Whereas when I outsource my visual representa-
tions, the world takes on the role of (partially) constituting the represen-
tation for me, outsourcing of religious representations is more likely to 
play the role of providing prompts for more purely internal representa-
tions (call such triggers cues). It’s adaptive to outsource in this way, 
because it increases the efficiency with which cognitive resources can be 
managed. If I can be confident that my representations will reliably be 
cued when they’re needed, I don’t need to be vigilant for situations to 
which they’re relevant. This kind of outsourcing can explain inconsis-
tencies in behavior across time: in the absence of cues, my behavior 
won’t be guided by a representation that would otherwise be rele-
vant to me.

Religious representations can be expected to differ in the degree to 
which they’re cue- dependent and the range of cues to which they’re sen-
sitive. They might also differ in how long they persist once triggered, 
and these differences may themselves be a function of how reliably 
they’re cued. Consider the apparent difference in persistence of the 
Sunday effect (the dispositions of Christians to behave consistently with 
their religious creed to a greater extent on Sundays than other days of 
the weeks) compared to the effects of the call to prayer on charitable 
giving. The call to prayer appears to have short- lived effects on behavior, 
with a rapid drop off in its effects on charitable giving (Duhaime 2015). 
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A mere 20 minutes after it ended, the percentage of those choosing the 
most charitable option had dropped from 100 percent (while the call 
was audible) to less than 50 percent. In striking contrast, the Sunday 
effect appears to persist long after Church services have ended.

It’s unlikely, I think, that this difference represents a deep difference in 
Islam versus Christianity. More plausibly, it is the result of a difference 
between the availability of cues to religion in a very secular society, like 
the contemporary United States, versus a more religious society like 
Morocco. In the contemporary US, reminders of religion are much less 
frequent than in Marrakesh. Because reminders of religion are less fre-
quent, believers need to internalize them to a far greater degree: once 
they’re cued (for instance, by the realization that today’s the Lord’s Day), 
they persist longer and decay slower than elsewhere. For those who live 
within the hearing of a mosque, by contrast, the call to prayer is avail-
able five times a day, every day, to take up the representational slack. 
There’s much less need to internalize the representations. In medieval 
Europe, I speculate, church steeples and bells might have played an 
analogous role, and the Christians of Paris or Prague may have had fast- 
decaying religious representations, like contemporary stallholders in the 
Souks. Conversely, Muslims in Melbourne or Manitoba would have per-
sistent religious representations, more like their Christian counterparts 
than their co- religionists in other countries.
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4
Dare to Think?

In the last two chapters, I argued that beliefs are pervasively outsourced 
to other people and to the environment, and that belief revision often 
occurs in response to changes in the cues that scaffold our beliefs. I’ve 
suggested that in light of these facts, we need to ensure the scaffolding of 
better beliefs. We need, that is, to manage the epistemic environment. 
Bad beliefs are produced by a faulty environment and better beliefs are 
best promoted by environmental engineering.

This kind of suggestion is certain to face opposition. Resistance will 
come on at least two fronts. First, changing minds by changing the 
environment—rather than by giving people reasons to change their 
minds—seems manipulative. I’ll address that concern in Chapter  6 
(where we’ll see that the objection is mistaken, not because it’s not 
manipulative to change minds without giving reasons, but because 
changing the environment in the relevant ways is giving reasons). In this 
chapter and the next, I’ll focus on the prospects for cognition in the 
absence of environmental engineering and other kinds of scaffolding. I’ll 
argue that individual cognition (unaided) is very much less powerful 
than we tend to think. Worse, if we refuse to aid the individual cognizer, 
others will be all too eager to fill the gap, often in ways that leave them, 
and us, worse off.

The view I defend in the next three chapters has a passing resem
blance to a more familiar position, one I used to endorse myself. This 
position is also sometimes offered in response to worries about ep i ste
mic paternalism, and holds that Enlightenment ideals of intellectual 
autonomy are psychologically unrealistic; instead paternalistic measures 
must take up the slack (Conly 2013; Levy 2012; Moles 2007). This famil
iar response appeals to the rationality deficit view of ourselves we out
lined in Chapter  1, according to which contemporary psychology has 
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shown that rationality is a scarce resource and that for the most part we 
respond relatively unthinkingly. That’s not a view I now endorse: one of 
the aims of this book is to argue that we are in fact rational animals. If 
epistemic engineering is justified, it’s not because we’re not rational enough 
to respond to epistemic challenges. It’s because we’re never sufficiently 
rational on our own.

Regulative Epistemology

Of course, it’s easy to find examples of individual reasoning going wrong. 
Too easy. Piling up example after example won’t go far toward showing 
that individual cognition isn’t powerful (we can also, it should be con
ceded, find plenty of examples of individual reasoning going well). We 
need to be fair to individual reasoning: we want to focus on examples 
when it is conducted carefully and thoughtfully. I’ll focus here on what 
might reasonably be taken to be individual reasoning given its best shot. 
I’ll focus on individual reasoning in the form recommended by leading 
contemporary epistemologists who explicitly aim to develop practical 
guides to good reasoning. I’ll focus, that is, on reasoning as recom
mended by regulative epistemology.

Traditional epistemology is concerned with the nature of knowledge 
and of related concepts, like justification. Traditional epistemology is in 
one sense rather untraditional: the narrowing of focus to these questions 
represents a departure from an earlier way of thinking about knowledge 
that was more explicitly regulative. Philosophers like Locke and 
Descartes were concerned with how we can think better—with how we 
can attain knowledge—as well as with the nature of knowledge. The tra
dition to which Gettier and his many intellectual offspring belong repre
sents a newly narrowed focus for epistemology (see Ballantyne 2019 for 
a sketch of this history).

Regulative epistemology offers us news we can use: practical precepts 
and advice on how to think better, in the pursuit of knowledge. As it has 
been developed to date, regulative epistemology is individualistic. It is 
addressed to individual thinkers, offering them advice on how to gather 
and collate evidence, how to weigh it, how to avoid error and what warning 
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signs on the path to knowledge to look out for. Regulative epistemology 
has been developed most fully by virtue—and vice— epistemologists. 
While the distinction between regulative and analytic epistemology was 
introduced by Nicholas Wolterstorff (1996), its currency in debates 
today is due principally to Roberts and Woods, who subtitle their book 
Intellectual Virtues “an essay on regulative epistemology,” and it’s to vir
tue and vice epistemology that I will turn first. Virtue epistemology, in 
its regulative form, may have a role to play in guiding us toward better 
belief, but I will suggest that its role is extremely limited.

Virtue epistemology, at least in the “responsibilist” variety that will be 
our focus here, recenters epistemology around virtues and vices.1 Virtues 
and vices are character traits (and, perhaps, ways of thinking and atti
tudes as well) which are, respectively, epistemically helpful and harmful. 
Either directly (by making us more or less responsive to evidence or to 
criticism, for example) or indirectly (by making us love truth or to be 
indifferent to it, to read widely or to be incurious, and so on) they help 
or harm our functioning as epistemic agents, especially the extent to 
which we’re able to acquire knowledge. In its regulative guise, virtue 
epistemology might offer guidance in one or more of several broad ways.

Virtue epistemology in its regulative guide might adopt what Roberts 
and Wood call “the social engineering model of the regulative philoso
pher’s role” (Roberts and Wood 2007: 29) and aim at the inculcation of 
virtues in us, for example, by advising us on how we should educate our 
children or ourselves, or more directly, by trying to shape the virtues of 
its readers. Alternatively or in addition, the regulative epistemologist 
might aim to influence our enquiry prior to (perhaps as a means toward) 
our becoming virtuous. She might urge us to conduct our enquiry in the 
way a virtuous person would conduct enquiry, or to believe what we 

1 It is this (“responsibilist,” rather than reliabilist) variety of virtue epistemology that has 
sometimes turned regulative. Whereas virtue reliabilism thinks of virtues as reliable cognitive 
faculties (e.g., perception or memory), responsibilist virtue epistemology mirrors virtue ethics 
in thinking of the virtues principally as character traits, like generosity or humility. Both variet
ies of virtue epistemology were initially developed as attempts to address the nest of issues that 
have occupied epistemologists since Gettier upset the game board in 1963; principally, offering 
an analysis of knowledge. Reliabilist virtue epistemology’s principal architect is Ernie Sosa (see 
the essays collected in Sosa 1991); Linda Zagzebski played a similar role in the development of 
responsibilist virtue epistemology (Zagzebski 1996).
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would believe were we virtuous, or something along these lines. No matter 
how it goes about it, I doubt that virtue epistemology (in its regulative 
form) will be especially helpful to us.

I won’t discuss any of these different models for regulative epistemol
ogy in any detail. Whatever their value in other ways (perhaps the incul
cation of the virtues is intrinsically valuable, though I’m somewhat 
skeptical),2 I’ll suggest that the virtues are not especially valuable as a 
means of regulating our epistemic conduct in the service of the acquisi
tion of knowledge. Perhaps the virtues conduce to knowledge, but they 
do so to a very limited extent, and then only in appropriately structured 
epistemic environments. Inculcation of the virtues is helpful, if it is help
ful at all, not as an alternative to scaffolding inquiry and structuring the 
environment, but only in conjunction with these measures.

Inculcating the Virtues

Virtue epistemology, in its regulative guise, aims to improve belief by 
inculcating the virtues in believers; correlatively, it explains some or 
many cases of bad belief by reference to a lack of intellectual virtues (or 
the presence of intellectual vices). Virtue epistemologists offer analyses 
of specific virtues and guidance on how they manifest, with the aim of 
allowing us to identify them in others and develop them in ourselves. 
The intellectual virtues are the cognitive parallels of the ethical virtues. 
Just as we ought to strive to be and to act out of virtues like generosity, 
courage and honesty, so we ought to strive to be open minded, ep i ste
mically humble, charitable and so on, and conduct our thinking in a way 
that manifests these virtues.

Virtue theories, in their ethical and their epistemic guises, face the 
charge that they fail to be action (or conduct) guiding. These high 
minded phrases are at best difficult to pin down. It’s difficult to give 

2 Elsewhere, Mark Alfano and I have expressed doubts that possession of the epistemic vir
tues conduces to the generation of knowledge. We argue that much of our most significant 
knowledge is generated collectively, by agents who individually manifest epistemic vices, rather 
than virtues (Levy & Alfano 2019).
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anything like a precise content to the virtues, at least in a way that’s 
 principled and doesn’t beg crucial questions. Famously, Aristotle identified 
the virtues as a mean between two extremes: courage is the mean 
between cowardice, on the one hand, and foolhardiness, on the other. In 
doing so, he highlighted the problem: identifying the virtues requires us 
to engage in interpretative activity and interpretations are easy to con
test and difficult to defend. If I’m accused of cowardice in not standing 
up to that bully, I may retort that that would have been foolhardy, not 
brave. How can we settle this dispute in a principled way? Virtue theo
rists often appeal to practical wisdom at this point; that is, to a kind of 
intellectual capacity to judge cases well. At best, that’s little use to those 
of us who apparently lack practical wisdom. How are we to proceed, 
now? At worst, it might be nothing more than an appeal to the inherent 
superiority of an interlocutor to put an end to a dispute.

Virtue epistemology faces the same set of problems: the intellectual 
virtues, too, are at best hard to pin down in a principled way. Virtue epis
temologists (and virtue ethicists) have a reasonable response to this 
worry, however. They may dismiss the wish for anything more precise to 
guide action and intellectual conduct as a fantasy, insisting that doing 
and thinking the right thing really just is a matter of difficult judgment. 
They’ll point out, moreover, that they don’t simply appeal to practical 
wisdom to end debates. They offer detailed arguments and analyses of 
the virtues, arguments, and analyses that can bring those of us who cur
rently lack practical wisdom a little closer to understanding the virtues 
and a little nearer to practical wisdom ourselves.

I’m agnostic on the extent to which virtue epistemology and its analy
ses are genuinely helpful. If virtue epistemology can help, however, it’s 
not by substituting for apt deference to others and socially distributed 
cognition; instead, it’s by playing a (small) role in helping us to do these 
things better. Virtue epistemologists may be on to something, but in its 
current guise their (explicit) recommendations are far too individualistic. 
Explicitly at least, they appear to aim to bring us each to inculcate the 
virtues in ourselves and then, guided by our intellectual excellences, to 
tackle hard problems largely on our own. That strategy must fail; or so 
I’ll argue (in fact, many of the examples of intellectual excellence they 
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themselves cite involve agents whose epistemic success is due mainly to apt 
deference, and not—much, at any rate—to the deployment of the virtues).

I’ll work through a case study of sorts: I’ll focus on one virtue 
 epistemologist’s attempt to delineate the virtue of open mindedness 
from a kind of intellectual “flaccidity,” on the one hand, and from dog
matism, on the other, and to provide concrete guidance for intellectual 
inquiry.3 I’ll suggest that the enterprise is misguided as a central focus of 
an explanation of bad belief and a remedy for it. Even if we succeed in 
delineating open mindedness and inculcating it in ourselves, we won’t 
have the tools we need we for better beliefs. For that, we need other 
people and effective epistemic institutions much more than we need 
virtues.

Open- Mindedness as an Epistemic Virtue

The vulnerability of open mindedness to excess is a part of folk wisdom. 
We all recognize that there’s such a thing as being too open minded. “Be 
open minded, but not so open minded your brains fall out,” as the quip 
has it. We don’t think that the virtuous agent will give just as much 
weight to the health advice of their physician on the one hand and their 
cousin who posts memes about vaccines on Facebook on the other. They 
shouldn’t be equally open minded about each.

Perhaps we shouldn’t be open minded at all about those vaccine 
memes; perhaps we should just dismiss them more or less unthinkingly. 
Kripke (2011) argues that dogmatism—a paradigmatic epistemic vice—
is warranted in the face of certain claims. He gives the example of astrol
ogy: “I once read part of a piece by a reasonably well known person 
defending astrology [. . .] I was not in a position to refute specific claims 
but assumed that this piece was of no value” (Kripke 2011: 49). Rather 

3 Admittedly, Cassam, my stalking horse, is a self described vice theorist, not a virtue theo
rist. Nevertheless, he seems an apt theorist to discuss under the heading of virtue epistemology. 
Vice epistemology follows the example of virtue theory in explaining bad belief as the upshot 
of the character traits and dispositions of agents (Cassam adds “attitudes” to the mental states 
that constitute vices, but he thinks that virtues too are sometimes constituted by attitudes). 
Moreover, the epistemic vices are the mirror images of the epistemic virtues: they imply one 
another and each can be analyzed in terms of an extreme lack of the other.
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than being open minded with regard to every claim we encounter, he 
suggests, we should “delineate cases when the dogmatic attitude is justi
fied” (Kripke 2011: 49).

As Cassam points out, dogmatism looks very much like a manifestation 
of the “archetypical epistemic vice”: closed mindedness (Cassam 2018: 39). 
Kripke advocates refusing to consider evidence and arguments against 
conclusions he takes to be settled. Cassam argues that such dogmatism 
is epistemically vicious, and advocates serious engagement, even under 
conditions like these. Moreover, he suggests, dogmatism threatens 
knowledge. Kripke had argued that dogmatism can protect knowledge: 
when we know that an argument leads to a false conclusion, but can’t see 
how to rebut it, we do best to refuse to engage (see Fantl 2018; Levy 2006 
for related arguments). Cassam argues that on the contrary, dogmatism 
undermines knowledge, on the grounds that knowledge requires justi
fied confidence in a belief. If we don’t have a right to our confidence, 
because we maintain our belief dogmatically, we don’t genuinely know 
the proposition we believe.

Of course, Cassam accepts that the virtuous agent should be slow to 
abandon their justified convictions in the face of arguments they can’t 
immediately see how to refute. We should never be dogmatic, he main
tains, but we often ought to be appropriately firm in our opinions (open 
mindedness is the mean between intellectual flaccidity and dogmatism). 
Kuhn (1970) influentially argued that scientists are and should be much 
less open minded than we tend to think. Scientists are very reluctant to 
abandon their “paradigms;” the set of findings, exemplars of good scien
tific practice, methods, and assumptions that for them constitute good 
science. In the face of an observation that conflicts with a well 
established theory, they’ll usually reject the observation, rather than the 
theory (as we saw in the previous chapter). That looks like dogmatism: 
rejecting a claim or an observation as false, simply on the grounds that it 
conflicts with what we expected to see.

Cassam accepts that it’s entirely appropriate for the scientist to assume 
that the anomaly can be accommodated by the paradigm (or, alterna
tively, that it’s the upshot of measurement error), even if she can’t imme
diately see how. That’s not dogmatism; that’s appropriate “firmness or 
tenacity” (113). What distinguishes firmness from dogmatism is that 
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whereas the dogmatic scientist would shrug her shoulders and move on 
in the face of the anomalous, the firm scientist will work to accommodate 
it or to show that it’s spurious. The virtuous scientist is not dogmatic, 
because she’s willing “to acknowledge fundamental flaws in established 
tools and beliefs, and abandon those tools and beliefs” (113).

Cassam thereby offers us a genuine alternative to Kripke, not a mere 
relabeling of what the latter calls “dogmatism” as “firmness.” Kripke 
argues that in the face of an argument for a view we know to be false, 
sometimes we should just shrug and move on. Cassam advocates 
engagement with these arguments. If we refuse to engage, he maintains, we 
lose our right to confidence in our beliefs and thereby lose knowledge. 
One should be confident in one’s beliefs, and that requires confidence in 
our capacities to tackle spurious arguments. I’ll argue that insofar as 
Cassam urges us—ordinary agents, who lack any special expertise in the 
domain of the argument—to tackle these arguments on our own, he’s 
wrong: engaging with them risks knowledge to a far greater extent than 
does dogmatism. Reason, argument, evidence, and practical wisdom 
unaided leave even the fully virtuous person vulnerable. Without heavy 
duty social and environmental scaffolding, even virtuous agents can’t 
reliably acquire knowledge about difficult and complex issues. The right 
response to spurious arguments is often to shrug and move on, relying 
on others to tackle them for us.

The dispute between views like Cassam’s and those more like Kripke’s 
turns in important part on an empirical question. Kripke asserts, and 
Cassam denies, that it is sometimes very difficult to discover where spu
rious arguments go wrong; difficult enough that we are more likely to 
lose knowledge by confronting a spurious argument than by dogmati
cally refusing engagement. Kripke maintains he couldn’t see where the 
argument in favor of astrology went wrong and implies he was unlikely 
to be able to identify any flaws quickly had he persisted. Cassam thinks 
this shows a vicious lack of intellectual self trust on Kripke’s part. Of 
course he could identify flaws: the more dubious a view, the easier it is to 
debunk. When we’re confronted with dubious claims—like our cousin’s 
anti vaxxer rants on Facebook—we must respond seriously, or we risk 
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our knowledge. We must identify the flaws, do our own research and 
(when technical expertise is necessary) consult the experts.

I’ll argue that Cassam is wrong on the empirical question: in fact, 
we’re at much greater risk of losing knowledge from “doing our own 
research” than we are from dogmatism. It is true that we are often able to 
rebut spurious claims, but that’s not by probing them for ourselves: it’s 
by apt deference. The intellectual virtues play only the smallest of roles 
in any of this. I’ll also argue that Cassam is wrong in his characterization 
of the behavior of scientists. Scientists often are (appropriately) untrou
bled by the anomalous. They don’t work to accommodate it. They shrug 
and go on, dogmatically. If that’s how scientists (our paradigms of 
 ep i ste mic excellence) should behave, it’s even more the case for the 
ordinary person. We, too, should often shrug and be dogmatic.

Climate Change Skepticism, Holocaust Denial, 
and Other Fantasies

One of Cassam’s principal aims, in developing vice epistemology, is to 
enable us to understand the origins and persistence of conspiracy theo
ries and the like.4 He argues that epistemic vice is an important factor in 
explaining why people accept these theories. If he’s right, then we should 
find that the epistemic virtues are protective against them: the virtues 
enable us to see through these theories. Moreover, he’s committed to a 
further claim: there won’t just be a correlation between possession of the 
epistemic virtues and the rejection of conspiracy theories and the like. 
There’ll be a direct causal connection: agents will reject such theories 
because they’re virtuous and as a result of deploying these virtues in 

4 David Coady (2007) and Charles Pigden (2007) both urge that we drop the pejorative use 
of “conspiracy theories,” because conspiracies are all too often real and we risk unjustifiably 
stigmatizing conspiratorial explanations by this usage. I have some sympathy for this view. I 
use the term “conspiracy theory” here somewhat tentatively, to pick out that subset of theories 
that postulate a conspiratorial explanation of events where that explanation runs counter to the 
explanation offered by duly constituted epistemic authorities (see Levy 2007 for discussion). 
Given our pervasive dependence on testimony, rejecting such explanations is usually ir ra tional, 
even if the explanation is in fact false.
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assessing these theories.5 Cassam is committed to thinking that the ep i
ste mic virtues will make a significant difference in our capacity to assess 
such theories accurately, because they’ll enable us to see through them.

We’re each exposed to a massive amount of misinformation; many of 
us daily. Our cousin may post his anti vaxx memes on our Facebook 
wall; we may see “plandemic” fliers on the street and the news may 
report the false claims of certain politicians. If Cassam is right, at least 
some of this material requires a serious response from each of us: we are 
able to retain knowledge that COVID- 19 is not a hoax only if we each 
confront the claims of those who maintain that it is. How hard can it be?

Many of these claims venture into areas of specialist knowledge. 
I  don’t have specialist training in immunology or in climate science. 
That puts me at an immediate disadvantage when it comes to assessing 
these claims, especially when they stem (directly or indirectly) from 
those who do possess specialist training in these areas. I take myself to 
be reasonably sophisticated and reasonably knowledgeable about climate 
science, which I’ve been following for more than a decade. But very 
often, when I come across sophisticated denialism I find myself in the 
same position that Kripke took himself to be in reading that article on 
astrology: I know it’s wrong, but I have no real idea how.

Here’s an example I happened to come across recently. Visiting the 
website for Springer publishing (a reputable publisher, for whom I edited 
a journal for a decade), I was presented with an advert for a book called 
The Rise and Fall of the Carbon Dioxide Theory of Climate Change. The 
author is one Rex Fleming, who has a PhD in atmospheric science from 
the University of Michigan and is a fellow of the American Association 

5 Mark Alfano and colleagues have found that the virtue of epistemic humility correlates 
with lower rates of acceptance of conspiracy theories and lower rates of acceptance of fake 
news (Meyer & Alfano forthcoming). While this is evidence in favor of Cassam’s view, it’s cor
relational: it doesn’t show that agents reject conspiracy theories due to the deployment of ep i
ste mic virtues. As a matter of fact, I’m skeptical of the causal claim. Meyer and Alfano used a 
sub scale from a previously validated epistemic humility scale (Alfano et al. 2017) to measure 
the virtue. I suspect that this sub scale is transparent to respondents. The items (sample items: I 
don’t take people seriously if they’re very different from me—reverse scored, of course—and I 
appreciate being corrected when I make a mistake) are clearly designed to probe dispositions 
that we, as good liberals, are supposed to value. People respond accordingly. Both rejection of 
conspiracy theorizing and the scale tap into the same underlying dispositions: dispositions to 
respond in the way that left leaning, educated Western individuals value. I suspect sociological 
factors explain the correlation, not the virtues.
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for the Advancement of Science. Fleming has had a decades’ long career 
as a scientist and has published work on climate science and on model
ing in reputable journals, including the Journal of the Atmospheric 
Sciences (impact factor 3.194) and Environmental Earth Sciences (impact 
factor 2.18). Fleming is also a climate change skeptic: he argues that CO2 
has no impact on global warming.

If Cassam is right, we—you as much as I—now have an obligation to 
confront Fleming’s claims seriously, if we’re to retain the knowledge that 
climate change is real and CO2 is a very major contributor to it. We can’t 
just shrug our shoulders and move on. According to his own website, 
Fleming’s book establishes:

the failure of the Schwarzschild radiation integrations to maintain the 
CO2 longwave radiation intensity achieved in the surface warming by 
H2O and CO2. The resultant Planck radiation intensity is severely 
depleted in the upper atmosphere. The result is the CO2  molecules 
merely pass their remaining small residual heat to space un impeded. 

To retain our knowledge, we’re going to have to rebut this claim, show 
it’s irrelevant or that it’s gobbledygook. If we can’t, we may lose our right 
to confidence.

Can you do this? I have to confess that I can’t (not in the way that 
Cassam recommends: by deploying my intellectual capacities to grapple 
with the first order evidence). I’m at an immediate disadvantage when it 
comes to the task: I have little idea what the words I just quoted actually 
mean. I’m tempted to dismiss them as gobbledygook (a commentator on 
the website Skeptical Science dismisses Fleming as a purveyor of half 
baked physics he learned on Wikipedia), but his track record of publica
tion in reputable scientific journals and his other credentials makes me 
suspect that something more sophisticated than the mere repetition of 
ill understood verbiage is going on. I’m going to have to do better.

How should I go about it? I can turn to Google and search for discus
sions of Fleming’s book (that’s how I came across the quote from 
Skeptical Science), but most of this discussion is beyond me. Perhaps 
Wikipedia would serve me better: there is, I see, an entry for 
“Schwarzschild's equation for radiative transfer,” but even the Wikipedia 
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entry is very heavy going for me. It’s math heavy, and I’m extremely limited 
in that area. Even coming to understand what Fleming is claiming—
rather than getting on with assessing his claims—is likely to be the work 
of many hours for me. Without the math, I doubt I’d ever be in a good 
epistemic position to genuinely assess and rebut Fleming. Even with it, 
I’d likely require hundreds of hours of immersion in the technical litera
ture to rebut the claims of someone with a PhD in the relevant area and 
a decent track record of publication on technical questions like mathe
matical modeling. Since much of that literature is currently beyond me, 
I’ll have to start small: maybe with a high school math textbook (and I’d 
better get going on the syllabuses in chemistry and physics too). I’m 
going to have to acquire genuine expertise to rebut Fleming’s claims (at 
least, that is, to rebut them in the kind of way Cassam wants: by identify
ing for myself the flaws in the arguments).

How much genuine expertise am I going to need? I don’t know 
enough to know how much I don’t know or how much ignorance I need 
to remedy. Would a good undergraduate degree in climate science suf
fice? Maybe, although the fact that Fleming publishes in the area makes 
me think that may not be enough. Of course, Fleming is far from the 
only sophisticated skeptic; the famed 97 percent consensus on climate 
change is, if anything, an underestimate of the proportion of those with 
relevant expertise who accept the mainstream view on climate change, 
but that still leaves room for hundreds of dissenters. If the issues are dif
ficult enough that the experts sometimes get them wrong, what chance 
do I have, working without institutional support and colleagues and 
acquiring the needed skills along the way?

Let me illustrate the difficulty with a different example, from an area 
in which the issues are surely less complex. In Vices of the Mind, Cassam 
discusses implicit bias at some length. He concludes his survey with the 
observation that such biases are malleable and respond to efforts on the 
part of motivated individuals to change them (173). I happen to possess 
some degree of genuine expertise on this topic, on which I’ve published 
multiple papers (see Levy  2017, 2016, 2015, 2014a, 2014b). I’ve read 
many papers on the very topic Cassam here considers: the extent to 
which our biases respond to efforts at self cultivation. Yet I remain 
unsure whether Cassam is right in claiming that they’re malleable in the 
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way he suggests. The literature on implicit biases is large, but it’s tiny 
compared to the multi disciplinary literature on climate change. The 
range of expertise required for it is correlatively small. If I haven’t been 
able to answer the implicit bias question for myself, I despair at my 
capacity to rebut sophisticated climate skeptics.

It’s worth adding that the multi disciplinary nature of climate science 
(like many other areas of contemporary science) entails that many actual 
climate scientists may lack the skills to rebut the sophisticated skeptic. 
Only a minority of climate scientists work on issues like radiative trans
fer; the rest work elsewhere, on different issues. Some (in my ignorance 
I  have no idea how many) of those who work on different issues will 
have a working knowledge of radiative transfer, and perhaps that’ll 
enable them to rebut Fleming or rapidly to acquire the capacity to rebut 
him. Few will waste their time in this way. Few climate scientists want to 
take time off from their research to answer the arguments of a crank: if 
those they trust tell them the points raised have been dealt with, they’ll 
shrug and move on. Surely that’s all we can reasonably ask of them. If 
I’m right that the majority of climate scientists would have to take a sig
nificant amount of time away from their research to rebut Fleming for 
themselves (how much time? In some cases, mere hours; in others, 
weeks or months), then we can’t expect each of them to invest this time. 
They’d have no time for their own research if they had to do this with 
regard to every crank they encountered.

It may be important that someone rebuts the claim (that will depend 
on its novelty). The great majority of climate scientists will outsource the 
job, and defer to whoever does it. For the most part, this deference will 
itself be dogmatic: they won’t search for rebuttals. Rather, they’ll move 
on, confident that if the claims are worth engaging with, someone well 
placed to do so will take on the task. They’ll deal with challenges they 
take to be worth taking seriously in their own areas instead. They know 
if the challenge that Fleming raises is genuinely troubling for the field, 
the news will reach them (it would reach all of us soon enough). In the 
meantime, dogmatism is justified epistemically and pragmatically.

Climate science is highly unusual, and perhaps taking it as our case 
study unfairly tilts the odds against Cassam. After all, climate science is 
highly specialized and highly technical. Many readers, like me, will face 
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a high barrier to entry into discussions into the area due to its reliance 
on mathematical modeling and very specialist knowledge. But it’s surely 
not out of place to focus on the single most significant case of bad belief 
in the contemporary world: if virtue epistemology struggles to handle 
this case, what’s it good for? Nevertheless, perhaps it has a purchase in 
less technical areas. Cassam’s own principal example in Vices of the Mind 
is Holocaust denial. Perhaps on a topic like this, virtue epistemology can 
make significant inroads, even if it struggles with climate science.

It is surely true that the barriers to entry into discussions of history 
are lower (at least for likely readers of this book) than into climate 
science. In academic history, claims are conveyed largely in natural lan
guage, not the technical languages of mathematics and statistics, and 
we’re all experts at parsing natural language. We should, however, take 
care to refrain from the philistinism of those who regard only the sci
ences as genuinely worthwhile intellectual pursuits. History isn’t just 
story telling. It has its own tools and techniques and its own experts. 
We’re not experts in history or in adjudicating historical claims merely 
in virtue of being expert language users. To see through the lies of 
sophisticated Holocaust deniers like David Irving (on whom Cassam 
focuses), we need field specific expertise, where the field is not simply 
“history” but more precisely twentieth century German history (or 
more precisely still, World War Two history or even Holocaust history). 
Perhaps we can acquire that expertise more rapidly than we can exper
tise in radiative transfer, but it would nevertheless be a very significant 
investment of time and energy for any of us.

An incident that occurred just a few months after Vices of the Mind 
was published illustrates just how demanding and specialized historical 
expertise really is. In May 2019, Naomi Wolf gave a series of interviews 
to promote her new book Outrages  (Wolf 2019). This book argues that 
the persecution of gay men in Britain increased dramatically in the sec
ond half of the nineteenth century. Wolf pointed to the occurrence of 
the term “death recorded” in the records of the trials of men accused of 
“sodomy.” She argued that this indicated an increase in the use of capital 
punishment by the courts and a correspondingly harsher attitude. She 
suffered the on air embarrassment of having her error pointed out by 
Matthew Sweet, a radio host and cultural historian. As he pointed out, 
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“death recorded” was used for a nominal death sentence: when the 
accused was found guilty of a capital offence but not executed.

Wolf ’s public embarrassment was widely taken to indicate that she 
hadn’t done her research diligently and hadn’t used fact checkers. While 
I’m in no position to assess the quality of her research, prima facie 
she had every reason to be confident in her claims. The book was based 
on her 2015 University of Oxford doctoral thesis: it had, therefore, been 
supervised by an expert (in nineteenth century literature) and had been 
examined by independent experts. She had also employed a genuinely 
expert fact checker to verify her interpretation of the law. Dame Helena 
Kennedy, a prominent human rights lawyer, had interpreted “death 
recorded” in the same way Wolf had (H. Kennedy 2019). Wolf ’s DPhil 
and her book were both checked by multiple experts, but that wasn’t 
enough to allow her to avoid embarrassing error. What’s needed, in sci
ence and the humanities alike, is specific expertise: expertise not just on 
that period, but on that practice, in that place.

Our genuine expertise as natural language users may lead us to miss 
this fact, and to think we can wade in for ourselves, in the humanities if 
not in the sciences. But we’re liable to be mistaken, and embarrassments 
like Wolf ’s may easily result. Wolf took care to have her claims checked; 
others get themselves into trouble because they approach history casu
ally, certain that their native intelligence and common sense equips 
them to adjudicate historical claims. 2019 seems to have been a treasure 
trove of such incidents: in that year the journalist Cokie Roberts took it 
upon herself to charge historians writing about abortion with distorting 
the record (Wulf  2019). The historians she targeted had claimed that 
advertisements for abortion services were plentiful in nineteenth 
century newspapers. Roberts denied this, on the grounds she couldn’t 
find any. What was missing wasn’t the ads, which were indeed plentiful, 
but the capacity to identify them by the euphemisms they used. Being a 
good journalist didn’t equip Roberts to call out the historians.

If Roberts’ embarrassment indicates that historical expertise is needed 
to adjudicate historical claims, Wolf ’s indicates just how specific that 
expertise needs to be. It’s not enough to possess expertise in the period 
or in the law: one needs expertise in the law of that period. Expertise is 
brittle (Kilov forthcoming): an expert in a particular domain is often 
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unable to transfer their skills to another, intuitively similar domain. 
Kilov provides multiple illustrations. Surgical skills not only fail to trans
fer across surgical procedures: they don’t even correlate well with per
formance on tasks designed to mimic them. Performance on surgical 
simulations is predicted by practice on the simulator, not the possession 
of skill at the procedure simulated. Professional level skill in hitting a 
baseball doesn’t equip batters to hit a softball thrown by an expert. Not 
only do skills not transfer across intuitively similar domains, they also 
degrade rapidly in response to changes within the domain of expertise: 
expert bridge players and accountants perform badly in response to 
arbitrary changes within their domains; the excellent memory for board 
configurations and moves of expert chess players vanishes when the con
figurations or moves are not meaningful to them. Expertise in a very spe
cific domain may provide someone with the confidence they’ll  perform 
well in an adjacent area, but they may nevertheless lack the competence.

Of course, expertise can transfer to some degree.6 The genuine expert 
often has an edge over a novice, even when there is some degree of mis
match between the domain of expertise and the domain in which it is 
applied. A historian of, say, modern Europe is surely better placed than 
I am to adjudicate between David Irving and Richard  J. Evans, whose 
book Telling Lies about Hitler Cassam praises as an antidote to Irving. 
The historian’s expertise surely gives her an edge when it comes to evalu
ating the arguments and evidence each presents. Often, however, exper
tise fails to transfer: it’s far from obvious that my philosophical expertise 
qualifies me to adjudicate the Evans/Irving dispute any better than an 
engineer, a plumber or a tax accountant could. Like Fleming, Irving pos
sesses genuine expertise: his 1964 book on the German V weapons pro
gram continues to be well regarded. This expertise gives him a capacity 
to fool the naïve—when they attempt to adjudicate claims for 

6 Episodes like those involving Naomi Wolf and Cokie Roberts are examples of what Nathan 
Ballantyne (2019) calls “epistemic trespassing,” where someone with genuine expertise in one 
field takes themselves to have sufficient expertise to engage seriously with another. Ballantyne 
has a somewhat more optimistic take on the transfer of expertise than I do. However, his 
examples of successful transfer involve relatively simple tasks in an expert domain, and the bar 
for success was set low: expertise transferred just in case the expert performed better than the 
novice (rather than performed well). Even by this undemanding standard, expertise is surpris
ingly brittle.
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themselves—and ensures that his historical fantasies require genuine 
and specialized expertise to rebut.

Of course, Cassam recognizes that we often can’t be expected to 
acquire specialist expertise for ourselves, at least when that expertise is 
scientific (it’s much less clear that he recognizes how demanding it 
would be to acquire historical expertise). 9/11 conspiracy theories often 
turn on claims about the melting point of steel beams and the like; 
Cassam recognizes it would be “unreasonable” (117) to expect ordinary 
people to acquire the knowledge of physics or engineering required to 
rebut these theories. Instead, he advocates that we consult the experts 
and work out which of the competing views is correct. While we may 
not (always) be able to do our own research, in the sense of grappling 
directly with the first order evidence, we may deploy the virtues to 
choose between competing experts.

Cassam is surely right that something along these lines is and ought 
to be how we should adjudicate disputes like that between Irving and 
Evans. But insofar as his prescription requires directly and virtuously 
adjudicating the second- order evidence—the evidence that bears not on 
the truth of the Holocaust, but rather on who is more reliable on this 
question—it’s still too demanding and too individualistic. We face the 
same risks of losing knowledge by engaging at this level as we do at the 
first, and dogmatism remains a better strategy. Dogmatism, here, 
involves the proper scaffolding of inquiry: relatively unquestioning def
erence to authoritative sources because they’re authoritative and not 
because we’ve assessed their degree of expertise ourselves. It’s because 
they have the right credentials—primarily because they represent the 
expert consensus view or are endorsed by duly constituted epistemic 
authorities—that we should defer, not because we’ve virtuously probed 
their track records or their citation indexes, let alone because we’ve 
evaluated their arguments.

Cassam holds that when we read Evans’ Telling Lies about Hitler, we’ll 
see Irving’s deceptions “brilliantly exposed” (114). But why should we 
believe Evans’ claims? We’re in no position to verify his claims about 
inconsistency with the historical record for ourselves. The same sort of 
problem arises with other sources we might check. Cassam advises us to 
turn to Wikipedia and to Google. As he notes, we’ll soon learn that the 
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British High Court ruled against Irving when he brought suit against the 
historian Deborah Lipstadt for calling him a Holocaust denier, and that 
he is widely regarded as discredited. But why should we believe the 
Wikipedia article, or (if we do believe it) that the High Court reached 
the right verdict? More googling will turn up all too many other sites 
that support Irving, laud him as a hero, accuse the historical establish
ment of a conspiracy against him and cite evidence to back up all these 
claims. How are we to adjudicate any of this?

As a matter of fact, most of us will trust Evans against Irving, and give 
little weight to Irving’s many supporters (some of whom may turn out to 
have PhDs, alas). We may take ourselves to be convinced by Evans’ argu
ments, judged on their own merits; alternatively, we may take Evans’ 
word for it, but do so because we’ve diligently assessed his degree of 
expertise and judged it greater than Irving’s. Perhaps, but there’s room 
for a great deal of self deception here. Why do I find Evans’ argument 
more plausible than Irving’s? Is it really because Evans’ arguments are 
better and I’m well placed to recognize this? Or am I swayed by him, 
rather than Irving, because I’m disposed to accept the consensus view? 
I strongly suspect that’s an important element, for me and for Cassam. 
No doubt Evans’ arguments matter, but I bet I’m more receptive to them 
because I know them to reflect the consensus view, and I suspect the 
same is true of Cassam. We accept the claims made by Evans and the 
judgment of the British High Court in very important part because these 
are authoritative sources, and not because they’re claims we’re in a good 
position to assess on their merits, or even because we’re in a good posi
tion to assess how good they are as sources (that, too, is a specialist topic, 
one on which neither he nor I possesses sufficient expertise for confi
dent and well justified judgment).

Let’s conclude this section by turning to the behavior of working sci
entists, our paradigm of epistemic success. Cassam, recall, denied Kuhn’s 
suggestion that the responsible scientist was a dogmatist who set aside 
anomalies rather than attempt to explain them or explain them away. In 
fact ethnographic and historical studies of scientists indicate that Kuhn 
was right. The scientist often just shrugs in the face of the anomalous, 
setting anomalies to one side and trusting in the march of science to 
accommodate them (or to conclude that they must reflect error, since 
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they aren’t replicated). Consider the response of Darwin and his 
 supporters to the work of Lord Kelvin on the age of the Earth and the 
Sun. Kelvin’s genuinely expert estimates of the age of each were vastly 
too short for the evolutionary account of the origin of life to be plausi
ble. Darwin and his supporters recognized this fact, and recognized that 
they were unable to refute Kelvin. But rather than following Cassam’s 
advice, and standing ready “to acknowledge fundamental flaws in estab
lished tools and beliefs, and abandon those tools and beliefs” (113) in the 
face of anomalies, they simply set them aside and continued with their 
work. They relied on the march of science and the work of others, in 
other fields, to vindicate them, which it duly did later (C. Lewis 2002).7

Darwin and his followers were right to set aside the problem, because 
their research program was so successful in its own domain. This was 
true even though they recognized that Kelvin’s work produced genuine 
evidence conflicting with their program. Of course, Cassam is right in 
thinking this strategy has its risks: sometimes the anomalous really is an 
indication that the research program is flawed. The dispute over the 
cause of stomach ulcers is an excellent recent example. The primary 
cause was long believed to be stomach acid, often linked to stress. 
Doctors were sufficiently convinced of the truth of this theory that some 
supported fines for those who advocated a rival, bacterial, theory 
(Zollman 2010). But the bacterial theory was in fact true and the dissi
dents were eventually vindicated. This little tale doesn’t have the moral 
that Cassam might hope to draw from it, though. It doesn’t show that we 
shouldn’t be dogmatic in the face of anomalies. Anomalies are cheap and 
plentiful. The scientist can’t abandon her research whenever she hears 
of one; that would mean abandoning her research forever. If she is to 
hang on to her knowledge, she’d better be able to respond by shrugging 

7 In The Knowledge Machine (2020), Michael Strevens recounts some of the history of the 
dispute between Kelvin and Darwin’s defenders (Strevens focuses on Kelvin’s direct evidence 
concerning the age of the Earth; Kelvin also argued that the Sun was too young for evolution to 
be plausible). This episode in the history of science is one of many that Strevens details in 
which both sides dogmatically (though reasonably) stuck to their guns in the face of evidence 
they couldn’t satisfactorily explain. As Strevens puts it, “Science is driven onward by arguments 
between people who have made up their minds and want to convert or at least to confute their 
rivals. Opinion that runs hot blooded ahead of established fact is the life force of scientific 
inquiry” (79).
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her shoulders and setting aside the many contrarian views she hears 
expressed every day.

If these reflections are on the right track, virtue epistemology goes 
wrong to the extent to which it suggests that we can and must secure 
knowledge by individual cognition. Of course, individual cognition is 
powerful and we ought to deploy it, to the extent we can, in our own 
fields; perhaps the virtues are an important element in doing so. No mat
ter how virtuously we conduct enquiry, however, we can’t rely on it alone 
reliably to sort out fact from fiction and from fake; even in our own fields, 
we remain heavily dependent on scaffolding of all kinds for epistemic 
success. I see no reason to think that the argument won’t generalize 
well beyond virtue epistemology. We non experts can’t hope to rebut the 
climate skeptics or the Holocaust deniers for ourselves; not without 
becoming experts (and that requires a great deal of time and effort). 
Even genuine experts often can’t rebut frauds and cranks, if they lack 
field and topic specific specialized knowledge, and those who possess 
the precise knowledge they need themselves owe their epistemic success 
to a great deal of scaffolding. By ourselves, none of us are all that 
epistemically impressive.

Dissent in a Time of COVID

Let me finish this chapter by discussing an apparent counterexample. As 
I write, the world is in the grip of the COVID 19 pandemic. Governments 
in most countries claim that their responses are “led by the science” 
(Peck 2020). Yet very many people, scientists or not, have felt qualified to 
question that response. Suddenly, everyone is apparently an epidemiolo
gist. Of course, the mere fact that people with no prior expertise feel able 
to make confident pronouncements at odds with those of (apparent) 
experts is by itself no surprise. There’s nothing new in that. But there may 
be good grounds for thinking that the pandemic warrants a less deferential 
response than other areas in which scientific advice guides policy.

Right now, it’s not obvious (to me) what the right response to the pan
demic is. Most governments have opted for strict lockdowns and strong 
social distancing measures to reduce transmission, with the aim either 
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of “flattening the curve”—ensuring that intensive care units are not 
overwhelmed—or actually eliminating the virus from the population. 
No one denies that these measures will save the lives of people who 
would otherwise have died from the virus. Some, however, worry that 
the economic and social costs of the measures might be greater than the 
benefits. These are not costs to be weighed against the costs to health 
and well being: they are also such costs. The recession that has resulted 
from the shutdown of much of the economy across large parts of the 
world will itself be deadly. The recession that followed the 2008 financial 
crash is estimated to have led to at least 10,000 extra suicides in Europe 
and North America (Reeves et al. 2014) and more than a quarter of a 
million extra cancer related deaths in OECD countries (Maruthappu 
et al. 2016). Feelings of isolation linked to the lockdown imposed in many 
countries will also take a toll on mental health (S. K. Brooks et al. 2020). 
The economic impact, and therefore (in all probability) the impact on 
mortality and morbidity of the COVID recession is likely to be much 
greater this time round. On this kind of basis, it has been suggested 
that the current response might be more costly than can be justified 
(Ioannidis  2020). Instead, critics argue, we should collect more data 
before we settle on a response.

Of course, governments can’t wait for more data to come in when 
they confront a crisis. In this kind of situation, it’s widely held they 
should err on the side of caution, which has been interpreted as entail
ing that they should lock down hard now, in advance of the evidence. 
Again, it’s not clear to me right now that’s right, because it is not clear to 
me which side is the side of caution. Assessing that issue requires an 
assessment not just of the health effects of the pandemic, but also of the 
shutdown. The modeling on which government policy has been based 
makes assumptions (about infection fatality rates, for instance) which 
are evolving as we learn more, and has paid little attention to the health 
effects of the shutdown.

It may be that the actual, highly restrictive, response is partly due to 
what we might call the goalkeeper’s fallacy. There’s evidence that penalty 
kicks aimed down the middle of the goal are less likely to be saved than 
those aimed to the left or to the right (Chiappori et al. 2002). Part of the 
reason for this is that goalkeepers usually dive to the left or right to 
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attempt to save the penalty. They don’t stay upright, because they believe 
(possibly rightly) that they will be blamed less if they made a spectacular 
and demanding, if futile, attempt to save the penalty than if they engage 
in the less spectacular strategy of guarding the center. They have an 
incentive to dive, even if diving is less successful, on average, than not 
doing so. Similarly, governments may have an incentive to engage in 
spectacular interventions in the face of a public health crisis. The pen
alty, in terms of public opprobrium, for underreacting might be much 
greater than the penalty for overrreacting.

Again, I’m not taking sides here on what the right response should be. 
I don’t know. But even expressing doubts in this way seems quite different 
to the kind of response I’ve urged we take to science and scientists gener
ally. What happened to the deference I’ve argued we should display?

I don’t think the pandemic is a counterexample to my claims. The first 
thing to note is that in expressing doubts about the appropriateness of 
governments’ responses, I’m not expressing any doubts about epidemiol-
ogy. Identifying the appropriate response to the pandemic is not a mat
ter for epidemiologists alone: rather, it’s a policy question, on which 
multiple different kinds of expertise bears. Epidemiologists are not 
experts in economics or in mental health or social policy or politics or 
behavioral science, and all these disciplines—and more—are relevant to 
the right response. To the extent that governmental policy is guided pre
dominantly by epidemiology, it’s permissible to worry that it reflects 
only some of the relevant expertise. Second, much of the debate con
cerns modeling, and modeling is not the province of any one discipline. 
People with a range of backgrounds may be qualified to weigh in on 
models, and those with yet other backgrounds may be qualified to weigh 
in on their assumptions.

Of course parallel points hold true for climate science as well. The 
expertise of many different disciplines (economics, sociology, anthro
pology, political science, even psychology) is relevant to how we should 
respond to the climate crisis. Why should we be more deferential with 
regard to climate science than with regard to the pandemic? The central 
reason is that climate science is mature in a way that our thinking about 
this pandemic is not. This virus differs—in infection fatality rate, in the 
kind of burden it places on healthcare systems, in the profile of those 
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who are especially vulnerable to it—from other viruses, and the context 
of the pandemic is dramatically different from the context of previous 
outbreaks. Previous pandemics occurred in a world that was vastly dif
ferent from ours. Think, for instance, of the ways in which the internet 
has made lockdowns much easier to implement than previously: many 
people can work or study from home, we can order food to our door, we 
can entertain ourselves and reach out to others, all very much more eas
ily than ever before. So there’s no body of evidence and expertise ready 
made to bear directly on this pandemic. In contrast, climate science 
presents us with a consensus which has already been tested and retested 
multiple times, for several decades. A great variety of experts from a 
great variety of disciplines have already contributed to the climate con
sensus. It’s not because the coronavirus is different from climate science 
that it’s appropriate for people to second guess the science. It’s because 
it’s the same: there was a time when such second guessing was appropri
ate for climate science too. That time has long passed.

There’s an important lesson here. A scientific consensus is reliable 
when it has been stress tested, by all the disciplines relevant to the topic, 
for an extended period of time. Only under these conditions is the 
 consensus reliable. Any consensus on the pandemic doesn’t meet these 
conditions. As Schliesser and Winsberg (2020) put it, “there is currently 
no well ordered scientific community studying COVID 19 and its impact, 
so the emerging consensus could be the result of any number of all too 
human biases.” These differences between climate science and the state 
of knowledge over COVID 19 make an epistemic difference: there’s no 
properly generated consensus to defer to in the latter case.

All that said, I’m skeptical that the pandemic is a case in which any of 
us does better epistemically by making up our own minds. Individual 
cognition is limited and biased, for reasons that are by now familiar. At 
this point in the development of knowledge, we may appropriately con
tribute to the establishment of a consensus through stress testing, but 
for each of us it’s very unlikely that our considered view is better than 
that of the epidemiologists advising governments (say). Even in this 
case, and in the absence of a justified consensus, almost all of us proba
bly do better by deferring than by dissenting—though here the state of 
knowledge as a whole may benefit if we dissent.
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Epistemic Pollution

In the last chapter, I argued that individual cognition, even the careful 
(“virtuous”) cognition of those who possess genuine expertise, is a lot 
less powerful than we tend to think. In fact, it may actually be worse off 
than the forgoing discussion suggested. I’ve been arguing that knowl-
edge is dependent on the social and institutional context in which beliefs 
are acquired and transmitted. But I’ve paid little attention to the proper-
ties of the actual contexts we find ourselves in. We live in epistemically 
polluted environments: deliberately and inadvertently, other agents 
shape our environments in ways that leave individual cognition even 
worse off than it might have been. In this chapter, I’ll sketch some of the 
pollutants and how they work to undermine virtuous cognition. The 
epistemic world has been allowed to degrade, I’ll suggest, because we’ve 
been unaware of how crucial it is to rational thought. Just as we urgently 
need to repair and to manage our natural environment, I’ll argue, we 
must repair our epistemic environment.

My focus will be on the so- called “novice- expert problem”; the prob-
lem of identifying a genuine or reliable expert among those taking con-
flicting stances on an issue within their sphere of (apparent) expertise. 
As Cassam recognizes, solving this problem is essential for laypeople if 
they are to be able to come to justified views on many important issues. 
I’ll argue that this isn’t a problem we should expect novices to solve 
when they live in epistemically polluted environments.

Novices and Experts

A number of philosophers have risen to the challenge of identifying cri-
teria that ordinary people might use to distinguish reliable experts from 
unreliable (E.  Anderson  2011; Blancke et al.  2017; Johnny Brennan 
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forthcoming; Goldman  2001; Guerrero  2017). While there are impor-
tant differences between them, they converge in identifying credentials, 
track record, argumentative capacity, agreement with the consensus, and 
intellectual honesty as criteria by reference to which we can choose 
between experts.

Genuine experts have good credentials. They have PhDs in the topic 
under discussion or in a closely related field. They have published peer- 
reviewed research in the field. Experts with an especially high degree of 
credibility set the agenda for their field, as reflected in their citation 
count, and are honored by their peers (E.  Anderson  2011). They also 
have good track records, where “track record” consists in more than 
peer- reviewed publications. It also consists in a record of making pre-
dictions that have been borne out by events. Whereas scientific expertise 
is esoteric knowledge, whether predictions about future events come to 
pass is often publicly observable and therefore exoteric knowledge 
(Guerrero 2017).

Argumentative capacity consists in more than debating skill (which 
can dissociate from genuine expertise). Rather, genuine experts display 
what Goldman (2001) calls “dialectical superiority.” One expert displays 
dialectical superiority over another if the first expert is able to rebut the 
claims and arguments of the second. Intellectual honesty is displayed by 
making data available to other researchers, retracting claims that have 
been refuted and declaring conflicts of interest; because people may be 
biased, we should heavily discount those experts who have an interest in 
the truth of their claims. Finally, an expert should be accorded greater 
credibility to the extent to which her claims are accepted by a consensus 
of her peers.1

1  Goldman (2001) has influentially argued that consensus may not be a good guide to cred-
ibility, because the different sources for a claim may not be sufficiently independent of one 
another. A non- discriminating reflector holds whatever opinion their “guru” holds, regardless of 
its plausibility, and therefore their agreement adds no independent epistemic weight to the ini-
tial opinion. In the actual world, agents are never or almost never non- discriminating reflec-
tors. Even young children filter claims for plausibility, and will reject testimony from a familiar 
person, even a parent, in favor of more plausible testimony from an unfamiliar informant (see 
Harris 2012). The degree of independence of individual informants from one another varies 
from case to case, but we can be confident that each filters testimony for plausibility to some 
degree. Of course, experts may nevertheless defer excessively, without being genuinely non- 
discriminating. Coady (2006) argues that this kind of excessive deference is rare.
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While they all recognize that there are obstacles to utilizing these 
heuristics, the philosophers who have identified these markers of exper-
tise largely accept that ordinary people are able to deploy them to iden-
tify genuine experts. I think they’re far too optimistic. Ordinary people 
are well aware that these criteria pick out markers of expertise. But 
they’re also well aware that we live in epistemically polluted environ-
ments, and that a major source of epistemic pollution consists in the 
mimicry of these markers, to inflate the appearance of expertise 
(Guerrero 2017). Our epistemic landscape is polluted, because the cues 
for expertise don’t correlate well with its actual possession. This fact 
greatly reduces ordinary people’s capacity to distinguish reliable from 
unreliable sources. At the same time, the fact that such deception is 
widely known to occur reduces trust in legitimate sources.2

Merchants of Doubt (Oreskes & Conway 2011) describes a cavalcade 
of examples of the mimicry of expertise in the service of science denial. 
Beginning in the 1950s, the tobacco industry responded to compelling 
evidence that smoking caused cancer by attempting to sow doubt on the 
science. It aimed not to present an alternative case or to refute the 
mounting evidence, but to leave ordinary people confused about who 
and what was reliable. As the infamous 1969 industry memo mentioned 
in Chapter 1 put it, “Doubt is our product, since it is the best means of 
competing with the ‘body of fact’ that exists in the mind of the general 
public.” As Oreskes and Conway document, the tactics the tobacco 
industry pioneered subsequently spread to those who sought to cast 

2 I suspect markers of expertise are actually more useful to experts themselves than to lay-
people. As we’ve seen, scientists are routinely in the position of needing to rely on the work of 
other scientists, without being able to assess their work for themselves. They are, however, able 
to utilize markers of expertise better than laypeople, because they know which journals are 
predatory, how to assess citations and h- indexes, the quality of particular departments, and so 
on. In saying this, I take issue to some degree with recent claims by Konrad Talmont- Kominski 
(2020). Talmont- Kominski argues that in science, the role of source vigilance is very much 
attenuated compared to other domains. That’s not because scientists don’t take anything on 
trust—quite the opposite. Rather, it’s because trust is high, Talmont- Kominski suggests. I think 
the picture is somewhat more complicated. It might be true that the closer the claim is to the 
scientists’ very specific area of expertise, the smaller the role of source vigilance. Nevertheless, 
source vigilance remains important to scientists. Talmont- Kominski points to the use of 
double- anonymous review in science as evidence of the bracketing of source vigilance. But 
that’s a revealing mistake: in fact, science uses single- anonymous review much more often than 
many other areas of inquiry, and its use is often justified on the basis of explicit appeal to the 
need to know the source of a claim (Palus 2015; Walker & Rocha da Silva 2015).
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doubt on ozone depletion, the viability of Reagan’s “Star Wars” project 
and—most perniciously and harmfully—climate change. Indeed, these 
tactics have spread much further than that. It’s not only the well- funded 
and coordinated industry groups that are the focus of Merchant of Doubt 
that pump out epistemic pollutants. So too do cranks and frauds across 
the ideological spectrum, whether to convince us to buy their jade eggs 
or healing crystals, or to believe their theory debunking Einstein.

Charlatans and their fellow travelers employ a variety of tactics to 
mimic credibility.3 For instance, those with an interest in deceiving the 
general public may set up parallel institutions that seem to guarantee 
expertise. Oreskes and Conway recount how denialists set up the 
“Nongovernmental International Panel on Climate Change” to peddle 
myths about global warming. The NIPCC produced reports in identical 
formats, with identical sections, to those of the IPCC, with the aim of 
spreading doubt. The American College of Pediatricians utilized similar 
tactics. The ACP was set up by a small number of right- wing pediatri-
cians to promote their views. Doing so is surely permissible: what’s less 
permissible (and probably intended) was the effect of muddying debate 
by misleading people into thinking that the college spoke for the profes-
sion. When the ACP issued a statement condemning gender reassign-
ment surgery, many people mistook the statement for the consensus 
view of pediatricians. But the peak body for US pediatricians, the 
American Academy of Pediatrics, has a much more positive view of gen-
der reassignment surgery (LaCapria 2016). Insofar as the larger organi-
zation, with a broader membership base, can be expected to reflect a 
broader range of expert views and a higher degree of expertise, it is rea-
sonable to give its views greater weight than those of the smaller organi-
zation. When the ACP allows or encourages the impression that it 
speaks for the profession, it introduces an epistemic pollutant.

Fake and dubious journals are also epistemic polluters. The recent 
growth in predatory publishers, who publish low- quality scientific 
research for a fee, has attracted a great deal of attention. But the 

3 These fellow travelers, as I label them here, are not seeking to deceive us. They may not 
even seek to mimic markers of credibility. Rather, they may see themselves as creating parallel 
(but genuine) epistemic institutions and outlets. Nevertheless, their efforts result in the intro-
duction of pollutants into the epistemic environment.
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phenomenon isn’t new. Merchants of Doubt provides several examples: 
for instance, the climate denialist Journal of Physicians and Surgeons. 
This journal, and its predecessor the Medical Sentinel, also published 
articles questioning the link between HIV and AIDS, the consensus on 
DDT and papers alleging that abortions are much riskier than the con-
sensus view maintains. For an even more egregious example, consider 
the case of pharmaceutical companies cooperating—conspiring?—with 
the publishing giant Elsevier to produce promotional materials designed 
to mimic peer- reviewed journals (Grant 2009). These fake journals were 
able to leverage the prestige of Elsevier to give the “research” they pub-
lished an air of reliability. When the deceit was uncovered, however, the 
effect was just the reverse: rather than make the findings published look 
more legitimate, the deception made Elsevier—and by extension, aca-
demic journals—look less legitimate.

Predatory journals have the same effect: reducing confidence in the 
entire system. Even those who work in academia are sometimes unsure 
whether a particular journal is legitimate or not, and there are genuine 
borderline cases. For example, the Frontiers stable of journals appears 
(to me) to be legitimate, despite the fact that authors are required to pay 
a publication fee.4 But some Frontiers journals appear questionable. 
Frontiers in Public Health controversially published articles linking vac-
cines and autism (Chawla 2016) and questioning the link between HIV 
and AIDS (Ferguson  2015); the first was subsequently retracted while 
the second was reclassified as “opinion.” Perhaps in response to these 
incidents, the librarian Jeffrey Beall decided to add the publisher to his 
influential (but now sadly defunct) list of questionable journals 
(Bloudoff- Indelicato  2015). The controversy surrounding Beall’s deci-
sion indicates how difficult such judgments are even for professionals. If 
it’s hard for academics with expertise in the relevant fields to assess 
whether a particular journal or a particular publisher is legitimate, we 
can’t reasonably expect ordinary people to make such judgments. If 
their confidence in scientific findings is lowered across the board as the 
result of such epistemic pollution, we can hardly blame them.

4 Since conflicts of interest are a reason to discount expertise, it is incumbent on me to note 
that I have published in Frontiers journals on several occasions.
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Epistemic pollution may be emitted by legitimate institutions of 
knowledge production, as well as from those who mimic such institu-
tions. For example, it may arise from attempts to game systems that are 
supposed to track expertise. Institutions like universities, the bar asso-
ciation and peer review have as one of their functions the certification of 
expertise. But they have other functions, too, and these functions some-
times conflict. From this conflict, pressure to inflate credentials can 
arise. For example, universities have a financial incentive to overstate 
the expertise of their academic staff (thereby increasing their rankings, 
and attracting grant money and students). Systems that assess exper-
tise may therefore be manipulated. There are many such cases: for 
instance, a Malaysian University was recently revealed to be urging 
faculty members to cite one another to boost citations (McCook 2017). 
Institutions, including the most prestigious, may be slow to investigate 
accusations of fraud or try to keep its discovery in- house, to protect 
the university’s reputation.

To these sources of epistemic pollution we can add problems internal 
to the conduct of science, some of which have recently been widely pub-
licized. Consider the so- called replication crisis, which we briefly dis-
cussed in the introduction. While much of the publicity to date has 
focused on social psychology, many of the problems seen in social psy-
chology are just as common in other disciplines. For example, publica-
tion bias and the file drawer effect are certainly and notoriously problems 
in medicine. Publication bias is a kind of distortion in what gets pub-
lished. It occurs when journals are more likely to publish certain kinds 
of finding than others, even though the intrinsic scientific merit of the 
favored kinds don’t warrant the bias. Findings might be published 
because they are surprising, or because they’re on certain topics (as 
Kitcher (1987) notes, it is far easier to publish work on human sexual 
behavior than on less exciting topics, and standards are accordingly 
lower). Perhaps the single biggest source of publication bias in science is 
a bias in favor of positive findings. Journals are full of papers that report 
that there is a significant correlation between two variables (framed as 
suggestive of a causal relation between them), or that a particular inter-
vention significantly reduced the incidence of some pathology, and so 
on. Some of these findings are due to chance or would evaporate were 
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some factor controlled for; others are the result of what have come to be 
called questionable research practices (John et al. 2012) that torture the 
data for significance. These findings may go uncorrected due to publica-
tion bias: because papers that fail to replicate the finding are less likely to 
be published, or are published in less prominent places and fail to attract 
attention (see Fine 2013 for a discussion of how this dynamic plays out 
to amplify claims of sex differences and downplay evidence against such 
differences).

Publication bias may affect not only what gets published but also what 
research is conducted in the first place. Knowing that a failed replication 
will struggle to be published at all, and that if it is published the venue 
will not be high profile (and therefore will do relatively little to advance 
authors’ careers) may discourage researchers from undertaking such 
research at all. For similar reasons, researchers may decide not to fur-
ther pursue research when initial results are negative. This results in the 
file drawer effect: when negative results are filed away rather than sub-
mitted for publication. More pernicious still, researchers may repeat 
experimental protocols until they get the results they wanted. Selective 
publication of positive trials and suppression of negative findings may 
lead to an overestimation of the efficacy of new treatments (which may 
in fact be no better or even worse than currently accepted treatments). 
Unsurprisingly, this is a more common problem in industry- funded tri-
als than in those conducted independently of industry (Every- Palmer & 
Howick 2014).

Industry funding is a general and central source of epistemic pollu-
tion. The tobacco companies, for instance, spent millions on funding 
research by university scientists. Surprisingly perhaps, the research they 
funded was often (though far from always) legitimate. The aim was often 
not to produce spurious findings but instead to draw attention away 
from tobacco as a cause of cancer by highlighting genetics, indoor 
pollution, and a host of other (in fact genuine but rare) causes. Industry 
funding also had an added benefit for the tobacco companies: the 
production and promotion of a cadre of (genuine) experts who were 
friendly to the industry and who could be called upon to testify in public 
forums in its support (Oreskes & Conway 2011).
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Recent modeling work has demonstrated how powerful the promo-
tion of genuine science can be in spreading epistemic pollution. Well- 
conducted science produces findings with a predictable statistical 
distribution: though good experiments are a reliable means to discover 
the truth, sometimes even the best experiments will throw up spurious 
results (that’s why replication and supportive evidence from other kinds 
of scientific work are essential to the interpretation of science). 
Propagandists can take advantage of this fact to promote spurious find-
ings.5 Modeling work by O’Connor and Weatherall (2019) shows that 
even on the assumption that propagandists fund or selectively promote 
only genuinely well- conducted (but misleading) science, policy makers 
who attend to them can come to be more and more strongly persuaded 
of a false view, even as the scientific community converges on the truth; 
this remains true even if the policy makers also receive information 
directly from representatives of the scientific consensus.

Identifying Experts in a Polluted Environment

Goldman, Anderson, and other writers are optimistic that ordinary 
people can identify experts, using the criteria they set out. I think their 
optimism is misplaced. The epistemic pollution identified in the previ-
ous section makes the task of distinguishing reliable from unreliable 
sources too difficult for ordinary people to reasonably be expected to 
accomplish it.

The markers of expertise can play their certifying role only if they are 
not themselves excessively polluted. But these markers are polluted and 
they’re known to be polluted. Ordinary people know that universities 
don’t merely certify expertise. They know that universities also aim to 
attract funding and to manage public perceptions, and that these aims 
may conflict. Ordinary people know that peer review is conducted by 
people with their own interests and biases. They may reasonably (if 

5 Since small datasets are more likely to generate false positives and false negatives than 
large, the propagandists can ensure best bang for their buck by funding a larger number of 
smaller trials rather than the reverse (O’Connor & Weatherall 2019).
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usually wrongly) conclude on that basis that certain views are not get-
ting a fair hearing. Recall the example of the bacterial origin of stomach 
ulcers discussed earlier in this chapter. The medical community was 
slow to give the evidence due weight. Ordinary people may therefore 
wonder what other dissenting views don’t pass peer review, due to the 
bias of reviewers, or what dissenting hypotheses are not investigated 
because granting agencies won’t fund them. What should we make of 
the fact, for instance, that Michael Behe’s own university department 
posted a disclaimer on their website, disavowing his “intelligent design” 
(a theory widely regarded as creationism in scientific dress)? Such a dis-
avowal is predicted both by the view that Behe’s claims are not well- 
supported by evidence, and by the view that scientists close ranks against 
dissenters.

Ordinary people assess expertise in an epistemically polluted envi-
ronment, in which fakes, flakes, and frauds are promoted by merchants 
of doubt, by commercial interests and by a media in thrall to “balance” 
and to the need for sensation. They look to the markers of expertise to 
certify it, but these markers are themselves regularly manipulated. 
Moreover, they’re aware that all sides—legitimate and illegitimate—are 
subject to extrinsic pressures. These worries affect every marker of 
expertise. Take track record. Cassam argues that David Irving’s track 
record of misrepresentation ought to alert us to his deceptions. But track 
record is very often intrinsically difficult to assess. As we saw, Guerrero 
(2017) advises us to look to the exoteric record: predictions (or retrodic-
tions) made by an expert that can be verified by the non- expert. Of 
course, sometimes experts (or putative experts) make predictions that 
can be easily verified or falsified. One well- known example concerns the 
neoconservative political pundit Charles Krauthammer. In response to 
the failure of the US military to find evidence of an active weapons of 
mass destruction program in Iraq—the ostensible existence of which 
had formed the central plank of his case for the war—he noted that the 
team had had only five weeks to find the WMDs. “Come back to me in 
five months. If we haven’t found any, we will have a credibility problem,” 
he wrote. He thereby provided an exoteric test for his credibility; a test 
he failed badly (Farrell 2013). But exoterically assessable predictions and 
retrodictions are the exception, not the rule. In many areas, what exactly 
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is being predicted and how it would be falsified is often hard for the 
non- expert to assess.

In specialist science, it often takes specialist knowledge to understand 
just what is being predicted, let alone to verify the prediction. Climate 
denialists, for example, seem to be committed to the prediction that 
global temperatures will not correlate with concentrations of CO2. 
Climate scientists will tell you that this prediction has been falsified: as a 
matter of fact, temperature rises are well correlated with CO2. But the 
denialists have a response, or a number of responses. They may main-
tain that the apparent correlation reflects manipulation of the data, 
rather than genuine change. It has been alleged, for example, that the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association tampered with temper-
ature data inconvenient to the warming narrative (Richardson  2017); 
that the Climate Research Unit at the University of East Anglia deleted 
its data to hide anomalies, and so on. All of these claims have been mul-
tiply debunked, of course. The interested reader would do well to con-
sult the blog Skeptical Science for both entry- level and advanced 
discussions of all these myths.6 But these debunking efforts have them-
selves been met with (attempted) debunking.

Liberals tend to think of denialists as ignorant, unintelligent or huck-
sters. In fact, sophisticated denialism is easy to find. Watts Up With 
That? describes itself as the “The world’s most viewed site on global 
warming and climate change” and promotes denialism with (apparent) 
facts. Judith Curry, a climate scientist with a solid track record of well- 
regarded publications, uses her scientific skills to promote doubt on her 
own blog (as well as the blogs of others, in the media, and in front of US 
House committees). Assessing her claims, as well as those of other 
sophisticated denialists, is far beyond my capacities. Are the empirical 
claims she makes true (e.g., that a particular technique has been misap-
plied, or that there are statistical errors in a paper)? Assuming they are 
true, do they support to some degree her skepticism regarding the scien-
tific consensus? While I find the responses on Skeptical Science more 
plausible than her posts, it’s likely that my disposition to defer to those 
on my side helps explain that fact. I’m confident this point generalizes: 

6 https://skepticalscience.com/

https://skepticalscience.com/
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our being swayed by the arguments is due in part to our responding to 
other cues. I’m not of course claiming that there’s no fact of the matter 
here, or that one side doesn’t have very much better evidence than the 
other. I’m suggesting, rather, that we (non- specialists) lack the capacity 
to identify which side is right by reference to argument quality alone (or, 
typically, even primarily).

Argumentative capacity—the possession of what Goldman (2001) 
calls “dialectical superiority”—fares no better as a marker of expertise 
(D.  Coady & Corry 2013). The ability to rebut arguments and the 
appearance of having this ability may dissociate. As many scientists who 
have debated creationists have learned to their cost, well- rehearsed 
debaters can seem to neutral audiences to be dialectically superior by 
having an apparent response to every objection, even if the response is 
only smoke and mirrors. They can also appear to evince dialectical 
superiority by raising so many objections and making so many points so 
quickly that their opponent is unable to rebut more than a small fraction 
of them (this is known as the Gish gallop, after a creationist who special-
ized in the technique). Reference to dialectical superiority enables us to 
distinguish those who have spent a lot of time on a topic from those 
who haven’t, but it’s insufficient to allow us to distinguish genuine 
experts from pseudo- experts who have also spent a great deal of time on 
the topic.

Intellectual honesty fares no better, because it’s not appropriately 
independent of the issues disputed by the experts themselves. All sides 
accept, with Anderson (2011), that a putative expert acts dishonestly if 
she doesn’t withdraw claims that have been refuted. But the fakes and 
fellow- travelers hold (sincerely or duplicitously) that it’s the genuine 
experts who are intellectually dishonest because it is their claims that 
have been refuted. Similarly, accusations of conflict of interest are often 
unhelpful, because (as Guerrero notes) such conflicts typically appear 
on all sides. It is of course common for anti- vaxxers to accuse their 
opponents of being in the pockets of “big pharma,” and climate denial-
ists cite the attractions of grant money to explain the appearance of con-
sensus among scientists. Both can point to genuine scandals in the 
relations between scientists and pharmaceutical companies, such as the 
phenomenon of medical ghost- writing (Langdon- Neuner 2008), where 
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a prominent physician or researcher puts their name to a paper that has 
been largely or even entirely written by company representatives.7

Claims concerning the existence of a consensus on a topic are also of 
limited help, insofar as such claims also fail to be appropriately in de-
pend ent of other issues. If credentialing bodies will not grant PhDs to 
dissenting researchers, for instance, we should expect to see a consensus 
of appropriately credentialed scientists on a topic, regardless of whether 
the consensus is well supported. If data that conflicts with the consensus 
view is suppressed (deliberately or just because it’s difficult to publish), 
the consensus will not have much evidential value. This point is a gener-
alization of Goldman’s claim that the concurrence of additional experts 
with a claim adds no additional evidential weight to it unless they are 
sufficiently discriminating in what they believe. Goldman worries about 
excessive deference to opinion makers, but there are other ways in which 
an unreliable consensus could be generated. If institutions that grant 
credentials use inappropriate criteria in assessing expertise, the resulting 
consensus will not be truth conducive.

Claims of intellectual dishonesty are also symmetrical. Climate scien-
tists routinely (and to my mind rightly) accuse some of the denialists of 
deliberate deception.8 Sometimes, persuasive evidence of such decep-
tion emerges, when memos and emails never intended for public con-
sumption comes to light (such as the tobacco industry memo that 
provided Merchants of Doubt with its name). But such revelations are 
rare, and their side thinks that they have such smoking guns too. The 
most famous here is “climategate.” In November 2009, a server at the 
Climactic Research Unit at the University of East Anglia, was hacked 

7 One of the clearest cases of intellectual dishonesty in recent medical history is surely the 
Andrew Wakefield story. In 1998, Wakefield and his co- authors published a paper alleging a 
link between the MMR vaccine and autism. After other researchers failed to replicate his find-
ings, Wakefield was found to have undisclosed conflicts of interest. The British General Medical 
Council then investigated further and found a litany of other problems, from performing 
unnecessary and invasive procedures on children with autism to suppressing data. The paper 
was retracted and Wakefield was struck off the medical register. Those who trust the relevant 
institutions will take Wakefield to be discredited and his research invalidated. But if you are 
disposed to distrust these institutions, you might see them as closing ranks against a brave 
truth- teller.

8 Only some. Some of the dissenters are sincere, and some of the sincere dissenters are com-
petent. Indeed, their dissent may be explained, in part, by their competence: their mistake (or 
one of them) is to overestimate the powers of individual human reason.
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and a trove of documents and emails stolen. Excerpts from the emails 
were subsequently published on denialist blogs, which alleged that they 
show that researchers were fabricating and manipulating data to sup-
port their political line. Denialists seized on one email in particular, in 
which Phil Jones (a leading climate scientist) said he used “Mike’s Nature 
trick . . . to hide the decline.” Here was the smoking gun! The mainstream 
media reported the revelations with varying degrees of credulity: for the 
Telegraph, for instance, it was “the worst scientific scandal of our genera-
tion” (Booker 2009). Three separate inquiries found no evidence of sci-
entific misconduct. Unsurprisingly, the denialists allege the inquiries 
were themselves fraudulent. What would you expect when the scientists 
close ranks?

For each claim by a scientist or a group of scientists, it seems that 
there is a rebuttal by an opponent, a response to that rebuttal and a fur-
ther response to it in turn. Good luck keeping up! While one side may 
feature better credentialed experts than the other, such a pattern of dis-
tribution is exactly what one would expect if the better credentialed side 
suppressed dissenting research (such suppression might be conspirato-
rial, but it need not: it could even be produced by well- meaning but 
biased scientists trying and failing to give their opponents a fair hear-
ing). Claims of intellectual dishonesty abound on both sides, but for the 
most part they don’t help, because the accusations are symmetrical and 
we can often adjudicate the claims only by adjudicating the first- order 
issues on which they turn. We can’t, therefore, utilize concerns about 
intellectual dishonesty to identify reliable experts: the criteria aren’t 
sufficiently independent of one another.

The Efficacy of Epistemic Pollution

So far I’ve been long on argument and assertion about the effects of ep i-
ste mic pollution, and short on empirical evidence. We are, as I’ve already 
noted, epistemic individualists, and we tend to be confident of our intel-
lectual powers. Readers of a book like this one are particularly likely to 
have a high (and probably well- founded) opinion of their capacities. 
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Surely I exaggerate the degree to which epistemic pollution is an obstacle 
to belief? Surely you (dear reader) can, with sufficient effort and 
application, sort through the lies and the fog, and come to an accurate 
assessment of the evidence?

You are (very probably) in a much better epistemic position than 
most people. It’s not just that you are well- educated and (again, very 
probably) more intelligent than average. It’s not just that you probably 
have research skills that most people lack. You are also (very probably) 
epistemically luckier than most. As a consequence of your socialization 
(from family through to prestigious academic institution), you have 
acquired dispositions to trust reliable sources. You know enough to dis-
tinguish legitimate institutions from diploma mills; you have some idea 
of the degree of legitimacy conferred by a publication in Nature or 
Science. You are alert to signs of predatory publishers and on the lookout 
for industry funding. You are therefore protected, to some degree, from 
epistemic pollution.

For all these reasons, you’re indeed more likely than most to get 
things right when you (attempt to) judge for yourself. But that’s not 
because you’re a counterexample to my claims: it’s because you fit my 
model so well. It’s because you defer well that you do well. When you 
attempt to judge for yourself, you actually engage in social cognition; 
and that’s why you tend to get things right. You can reliably adjudicate 
between David Irving and his many critics, between climate scientists 
and denialists, between anti- vaxxers and genuine experts. But while it 
may seem to you that you do so well (epistemic individualist that you 
are) through the power of your unaided reason, a very important part of 
the explanation for your success is that you defer so fluently and appro-
priately. You owe your success to the way in which you are embedded in 
epistemic networks.

Even so, I bet even you sometimes go wrong. Your capacities, and your 
disposition to defer, only get you so far. You live in an environment that 
is unreliable, in which frauds and fakes mimic the cues to reliability you 
rely on. Sometimes—I bet—you fall for their tricks. I certainly have.

One of the examples featured in Merchants of Doubt is “acid rain.” 
The phenomenon was first recognized in the mid- nineteenth century, 
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and regulations were introduced by the British parliament to address 
it. The problem returned to scientific and public consciousness in 
1974, when Likens and Bormann (1974) published a paper in Science, 
showing that acid rain was a serious problem in large areas of the 
United States. The National Academy of Sciences and the EPA both 
launched investigations, and both concurred: acid rain was a “serious 
hazard to  human health” (O’Connor and Weatherall  2019, 37). The 
Carter administration moved to regulate the power plant emissions 
that were  largely responsible. But implementation was left to the 
incoming Reagan administration. And then the merchants of doubt 
moved in.

There’s no need to rehearse, here, how some of the very same people 
who had been involved in defending tobacco and who would later 
obfuscate the science of climate change hijacked the process and ensured 
that it stalled. Merchants of Doubt tells the story much better than I can. 
Here I want to mention just one thread in the broader narrative. Edward 
Krug, a soil scientist at the Connecticut Agricultural Research Station, 
was promoted by the denialists and by institutions sympathetic to them 
as offering a view contrary to those who called for increased regulation. 
Krug argued that changes in soil acidity were largely the product of nat-
ural processes, not acid rain (Krug & Frink  1983). His claims were 
assessed and quickly refuted: acid rain was swamping such processes 
(Galloway et al.  1984). But despite the refutation, Krug’s work was 
picked up beyond the science journals and weaponized in the fight 
against regulation. It was presented in Policy Review, Reason Magazine, 
and even on 60 Minutes. The pollution seeped in everywhere: in 1990, 
NPR reported that the scientific consensus on acid rain was that the 
issue was complicated.

Surely, though, sophisticated people, people with a background in sci-
ence and who are responsive to the right cues and read the right sources, 
surely they are able to see through the fog? In Merchants of Doubt, 
Naomi Oreskes has a confession to make: in the early 1990s she “used 
Krug’s arguments in an introductory earth science class at Dartmouth 
College to teach ‘both sides’ of the acid rain ‘debate’ ” (Oreskes and 
Conway 2011, 103). In an epistemically polluted environment, even the 
most sophisticated people risk being taken in.
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Restoring Trust in Science

If we’re to bring people to believe better, it won’t be by asking them to 
behave more responsibly or by inculcating the epistemic virtues in them; 
not primarily and—I bet—not very importantly either. Epistemic humil-
ity, open- mindedness, care in evidence- gathering—these all good things 
(in their place). But they’re no solution to the problem of believing bet-
ter, largely because it’s extremely difficult, and perhaps impossible, reli-
ably to judge when they’re called for and when they’re not. They’re 
dispositions that can as easily lead away from the truth as toward it 
(Levy & Alfano 2019).9 More pointedly, it’s simply false that the ep i ste-
mic virtues and their responsible application enable the person reliably 
to track truths. To the extent she succeeds, it is her embedding in appro-
priate epistemic and social networks that enables her success.10

9 Those people who generate conspiracy theories—as opposed to those who consume 
them—exhibit a great many of the epistemic virtues (K.  Harris  2018). Conspiracy theories 
often begin from the identification of an anomaly: a piece of data that appears to conflict with 
the official explanation. The theorist exhibits open- mindedness in looking for an alternative 
explanation. She looks to alternative epistemic communities, thereby displaying epistemic 
humility. She certainly can’t be faulted for a failure to look for evidence: conspiracy theorists 
may be voracious in their consumption of reports. In many ways, conspiratorial ideation looks 
like science: it is science gone wild, science no longer constrained by the epistemic networks 
within which mainstream scientists work.

10 Eric Winsberg (2018), who accepts (and strengthens) the case for the claim that non- 
experts can’t hope responsibly to assess climate science for themselves, nevertheless argues that 
individuals can and should engage in careful assessment prior to accepting consensual scien-
tific claims. We should assess not the basis of the claims the science makes, but the structures 
that underlie the generation of the consensus. Indeed, Winsberg thinks it’s uncommonly easy 
to engage in this kind of assessment in the case of climate science. This is for several reasons. 
First, climate science is the product of a multiplicity of different disciplines and this fact 
ensures robustness against corruption in one area of the science and cross- checking of find-
ings. Were one discipline’s contribution suspect, the others would detect the problem when its 
results impinged on theirs. Second, climate science has an institution—the IPCC—that sum-
marizes and assesses the science. Third, climate science is subject to well- funded hostile scru-
tiny. These facts ensure that the consensus is robust, and these facts are easily discerned by 
laypeople.

While Winsberg is surely right that these facts about the structure and the institutional set-
ting of climate science entail a high degree of credibility, I am both much less skeptical that 
consensus (however generated) is good evidence and much more skeptical of ordinary people’s 
ability to discern and understand the facts about structure that help to ensure reliability. 
Climate science denial is also the product of multiple disciplines. It, too, has institutions 
(including a shadow IPCC) that claim to summarize its results and identify the work that is 
reliable. It, too, is subject to well- funded hostile scrutiny. Just as markers of expertise can be 
mimicked, so can institutions and structures. Of course, the merchants of doubt haven’t been 
able to mimic the extent and depth of the structural and institutional network underlying cli-
mate science. But I only know that by testimony! I don’t know how to verify these claims in any 
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Philosophers often advocate the teaching of critical thinking skills, 
such as the capacity to identify argumentative fallacies, as a partial solu-
tion to our epistemic crisis. But such teaching has small and short- lived 
benefits (Mercier et al.  2017). A broader general education, including 
scientific education, also doesn’t seem to reap any benefits. In fact, it 
may hurt: as we’ve already seen, better educated Republicans are less 
likely to accept the consensus view on climate change than less well edu-
cated Republicans (Kahan 2015). Better educated Republicans are also 
more likely to think that Obama is a secret Muslim (Lewandowsky et al. 
2012). Better education and more tools for argumentation may enable 
those who distrust the institutions of science and the universities to 
counter their claims more effectively. This may arise from what Taber 
and Lodge (2006) call the sophistication effect, whereby being more 
knowledgeable provides more ammunition (and more skills) with which 
to counter unpalatable claims.

The restoration of trust in science and scientific institutions is likely 
to make a bigger and longer lasting difference to the goal of better belief 
formation. On the right, trust in these institutions has ebbed signifi-
cantly in recent decades (Gauchat 2012). This distrust has generalized to 
the universities as a whole: a majority (58 per cent) of Republicans now 
say that colleges and universities have an overall negative effect on the 
United States (compared to 19 per cent of Democrats). The same survey 
shows that 85 per cent of Republicans have a negative view of the news 
media (Doherty et al. 2017). If we are to promote better belief, we need 
to promote better deference, and that requires the restoration of trust in 
these institutions. Central to doing so is reduction of epistemic 
pollution.

Epistemic pollution rationally reduces trust in institutions. If you 
know that the same institutions that credential science—universities, for 

other way and I’m skeptical there is any other way. If testimony is good enough for knowledge 
about the structure and institutional setting of climate science, then it’s also good enough for 
acquiring knowledge about the claims of climate science.

I’m also skeptical that knowing the facts about the institutions of climate science positions 
me to assess the degree to which these institutions are knowledge- conducive in any case. What 
counts as a knowledge- conducive structure and what counts as group think or corruption is a 
difficult issue, and not one that most people can assess for themselves. I am, in fact, skeptical 
that anyone can accomplish this on their own.
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example—are also involved in gaming the credentialing system, your 
trust in them is rationally lower than otherwise. If you know that the 
funders of science often have conflicts of interest that might (and do) 
lead them to suppress unfavorable data, then you should reduce your 
trust in them. If you know that scientists themselves sometimes engage 
in questionable research practices, you should be somewhat slower to 
endorse their findings. While we can’t realistically hope to eliminate 
these practices, we can and should take steps toward their reduction.

Pollution of the traditional kind is often hard to tackle due to a collec-
tive action problem: while everyone might be better off if no one pol-
lutes, no individual can make a significant difference on their own, and 
any individual who pays the cost of clean- up locally is worse off than 
others who don’t cooperate. Collective action problems are solved by 
mechanisms that ensure that (almost) everyone contributes to the goal. 
There are multiple ways this can be done, but often (and especially in 
cases when some of the actors don’t share the goal), some degree of 
coercion is required. Epistemic pollution is also a collective action prob-
lem: while most of us would be better off if it were significantly reduced, 
individuals can’t make a significant difference to it by themselves, and 
anyone who acts alone is worse off than others who don’t cooperate.11 It 
is, moreover, a collective action problem made worse by the fact that 
some actors don’t share the goal most of us would like to achieve: mer-
chants of doubt, purveyors of predatory journals and peddlers of expen-
sive and ineffective drugs may prefer to go on polluting to having a clean 
epistemic environment. Reducing epistemic pollution will almost certainly 
require some degree of coercion, from government or other institutions 
with the clout to impose costs on those who don’t cooperate.

While I’m not the right person to develop policy proposals, some pre-
liminary steps toward restoring trust are obvious. We need to vastly 
reduce the number of predatory or fake journals, or ensure that such 
journals are effectively confined so that they aren’t (and aren’t seen to 
be) contaminants in the scientific ecosphere. Doing this requires that 
legitimate open access journals are clearly distinguishable from 

11  Everett and Earp (2015) suggest that the replication crisis is a tragedy of the commons; 
I think it’s plausible to generalize this point across a range of epistemic pollutants.
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illegitimate. This is a task for the scientific community as a whole. 
Universities should refuse to pay publication fees for journals identified 
as illegitimate and researchers who publish in them should not receive 
credit (in the form of citations, promotions or grant funds) for such 
publications. Such a move would starve the illegitimate journals of funds 
and should lead to the closure of most. Beall’s list was a great start, but it 
would be better done collectively.12 As we saw above, the list was contro-
versial, in part because it erred on the side of considering journals ille-
gitimate. It would be better to use less- demanding criteria. A consensus 
of the scientific community on the vast majority of such journals could 
easily be reached and a very significant epistemic contaminant drasti-
cally reduced.

Problems in the conduct of legitimate research must also be 
addressed. Incentives should be put in place for the replication of 
research; such incentives should be combined with a greater willingness 
to publish failed replications (alternatively, institutions can mandate 
such replications as part of the training of graduate students; see Everett 
and Earp (2015) for a proposal along these lines). Hypotheses and 
methods should be preregistered to ensure that researchers don’t engage 
in questionable practices post hoc to ensure significance. Preregistration 
also eliminates the temptation for selective reporting of results: if only 
and all preregistered studies are published, we can be confident that we 
have the full array of data. Statistical techniques can be utilized to com-
pensate for the file drawer effect and thereby generate more realistic 
effect sizes. Such techniques can also identify evidence of data manipu-
lation, such as p- hacking. These proposals are by no means novel: in fact, 
many are already being implemented. Prestigious journals in psychol-
ogy, for example, have implemented changes to their practices, requiring 
bigger sample sizes (lowering the risks of chance findings) and 

12 Beall’s list of Predatory Journals and Publishers was maintained and updated by Jeffrey 
Beall, an academic librarian, from 2008 to 2016. Though controversial, it was widely respected 
and consulted. While it remains unclear why Beall chose to shutter the service, there is evi-
dence that pressure from predatory publishers played a part in his decision (Straumsheim 2017). 
Individuals are less able to resist such pressures than collectives, in which pressures can be 
shared and mutual support offered. Moreover, collective decisions may be less controversial, 
especially if the decision- making body includes individuals with different perspectives and 
interests.
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encouraging preregistration of hypotheses and methods (see 
Lindsay 2015). If the more prestigious journals all follow suit, ambitious 
scientists will be forced to adopt these standards and the degree to which 
science is unreliable should fall.

We should also reduce the incentives for science by press release and 
the extent to which new research is presented in the mass media (and to 
a lesser extent in the journals themselves) as revolutionary and earth- 
shattering. This, too, is a collective action problem. Researchers likely 
prefer a world in which everyone refrains from hyping their research to 
the current situation.13 Most might also prefer that media attention was 
not a significant determinant of prestige, promotions, and grant success. 
But given that media attention is valued by institutions and granting 
agencies, and no individual researcher can change the culture by them-
selves, each feels that they have to play the media game, which means 
representing their research as more important and revolutionary than it 
really is. The result is that consumers of the media are left with the 
impression that yesterday’s research findings have been overturned by 
today’s, and that today’s will be overturned by tomorrow’s—all of which 
has the result of reducing trust in any particular finding or claim.

Of course, actually implementing the agreements needed to solve col-
lective action problems is difficult, especially given that science is an 
international enterprise. There are at least two possible routes to effec-
tive regulation. One is through governmental action: if the United States 
and the EU ensured that funding of science was tied to responsible 
media engagement, norms might change across science (given the pro-
portion of science funded by them). Bringing China on board would 
be  even better, and might be possible. Admittedly, in many domains 
the  record of government is not encouraging: when questions come 
to be politicized, policy often ignores expert opinion. We can reasonably 
be more optimistic about self- regulation from within epistemic 

13 What if the research genuinely is earthshattering? I strongly suspect that rules regulating 
science and its reporting should not be written in ways that make explicit allowance for such 
eventualities. The genuinely earthshattering is sufficiently rare that we do better to design regu-
lations that assume that the research governed by them is normal, not revolutionary, science. If 
research is sufficiently significant, this can be expected to be evident without the need to 
hype it.
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communities, insofar as policy makers within these bodies must remain 
responsive to the expert opinion of their members. National peak orga-
nizations, for instance, could regulate the conduct of science in ways 
that could produce the same effects (self- regulation by epistemic com-
munities may also reduce worries about overreach, given that such com-
munities have a much smaller domain over which they exercise power 
than do governments). Perhaps no official mandates are necessary: 
norms within science are changing rapidly, and many researchers now 
look askance on unregistered hypotheses and small numbers of partici-
pants. Social pressures may go a long way toward fixing many problems.

Changing media norms is a tougher nut to crack. In the contempo-
rary environment, the media is fractured and cooperation unlikely. The 
collapse of traditional funding models has left media organizations—
where they survive at all—chasing clicks, which encourages sensational-
ism. It might be possible to produce many of the desired effects without 
the media on board: if reputable scientists withdraw cooperation with 
sensationalistic media, they may come to be known to feature only char-
latans and the likelihood that the public will ignore them will rise.

None of the measures mentioned above, some of which have already 
been introduced (albeit patchily), would solve the problem of distrust in 
science in the short term. When trust is lost, it’s difficult to restore, and 
measures taken by the very institutions distrusted are likely to be 
regarded with a skeptical eye. Over the longer term, however, removing 
epistemic pollutants from the environment should increase trust in reli-
able sources of information, and thereby improve belief formation.

In this and the previous chapter, I’ve argued that individual cogni-
tion—unaided—is much less powerful than we tend to think. Without 
heavy duty scaffolding and heavy reliance on others, we’re very much 
less reliable than we hoped, even in the best cases. Worse, we’re rarely in 
the best cases: we live in an epistemically polluted environment, in 
which others seek to misdirect us. When we do well (as we frequently 
do), we tend to attribute our success to our own individual cognition, 
but that’s only because our deference is so smooth and automatic, we fail 
to notice it.

Showing that thinking for ourselves is less powerful than we thought 
or hoped is one thing, however; it’s quite another to show there’s an 
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alternative that is both more successful and also ethically permissible. 
It’s to that task that I turn next. The epistemic engineering I advocate is, 
or is closely akin to, nudging, and nudging is hugely controversial. It’s 
widely seen as impermissible, or at least undesirable, on the grounds 
that it subverts individual autonomy. I’ll argue that while nudging can 
be used to subvert autonomy, that’s not because there’s any distinctive 
problem with influencing people’s behavior in this kind of way. Nudging 
is the presentation of information, and done appropriately it’s no more 
subversive of autonomy than is giving (explicit) arguments for a conclu-
sion or a course of action. In making the case for the permissibility of 
nudging, I’ll also complete my case for seeing ourselves as rational ani-
mals. I’ll provide a fuller defense of a claim I’ve made several times 
already: that deference is fully rational: not merely ecologically but also 
directly rational.
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Nudging Well

Roughly, a nudge is a way of influencing people to choose that works by 
changing aspects of the “choice architecture” (Thaler and Sunstein 2008, 
6)—the context in which agents choose—to encourage better choices 
(better usually insofar as these choices promote the welfare of the choos-
ing agent herself; occasionally nudges aim at the promotion of social 
welfare instead of individual welfare). It’s a familiar fact that people 
often make choices they themselves recognize are in not in their own 
interests. Nudging can bring them—us—to choose better.

For example, people often have unhealthy diets. Making healthier 
foods more cognitively accessible (for example, by putting them at eye 
level) increases their consumption relative to less healthy foods (Rozin 
et al. 2011; see Bucher et al. 2016 for review). Similarly, people often fail 
to save an adequate amount of money to fund a decent retirement. They 
can be nudged into saving more: if the default option presented to new 
employees sequesters a higher percentage of salary to a retirement sav-
ings account, people tend to save more, because they tend to accept the 
default (see Smith et al. 2013 for review). Options can be framed in ways 
that change behavior: agents are risk averse when options are framed 
positively, but risk seeking when options are framed negatively, even 
though the options may be identical in arithmetical terms (Tversky & 
Kahneman 1981).

While nudges may be in the interests of individuals, however, they’re 
extremely controversial. Critics often argue that nudging manipulates us 
(Bovens  2008; Wilkinson  2013; Saghai 2013). Nudging threatens our 
autonomy because autonomous choice is rational choice, and nudging 
bypasses our capacities to reason.

In this chapter, I’ll argue that nudging doesn’t manipulate us. Nor do 
nudges bypass reasoning. Instead, nudges work by providing genuine 
evidence to agents, and when they change behavior, the change occurs 
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in response to this evidence. Insofar as I advocate improving belief for-
mation by thoroughgoing engineering of the epistemic environment—
not merely by clamping down on pollutants, but also by altering cues to 
belief—the success of this argument is essential for my project. At very 
least, it would be a large cost to its acceptability if I were forced to advo-
cate manipulation on a large scale. But I have an even broader aim in 
mind. Coming to see how nudges work allows us to better understand 
the mechanisms that underlie the processes discussed in previous chap-
ters (social referencing and reliance on environmental cues, for exam-
ple) as themselves reasons- providing. They’re ways of changing minds 
through the provision of higher- order evidence.

Nudging and Autonomy

Autonomy—the capacity of an agent to govern herself—is highly prized 
by us. Autonomy is nowhere more significant than in the life of the 
mind. Kant’s injunction Sapere aude! (have the courage to use your own 
understanding) is motivated in important part by the connection 
between using one’s own understanding and autonomy. Of course, a 
major theme of this book is that individual cognition is much less pow-
erful than we think, and that our epistemic capacities are very impor-
tantly owed to the distribution of cognitive labor instead. In light of this 
fact, and the link between the use of one’s own understanding and 
autonomy, it might be thought that I would respond to the worry that 
nudges threaten our autonomy by arguing that autonomy isn’t so valu-
able after all; that we overvalue it because we overvalue individual 
cognition.

This isn’t in fact a thesis I want to defend. While it may be true that we 
overvalue autonomy, due to our overvaluation of individual cognition, 
autonomy seems to me to be genuinely worth defending. There are at 
least two reasons why autonomy is genuinely valuable. First, agents are 
often in a better position than others to make decisions concerning the 
shape of their own lives. It is one thing to think (as I have argued we 
should) that we ought to defer to epistemic authorities about difficult 
and complex questions and quite another to think that we can’t come to 
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reliable beliefs about ourselves. Perhaps even in the personal sphere the 
social sciences have much to teach us, but we retain some  degree of 
epistemic privilege with regard to our own values and preferences.

Second, even if we’re apt to decide some questions badly, we seem to 
have a right to settle the shape of our own lives and to decide on a con-
ception of the good for ourselves. When the harms we foreseeably risk 
will fall primarily on ourselves, others have little or no right to override 
our decisions. We want our lives to be our own, reflecting our own val-
ues and priorities, and even our own mistakes. The value of autonomy 
may often be overstated but I’m not ready to abandon it. Any impinge-
ments on our autonomy require justification.

But nudging does seem to threaten our autonomy. In fact, both advo-
cates and opponents of nudges accept that it does. Nudging seems pater-
nalistic (Thaler and Sunstein, the original advocates of nudging, describe 
their program as ‘libertarian paternalism’): it manipulates us into mak-
ing decisions in our own best interests, rather than leaving us to make 
decisions for ourselves on the basis of our own reasons. There’s nothing 
wrong with parents making decisions on behalf of their children, when 
(and because) the children lack the rational capacity to make these 
decisions for themselves. But fully rational agents rightly value 
 making decisions for themselves, and nudging bypasses our capacities for 
 rational agency.

To see how nudges are supposed to bypass rational agency, let’s look 
at a possible nudge in action. An unscrupulous (or perhaps a well- 
meaning) election official might nudge voters in an upcoming election 
to vote for a particular candidate by listing that candidate first on the 
ballot. The official would be taking advantage of the ballot order effect: 
the small but sometimes significant advantage that accrues to names 
listed higher on the ballot paper (Darcy & McAllister  1990; King & 
Leigh 2009). The ballot order effect serves as John Doris’ prime example 
of how these (supposedly) non- rational influences may threaten auton-
omous agency (Doris  2015, 2018). As Doris emphasizes, that a candi-
date is positioned higher on the ballot is not a genuine reason to favor 
that candidate. Ballot order doesn’t correlate with candidate quality 
(in most jurisdictions, name order is determined by drawing lots). It fol-
lows that in being influenced by ballot order, a person has their choices 
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shaped by facts that are not good reasons. To the extent that choice 
is  influenced by ballot order, genuine reasoning is bypassed. Doris 
 therefore insists that these kinds of influences don’t involve genuine 
 reasoning or genuine reasons. These influences are, he says, “deeply 
unintelligent.”1

I treat you as a rational agent and respect your intellectual autonomy 
when I give you reasons why you should vote for one candidate rather 
than another. If I nudge you into voting for someone by listing them first 
on the ballot (or, say, making a vote for them the default option) I do 
neither. I bypass your capacity to deliberate and instead appeal to 
“deeply unintelligent” mechanisms. It’s because nudges appear to influ-
ence choice without offering reasons that both opponents and propo-
nents of nudges believe that nudging is paternalistic. Opponents point 
to this (alleged) fact as a major plank in their case against nudging, 
while proponents cite the inevitability of nudging in its defense. Thaler 
and Sunstein accept that nudges take advantage of the fact that we are—
in their own words—“somewhat mindless, passive decision makers” 
(2008: 37), but argue that there’s simply no alternative to nudging. The 
deeply unintelligent mechanisms that respond to nudges are ubiquitous 
and nudging is inevitable. If we don’t nudge deliberately, people will be 
nudged nevertheless, either by bad actors who seek to manipulate them 
or by chance. Whatever we do, or fail to do, we’ll all be nudged never-
theless; we might as well put nudging to good use.

Whether nudging is really inevitable and whether there’s a normative 
difference between being intentionally and unintentionally nudged (as 
Alfano (2013) and Kumar (2016) each argue) are interesting questions, 
but they’re not questions we need answer here. Nudges don’t simply 
manipulate us by bypassing our capacities to reason. Instead, they pro-
vide us with evidence, which we typically weigh appropriately. Nudges 
don’t tend to provide arguments or evidence that fit our paradigms, but 
that’s because our paradigms are of first- order evidence. We neglect 
higher- order evidence, but higher- order evidence is genuine evidence.

1 Doris is here quoting Stanovich (2004). But Stanovich is more careful than Doris (unsur-
prisingly, given he has long resisted the facile identification of type 1 processes with irrational-
ity (Stanovich  2018)). Stanovich writes that these processes are “in some sense deeply 
unintelligent” (39; emphasis added); Doris drops the qualification.
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Nudging Higher- Order Evidence

First- order evidence, our paradigm of evidence, is evidence that bears 
directly on the truth or falsity of a particular proposition. The pattern of 
blood spatter in the room is evidence that the killer used a knife; the 
fingerprints on the light switch are evidence that the killer was the 
 butler.2 Higher- order evidence is evidence about our evidence. In episte-
mology, the main focus of debates about higher- order evidence has been 
the reliability of the agents who assess the evidence; in particular, on 
how disagreement can provide evidence about such reliability. Consider 
this (by now hackneyed) case, Restaurant Check:

Suppose that five of us go out to dinner. It’s time to pay the check, so 
the question we’re interested in is how much we each owe. We can all 
see the bill total clearly, we all agree to give a 20 percent tip, and we 
further agree to split the whole cost evenly, not worrying over who 
asked for imported water, or skipped desert, or drank more of the 
wine. I do the math in my head and become highly confident that our 
shares are $43 each. Meanwhile, my friend does the math in her head 
and becomes highly confident that our shares are $45 each

(Christensen, 2007: 193).

Most philosophers agree that under certain conditions, a disagreement 
of this kind provides higher- order evidence, and that evidence puts 
rational pressure on the parties to reduce their confidence in their cal-
culation. If the agents who disagree are epistemic peers, then they should 
each conciliate (i.e., lower their confidence in their judgment). Peer dis-
sent is evidence for each person that at least one of them has made a 
mistake; given that neither has a reason to think that the other is more 
likely to be in error than themselves, they should treat the disagreement 
as evidence against their conclusion. It’s not first- order evidence (not 
evidence that they failed to carry the 2 or that they left off one item). It’s 

2 Most epistemologists prefer to talk about our mental states, rather than the objects of 
these states, as our evidence. As far as I can see, nothing of significance turns on which 
approach we take in this context.
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higher- order evidence: evidence that they may not have processed their 
first- order evidence well.

Given that disagreement is ubiquitous, if we must conciliate when-
ever we encounter it, we seem to lose the right to confidence very 
broadly. Conciliationism thus gives rise to what has been called the 
problem of spinelessness (e.g., Elga, 2007; Fritz, 2018). Many epistemolo-
gists respond to this worry by defending an extremely demanding 
account of epistemic peerhood, according to which my peers have 
exactly the same evidence and the same capacities as I do.3 Since each of 
us has few peers (so defined), we are each under less pressure to concili-
ate. As Jennifer Lackey (2010) points out, this maneuver risks cutting 
the debate over the epistemic significance of disagreement off from the 
real world cases of dissent that motivated interest in it in the first place. 
In fact, higher- order evidence, of various strengths and kinds is ubiqui-
tous and we are pervasively and appropriately responsive to it.

In real- life analogues of cases like Restaurant check, we rightly treat 
disagreement as high- order evidence without needing to know the track 
record of a dissenter. The fact that a sober, apparently well- functioning 
adult disagrees with me about a sum that’s difficult enough for a mistake 
to be unsurprising is some evidence that I have made a mistake. Even if I 
know that the agent is not my peer, in the exacting sense common in the 
literature, his dissent is still higher- order evidence against my conclu-
sion: I can’t entirely dismiss his dissent on the grounds that I’m (say) 
5 percent more likely to be right than he is. Of course I can dismiss his 
dissent if the sum is trivially easy (Lackey discusses a case in which a 
dissenter disagrees on the sum of 2+2) or if he lacks the competence to 
perform a calculation like this one. But dissent quite routinely provides 
some degree of higher- order evidence.

3 Setting the bar for peerhood extremely high is not the only response to the problem of 
spinelessness. One influential response turns on the attractiveness of a test for peerhood along 
the following lines: my peers are those agents who are as likely as I am to be right about the 
issue under dispute. Combined with the so- called independence principle, according to which 
an agent’s reasons for discounting a dissenting peer’s opinions must be independent of the dis-
pute itself, the test allows may allow us to hold fast to our controversial opinions. Setting aside 
the dispute and all the reasons implicated in it, we have no basis for thinking that dissenters 
would be as likely as we are to come to the right response (Elga 2007; Fritz 2018; McGrath 2008).
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For that matter, agreement also provides higher- order evidence. Given 
that a calculation is moderately difficult for me, if I come to the same 
answer as an independent agent I should raise my confidence in it. The 
greater the likelihood that I might have been mistaken, the stronger 
the evidence provided by independent agreement. The number of 
 others who have independently tackled the problem should also make 
a difference to my confidence. If I’m the lone dissenter at a table of 8, 
my confidence in my answer should be low; conversely, if many others 
agree with me (and few disagree), my confidence should rise. Numbers 
make a difference for two reasons. First, the likelihood that I’ve made a 
mistake rises or falls as a function of the number of others who agree 
with me: the higher the proportion of agents who agree with me, the 
lower the likelihood that I’ve made a mistake. Second, sheer numbers 
make a  difference to the plausibility of an appeal to what Lackey (2010) 
calls “personal information,” such as my knowledge that I’m paying 
attention and I’m being sincere, to break the symmetry between me 
and dissenters. Again, the higher the proportion of dissenters, the 
more implausible an appeal to such information to dismiss them, at 
least when the dissenters are to some significant degree independent 
of one another.

Of course, all this is true only if other things are equal. Experts ought 
to give little or no weight to dissent when it comes from those who lack 
expertise. An expert on climate change shouldn’t lower her confidence 
in her predictions and her models because Donald Trump declares that 
global warming is a hoax. Nor should she be impressed by the enormous 
number of dissenters, given that she’s an expert and almost none of 
them have any of the specialist skills to understand her work.

With these facts in mind, we can begin to glimpse the ubiquity of 
higher- order evidence. We can also begin to see how often I’ve appealed 
to it throughout this book. In the previous chapters, for instance, I dis-
cussed the role that markers of expertise (possession of relevant qualifi-
cations, of a track record of publication, of prizes and citations, and so 
on) should and do play in guiding our response to testimony. In appeal-
ing to such markers, I appealed to higher- order evidence. In giving more 
weight to some opinions on the basis that they come from someone who 
possesses these markers, we are taking higher- order evidence in favor of 
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their views into account. In appealing to an expert consensus, we’re also 
appealing to higher- order evidence.

Markers of expertise are just one of the more obvious kinds of higher- 
order evidence I’ve appealed to in this book. Once we’ve seen how 
nudges, too, provide higher- order evidence, we’ll be in a better position 
to see just pervasive such appeals have been—that is, we’ll be in a position 
to begin to glimpse just how much we lean on higher- order evidence in 
ordinary and expert cognition, and how important such evidence is in 
our epistemic lives.

Nudges as Evidence

How do nudges work? Exactly how they cause behavior, on the standard 
understanding of their influence, remains elusive: theoretical models 
often invoke vague notions like “salience,” which seem more like place-
holders for mechanisms than explanations. There is, however, more or 
less universal agreement that however they work, they bypass rational 
cognition. While I don’t claim to be able to do very much better at pro-
viding a proper account of how they function, I suggest that nudges do 
not bypass rational cognition. Instead, at least typically their influence is 
due to the manner in which they provide implicit recommendations, 
and therefore higher- order evidence in favor of the option nudged.

Let’s begin with the ballot order effect, which was Doris’ prime exam-
ple of how these kinds of influences may threaten autonomy. As we saw, 
the ballot order effect is supposed to be irrational, because candidate 
order doesn’t correlate with the quality of candidates. Of course that’s 
true: since candidate order is settled by lot or in some other way that 
doesn’t track quality (e.g., by the order in which they registered for the 
election), order doesn’t provide reliable evidence in favor of any candi-
dates. But it doesn’t follow that it doesn’t provide evidence at all. The 
order in which items are listed implicates their importance (Green 1998). 
Think of how news is presented online or on TV. The most important 
information is presented first (“our headlines at the top of the hour…”); 
being listed first is therefore implicit testimony that an item is impor-
tant. Similarly, though we’ve taken steps to randomize ballot order, we 
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may nevertheless be communicating implicit testimony to individuals 
that some candidates are better than others simply by the order in which 
we list them.

While I know of no direct evidence that this is how candidate order is 
understood by voters, there is indirect evidence. This evidence is best 
approached by considering other nudges. We’ve already mentioned the 
nudges that tend to feature as examples in the literature: the way in 
which changing the visual accessibility of food in the cafeteria line 
changes consumption patterns (Bucher et al.  2016) and changing the 
default option to a higher rate on an employment contract increases sav-
ings (Smith et al. 2013). Both of these nudges can be understood as pro-
viding implicit recommendations to agents.

The use of defaults to change behaviors has widely been seen as tak-
ing advantage of our cognitive laziness. But there’s evidence that defaults 
are understood as communications (Fisher 2020a, 2020b; Levy 2019b). 
Agents tend to see default options as authoritatively recommended to 
them: both experimental work (McKenzie et al.  2006) and modeling 
(Carlin et al. 2013) suggests that ordinary people see defaults as reflect-
ing expert opinion, and they change their attitudes to the default accord-
ingly. The presentation of defaults is likely understood as communicative 
because it is communicative: the selection of defaults is typically meant 
(implicitly) to convey a recommendation. That’s how the framing of 
options works: for example, a research and development team is more 
likely to be described in terms of success rate, rather than its failure rate, 
if the person thinks highly of it (Sher & McKenzie 2006). Framing of 
options is intended as communicative and understood as such. It’s likely 
that selection of defaults functions the same way.

The selection of a default is the provision of implicit testimony: this 
option is best, or at least sufficiently good to be choiceworthy (isn’t this 
exactly what we’d expect pretheoretically: wouldn’t you be extremely 
surprised if a default option on a form or an employment contract wasn’t 
a reasonable option? Imagine if your employment contract had as the 
default option saving 98 percent of your $60,000 salary into a retirement 
fund. Wouldn’t you think whoever drew up the contract was incompe-
tent?) Ballot order effects and the effects of making items more or less 
accessible or salient (by, for example, placing them at eye level) may be 
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understood in precisely the same way. While it’s true that candidate 
quality doesn’t, as a matter of fact, correlate with ballot order (except by 
chance), it may nevertheless be true that being guided by ballot order is 
a rational response to an implicit recommendation.

This account of how (canonical) nudges function to guide behavior 
doesn’t merely provide an explanation of how they work (albeit an 
explanation falling well short of a full mechanistic account); it also ratio-
nalizes them. That is, it shows that and how it’s rational to be guided by a 
nudge. It’s rational to be guided by a nudge because it’s rational to give 
due weight to a recommendation, implicit or not. A recommendation is 
higher- order evidence that an option is choiceworthy, and higher- order 
evidence is genuine evidence. Let’s see how this works.

Framing effects are often regarded as paradigmatically irrational, on 
the grounds that how identical options are framed has a significant 
effect on whether they’re preferred (e.g., Shafir and LeBoeuf 2002). Since 
it’s the frame, and not the content of the option, that has altered, a 
change in preference is thought to be irrational: if your preference for A 
over B flips in response to a change that is irrelevant to which is better, 
than your preference flip is irrational. But how options are framed isn’t 
irrelevant to which is better—far from it. While the first- order evidence 
is fixed across frames, the higher- order evidence is not: framing just is 
changing the higher- order evidence. Of course it’s rational to be guided 
by a recommendation!

After all, no one ever objected to guidance by testimony on grounds 
like these. No one ever said “it’s irrational to go to restaurant A rather 
than B just because your friend recommended it. After all, had 
she  recommended B instead, that’s where you’d have gone. Her 
 recommendation doesn’t change the options themselves.” That’s just how 
recommendations are supposed to work. They’re supposed to provide 
higher- order evidence. They’re guides to what the first- order facts are 
and therefore it’s no objection to them that they leave these facts 
unaltered.

To be sure, it would be worrying if nudges were compelling causes of 
behavior: if they overrode other and better sources of information, for 
example. Recommendations don’t overwhelm our better judgment and 
compel us to act. We respond judiciously to them: we integrate them 
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with other information available to us, including information about the 
person providing the recommendation. We probably won’t go to Tofu 
Hut on our friend’s recommendation if we know it’s just failed a health 
inspection or we know she’s very unreliable on questions like these. We 
take recommendations into account alongside other information and 
they are decisive for us only when we lack better information. The evi-
dence strongly suggests that nudges work in the same way: they provide 
information we take into account, not mechanical shoves. The ballot 
order effect, for instance, may provide implicit testimony to everyone, 
but it makes a difference to the choices of only two groups of agents: 
those who have no real preference between candidates and those who 
have little information about them (Pasek et al.  2014). Ballot order 
effects influence behavior in just the way, and to the same degree, as 
testimony from a source regarded as somewhat reliable does, making a 
difference for those who have little else to go on. That’s because ballot 
order effects are implicit testimony.

Nudges are sometimes defended on the grounds that it’s ecologically 
rational to be guided by them (Gigerenzer 2015).4 Use of a heuristic or 
bias is ecologically rational just in case it enables us reliably to get the 
right answer. How we get to that answer is irrelevant to its ecological 
rationality. In principle, ecological rationality can vindicate anything, if 
it turns out to work. If a benevolent God ensured that throwing dice was 
a reliable way to make investment decisions, it would be ecologically 
rational to rely on the dice. My defense of nudging doesn’t depend on 
the notion of ecological rationality. Framing options, the selection of 
defaults and other ways of making options salient are ways of providing 
implicit testimony, and it’s directly rational to be guided by testimony. 
Implicit testimony isn’t merely correlated with the right answer, in the 
way in which (say) being banded might correlate with being venomous 
in snakes. Rather, implicit testimony is evidence for the right answer, 
and in being guided by it appropriately—in giving it the weight in our 

4 Schmidt (2019) defends the rationality of nudges on grounds like these. On his view, 
nudges are content rational—they enable us to achieve epistemic ends—but they sacrifice a 
great deal of process rationality by ignoring or failing to track the features that make an option 
choiceworthy. In contrast, I claim that nudges are process rational in an entirely orthodox man-
ner. Nudges provide evidence for all agents. Their influence is directly rational, not (merely) 
ecologically rational.
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cognition that reflects its actual evidential value as testimony—we’re 
being guided by the evidence. Perhaps there are nudges that are merely 
ecologically rational, but most are (also) directly rational and do not 
bypass rational cognition at all.5

Those few people sympathetic to the thought that nudging might be 
rational see nudges as working through rational and non- rational chan-
nels simultaneously. One piece of evidence that’s been cited for the con-
clusion that nudge- style influences work non- rationally is that their 
power increases when we’re under cognitive load (when processing 
resources are scarce, for instance because the person is required to 
multi- task, or is fatigued or stressed; see, e.g Gilbert and Osborne, 1989; 
Krull and Erickson, 1995). This fact has been taken to indicate that they 
work (in part at least) by taking advantage of cognitive laziness or the 
fact that it is temporarily too difficult for us to make a decision. Ansher 
et al. (2014) make the point explicit: changing defaults at once provides 
recommendations to agents and takes advantage of non- rational 
dispositions.

The thought seems to be that if defaults brought about their effects 
through rational processes alone, we wouldn’t see their influence 
increase under load. If they provided only rational inputs, then the per-
son should respond to them when her processing capacity is undimin-
ished just as strongly as when it is depleted. But that’s a mistake. There is 
nothing irrational about putting more weight on testimony when we 
lack the resources to assess a claim for ourselves. We all accept that I 
ought to place more weight on your testimony when you’re more expert 
in the relevant domain than I am. We might think of load analogously: 
while I’m under load, I should give greater weight to testimony because 
I’m temporarily less expert.

Ashner et al. cite another piece of evidence in arguing that default 
effects are partially irrational. The evidence comes from a study in which 
pulmonologists were asked whether they would prescribe a CT scan for 

5 It’s difficult to come up with an example of a nudge that might be ecologically rational but 
is not directly rational. Perhaps priming behavior might be an example; whether primes should 
be understood as presenting us with evidence is difficult to assess. It’s important to note that 
the priming literature has been a principal victim of the replication crisis in psychology: prim-
ing is (to my mind) real, but is a fragile and very weak influence on behavior.
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a patient. In the control condition, 54 percent of pulmonologists ordered 
the scan. That establishes a baseline: given the symptoms described, 
roughly half will think a scan is warranted. In the other condition, 
participants were told that a scan had already been ordered but not yet 
performed. In this condition, only 29 percent of physicians cancelled 
the scan. Following the original authors of this study, Ansher et al. 
suggest that a mere (non- rational) bias drives the difference between 
conditions: “clinical information should dictate whether or not a CT 
scan should be performed [. . .] whether or not it has been ordered or 
discontinued by the emergency department physician should be irrele-
vant” (Aberegg et al., 2005: 1499). Of course, that’s false. Clinical infor-
mation provides first- order evidence, and that evidence is obviously of 
critical importance to clinicians. But the attitudes of our epistemic 
peers—here represented by the decisions of other physicians—provides 
us with higher- order evidence, and when a question is difficult to settle 
(as the fact that pulmonologists split on whether to order the scan 
indicates), such evidence should be given significant weight. Again, the 
best explanation of how this information guides behavior is via the 
provision of higher- order evidence, and higher- order is genuine evidence.

Disagreement provides evidence about how well we have responded 
to our first- order evidence; it provides evidence we may have made a 
mistake in responding to it. Nudges and the like may not provide evi-
dence like that (though they may). A recommendation, implicit or not, 
provides evidence about some other agent’s attitude to an option. It may 
entirely replace first- order evidence. A recommendation may lead me to 
choose an option about which I know nothing; that is, about which I 
lack any first- order evidence. It provides evidence not about the facts 
that make an option choiceworthy, but about its choiceworthiness itself. 
It’s not evidence about my evidence, but it’s evidence about what the 
evidence, properly understood, supports.

In Praise of Nudges

Most (if not all) nudges provide agents with higher- order evidence. They 
are understood, implicitly, as encoding testimony. They’re understood 
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in this kind of way because they do provide testimony: to nudge some-
one in the direction of an option is to recommend it to her. Just as agents 
frame communications to convey their opinions, so we make options 
salient or highlight them in other ways in order to recommend them. 
Giving greater weight to an option than we otherwise would just because 
it has been made salient to us in this kind of way is rational, because it’s 
rational to give weight to recommendations (unless we have counter-
vailing evidence, or reasons to distrust the person providing them). This 
remains true even holding first- order evidence fixed. That’s just how 
testimony works and is supposed to work.

Of course, nudges (or their naturally or stochastically occurring ana-
logues) may not present us with reliable testimony. Candidate order 
doesn’t in fact correlate with candidate quality. The options may have 
been framed by agents who know little about the costs and benefits, or 
who seek to manipulate us to their own ends. But these facts are no 
objection to the claim that nudges work by offering us implicit testi-
mony, nor to the claim that giving them due weight in our choices is 
rational. Exactly the same points, after all, apply to explicit testimony. 
Agents may offer testimony inadvertently (perhaps unaware that we’re 
listening). They can offer testimony despite knowing little about the 
options, and I don’t need to point out that agents may offer testimony in 
order to manipulate us to their own ends: that’s obviously a central tactic 
of salespeople and advertisers.

Once we see that (most) nudges work by offering implicit testimony 
to agents, we’re in a good position to see that many of their opponents 
have got things completely backwards. They demand, in effect, that we 
leave things as they are so that people are offered misleading testimony,6 
rather than change the context of choice so that people are offered testi-
mony that genuinely tracks option quality. Though they don’t recognize 
it, they’re advocating the deception of others, rather than taking steps to 
ensure that they’re told the truth. That’s not respectful of agency: quite 
the opposite. Nudging well is offering honest testimony, and refusing to 
nudge is refusing to ensure that bad testimony is no longer offered.

6 In the event the testimony isn’t misleading, of course, there’s no dispute: no one advocates 
intervening to change it.
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There are nudges that don’t appear to work through this kind of 
mechanism, but most nudges that have been proposed for the improve-
ment of choice provide reliable higher- order evidence and thereby testi-
mony. These nudges are defensible both on the grounds that they 
provide good evidence to agents, and on the grounds that they enhance 
individual or collective welfare. Some nudges may work through the 
provision of unreliable (first- order) evidence. For instance, fake potholes 
or fake speed bumps (in both cases painted on the road surface) have 
been used to slow traffic (Hamill 2008). I take no stand on whether such 
nudges are defensible; I note only that if they’re indefensible it won’t be 
on the ground that they bypass rational cognition. Deliberately mislead-
ing evidence is still evidence.7

Canonical nudges, however—and, as we’ll soon see, other ways of 
engineering the epistemic environment—don’t suffer from this problem. 
They’re properly respectful of agency, because they work by providing 
the agent with reliable (usually higher- order) evidence and thereby 
improve our welfare. We may utilize such nudges in good conscience.

Stepping Back

In previous chapters, I suggested we needed to go beyond removing 
pollutants from the epistemic environment, and actually structure the 
environment to nudge agents toward better beliefs. I’ve suggested, for 
example that we should ensure that markers of expertise correlate 
with genuine expertise; that a view is represented in the media in 
rough correlation with the proportion of experts who hold it, and 
so  on. Ensuring that higher- order evidence is reliable suggests 
policies that may be contentious: for instance, it suggests that news 
organizations shouldn’t seek to balance competing experts when one 
view is very much better supported than another, because balancing 
speakers falsely conveys the impression that there’s no consensus. 

7 Nudges like this are paradigm cases of paternalistic interventions: they’re noble lies, 
intended to bring people to behave better by first getting them to believe falsehoods. They’re 
defensible if (or when) such lies are defensible.
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Elsewhere, I’ve suggested that a policy of ensuring that higher- order evi-
dence is conveyed appropriately may support no- platforming certain 
speakers, on the grounds that provision of a platform itself provides 
higher- order evidence in favor of a view (Levy 2019c). While there are 
surely grounds for worry about some of these proposals (we may legiti-
mately worry who can be appropriately trusted to implement nudges, 
about the potential for their misuse, and about restrictions on free 
speech), recognizing that these proposals aim at the provision of higher- 
order evidence disarms some objections. They shouldn’t be seen as 
manipulative or disrespectful of agency: on the contrary, they’re maxi-
mally respectful, in just the same way and for just the same reasons as 
giving people arguments and (first- order) evidence is maximally 
respectful of agency.

Throughout this book, I’ve argued that we’re deeply social agents, 
agents who owe our epistemic success to the division of epistemic labor 
and the ways in which we scaffold cognition. Much of the scaffolding we 
rely on involves the flexible use of higher- order evidence, I now empha-
size. Our use of social referencing—our use of cues as to what others 
believe to form our own beliefs—the conformity bias and the prestige 
bias, our outsourcing of belief to the environment and our reliance on 
distributed networks of agents and artifacts; all of these should be seen 
as reliance on higher- order evidence. Evidence about what the majority 
believes is higher- order evidence, as we saw in our discussion of how 
the numbers count when it comes to peer agreement and disagreement. 
The prestige bias consists in the use of indirect evidence—higher- order 
evidence—that certain ways of behaving bring success. That someone 
is prestigious is higher- order evidence that they behave, or think, well. 
We make certain facts salient to one another—sometimes through the 
design of the physical environment—to recommend them (and some-
times to provide implicit warnings, which is another form higher- order 
evidence can take). Peer review is, in part, the institutionalization of 
higher- order evidence: that a paper has received its imprimatur is 
(some) evidence in favor of its quality and its reliability.

If we engage in the kinds of strategies I recommend—nudging better 
belief—we won’t be doing anything new. We’ve been nudging better 
belief forever: our epistemic success has always been dependent on 
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ensuring that higher- order evidence is reliable. Higher- order evidence is 
the real secret of our success. Correlatively, epistemic engineering is not 
dependent on our biases (understood as ways in which we fall short of 
rationality), or our (putative) cognitive laziness or even our bounded 
rationality. Rather, it takes advantages of our rational faculties.
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Concluding Thoughts
Rational Animals After All

The Enlightenment celebrated the power of human reason. In more 
recent times, a number of psychologists and naturalistic philosophers 
have attempted to replace the Enlightenment conception of our cogni-
tive powers with a deflationary and allegedly more realistic picture. On 
this picture, often presented within the framework of dual process the-
ory, the kind of rationality the Enlightenment highlighted, impressive as 
it genuinely is, is only a small part of the fuller picture. Type 2 cognition 
is a scarce resource, and we must be selective in deploying it. The rest of 
the time—most of the time—we must rely on fast and frugal Type 1 cog-
nition (Bargh & Chartrand 1999). Even when we do deploy Type 2 cog-
nition, we remain reliant on Type 1 cognition for inputs, which limits 
the power of Type 2 cognition to correct errors. This is bad news for our 
rationality, because Type 1 cognition is inflexible and sometimes 
atavistic.

Pushback against the claim that our cognition is lazy, inflexible and 
pervasively irrational has come mainly from advocates of ecological 
conceptions of rationality. They emphasize how well adapted such cog-
nition is to the threats we actually faced in the environment of evolu-
tionary adaptiveness. They concede, of course, that we pay costs for 
relying on it: for example, we respond to stimuli as if they were threats 
while knowing that they’re harmless. Even when we deliberate carefully, 
we may be subject to prejudices we disavow, because the reasons we 
consciously process have already been assigned weights prior to delib-
eration (Uhlmann & Cohen 2005). But these are costs a well- designed 
thinker would pay, proponents of ecological rationality maintain. It’s 
better to respond quickly to a possible threat then to deliberate longer: 
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we’d do better to pay the cost of a false positive then to run the risk of 
being bitten or mauled. If we’re irrational due to our reliance on fast and 
frugal cognition, we’re rational to be irrational in this way.

In this book, I’ve presented a very different picture. I’ve suggested that 
we’re more rational than naturalistic philosophers have tended to think. 
We’ve failed to see how rational we are because we’ve been looking for 
rationality in all the wrong places. We’ve been looking at individual cog-
nition and at first- order evidence to vindicate our conception of our-
selves as rational agents. Both of these things matter, of course: they 
matter a great deal. But apparent failures to rely on them often don’t 
indicate departures from rationality. They indicate a rational outsourc-
ing of our cognition, a reliance on the division of epistemic labor, and 
the appropriate use of higher- order evidence.

With this picture in place, we can now see that we’re individually 
more rational than we sometimes seem, though our individual rational-
ity doesn’t take the form we expect. The behavior of other agents is 
higher- order evidence for us, and individually we respond to it appro-
priately. Deference to experts is an appropriate use of higher- order evi-
dence; so is the use of the conformity bias and the prestige bias. The use 
of environmental cues is the use of higher- order evidence: it renders 
options salient to us. Most of the time, we respond appropriately to the 
communicative cues in our environments. Our individual rationality 
doesn’t consist in our processing of first- order evidence alone. It con-
sists, also and importantly, in the use of higher- order evidence, made 
available to us through distributed and outsourced cognition.

Our flexible and intelligent response to higher- order evidence is 
rational, whether it’s the product of conscious deliberation or of auto-
matic processing. Of course, deliberation (conscious or not) about first- 
order evidence is also essential to our epistemic success. My deference 
to experts is appropriate because they have produced a body of knowl-
edge, and their knowledge production is heavily reliant on first- order 
evidence. But no significant epistemic achievement is the product of 
deliberation about first- order evidence alone. Even scientists must defer, 
even on their own terrain, because no individual is able to grasp all the 
methods and tools and data she must nevertheless rely on for her work. 
Within the narrow sphere of our expertise, our reliance on first- order 
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evidence is relatively heavy; elsewhere, higher- order evidence plays a 
much greater role.

At this point, a worry about self- defeat obviously arises. This book is 
itself the product of individual deliberation, and argues against an 
orthodoxy that emphasizes first- order evidence, intellectual autonomy 
and individual deliberation. If I’m confident that I’m able to see the 
problems in the orthodox view, then I seem committed to thinking that 
individual cognition can successfully strike out on its own, contrary to 
my own claims. Aren’t I committed to making an exception of myself, in 
a way that is at best unprincipled? Deference for thou; not for me.

There is, I acknowledge, a tension between the message of this book 
and the very act of advocating that message. To some degree, this ten-
sion is endemic to philosophy itself, insofar as it tries to show “how 
things in the broadest possible sense of the term hang together in the 
broadest possible sense of the  term” (Sellars  1962). This ambition 
requires stepping back and trying to find what is common to disparate 
areas of inquiry. In an age of hyperspecialists, philosophy still pretends 
to the role of the generalist. Inevitably, the generalist runs the risk of a 
failure of understanding when they take as their subject matter the find-
ings or the nature of specialized disciplines. Many philosophers, includ-
ing me, have responded to this kind of worry by backing away from 
generalist pretensions and instead limiting ourselves to more specific 
domains, where we can hope to make headway. But this book attempts 
much more general claims about human knowledge and its acquisition 
and thereby runs full tilt into these concerns, and in a particularly 
pointed way due to its advocacy of deference.

I take comfort from the fact that I’m not entirely out on my own here. 
In this book, I’m leveraging and building on the work of many others: 
work in cultural evolution, in psychology, in social epistemology, and in 
other fields. To a large degree, I am deferring to these thinkers (more-
over one of my major aims, albeit one that’s in the background, has been 
to make us more accepting of a science—climate change—that I lack any 
real capacity to understand). I do take my own advice in this regard, if 
not as extensively as perhaps I should. Nevertheless, to some degree I 
am caught in worries about self- contradiction. I present what I take to 
be first- order evidence in favor of relying on higher- order evidence, 
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arguments in favor of deference at odds with an orthodoxy that 
 denigrates it.

Of course, I haven’t advocated relying on higher- order evidence 
rather than first- order evidence. I’ve stressed that higher- order is reli-
able, in very important part, because it’s generated by people who are 
grappling with the first- order evidence. All cognition is dependent on 
both first- order and higher- order evidence, to varying degrees in differ-
ent contexts, depending on our capacity to assess each kind of evidence. 
To some extent, that fact mitigates the tension. Still, I can’t complain to 
have the kind of expertise that would warrant me in setting aside the 
near- universal consensus in favor of individual reasoning and striking 
out on my own. The tension remains unresolved. Here I can only appeal 
to you for help. Come over to my side. Once there are enough of us, I 
can comfortably advocate deferring to the new orthodoxy. If you’re on 
the fence about my arguments, I hope concern for my comfort will tip 
you over into accepting them.

Let me finish with a few words about the Enlightenment. Must we 
abandon its legacy, if we accept the picture of ourselves I’ve urged here? 
Perhaps not. Sapere Aude!, Kant’s injunction, is most naturally inter-
preted individualistically. Kant calls on us to emerge from “immaturity,” 
which he characterizes as “the inability to use one’s own understanding 
without the guidance of others.” He thus calls on us to use our “own 
understanding” (Kant, 1991: 54; emphasis in original). I, too, advocate 
we use our own understanding. On my picture, though, there is no con-
flict between such use and apt deference. We should not use our under-
standing without the guidance of others; instead, a primary function of 
our understanding is in orienting us well toward such guidance.

Kant called on us to change our epistemic strategies, to rely more on 
our individual judgment and less on the judgments of others. Insofar as 
I have advice for each of us, as individuals, it’s to rely on others more and 
better (and of course, insofar as we’re able, to engineer the epistemic 
environment to support such reliance). We err in overemphasizing indi-
vidualism, not in deferring too much. Does that entail abandoning the 
legacy of the Enlightenment? Not necessarily.

First, perhaps Kant was right to call on his contemporaries to think 
more for themselves and to defer less. It is no part of the picture 
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I’ve presented here to claim that individual deliberation over first- order 
evidence isn’t a central component of our cognitive success. I’ve argued 
we ought to defer to the scientists, and that scientists must defer to one 
another. But deference has its limits. We should defer to scientists in 
very important part because they’ve deployed their individual cognition 
in the domain of their expertise. Admittedly, they’ve deployed it in a 
way that is socially and institutionally supported, and in ways that are 
heavily imbricated with deference; they’ve employed it nevertheless, and 
their reliability is partly (but only partly) due to that fact. In Kant’s his-
torical context, perhaps people had too little opportunity, or too little 
motivation, to deploy their individual cognition in these ways (I leave 
that as a question for historians).

Second, we needn’t see the legacy of the Enlightenment as exhausted 
by this heavy emphasis on individual  rationality, in what Kant regards 
as its mature form (“without the guidance of others”). Rationality, in its 
fullest sense, is, roughly, the deployment of cognition in the effective 
service of truth by appropriate response to the evidential content of 
information. Many psychologists and philosophers see us as rationally 
irrational: we deploy our cognition in the effective service of truth but 
we do so through the use of heuristics and other fast and frugal pro-
cesses that do not respond appropriately to the content of our informa-
tion. We respond irrationally—in ways that are not warranted by our 
evidence—but we’re rational to do so. On my account, we are rationally 
rational. We respond to the higher- order evidence encoded in our envi-
ronment and in the assertions of others, by deferring to them or even 
self- attributing beliefs. We do so in the service of truth. We’re rational 
animals after all, even if our rationality is somewhat different to how we 
imagined it. We need to have the courage to use one another’s under-
standing as well as our own.
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